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APPENDIX
Glossary of vernacular terms, occurring in Volumes I and II.
THE worship of minor local deities is connected with such low castes as Guravas, Bhopis, Marātha Kumbis, Dhangars, Wāghes, Murlis, Mahārs and Mangs in the District of Kolhāpur. It is believed by the Brāhmans that once an image is consecrated and worshipped, it should be worshipped uninterruptedly every day, and he who neglects to worship such an image daily incurs the sin of Brahma-hatya or Brāhman-murder. For this reason Brāhmans generally do not worship minor local deities. In former times Brāhmans who worshipped these deities were excommunicated by their caste-men. Such Pujāris were compelled to wear a folded dhotur or waist cloth, and were forbidden to put on the gandh or sandal paste mark in straight or cross lines. They were allowed to put on the tila or circular mark of sandal paste. Another reason why Brāhmans are not the Pujāris or worshippers of such deities is that Brāhmans cannot accept or partake of the Naivedya offering of cooked food, fowls, etc., made to them. Lower class people can partake of such offerings, and are therefore generally the worshippers or ministrants of minor local deities.

At Palshet in the Ratnāgiri District, there are two grāmdevis, viz., Jholái and Mahārjái, and the pujāris of these deities are respectively a Gurav and a Mahār. The pujāris of goddesses are generally men of the lower castes. The guardian goddesses of the villages of Pule, Varavade, Nandivade, and Rila have Kumbis as their pujāris; while the pujāris of the goddesses Mahālakshmi, Bhagvati, Mahākāli, and Jogāi are generally chosen from the Gurav caste. In the Konkan the Ráuls (Shudras) are the pujāris of the deities Vithoba, Ravalnáth and Bhaváni; the Ghádis are the pujāris of the deities Sáteri and Khavaneswar; while the deities Mahádev and Márutí are worshipped by pujāris belonging to the Gurav caste. The goddesses Mahakājan and Jakhmáta at Sangameshwar in the Ratnagiri District are worshipped by pujāris who belong to the Gurav and Bhoi castes respectively. The god Ganpati at Makhnele has for his pujāri a Wáni. The pujāris of the temple of Shiva at Lánje in the Ratnagiri District are Wánis. It is said that the pujāris of Pundárik at Pandharpur is a Kiráta (fisherman) by caste.

The pujāri of the goddess Narmáta at Siddagad in the Thána District is a Koli; whilst the pujāris of Káunob, Khandob, and Vétál are of the lower castes. The goddesses Mahálakshmi of Kolvan and Vajreshvari have their pujāris chosen from the lower castes. The pujāris of Jari-Mari, Mhasoba, Bahiroba, Cheda and other deities which are said to prevent contagious diseases, are always men of the lower castes.

The pujāris of the guardian goddesses of the villages Petsaí, Dasgaum and Nizámpur are a Mahār, a Kumbhár or potter, and a Marátha, respectively. The pujāri of the
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In the Ratnagiri District some people worship the Sun on the Sundays of the month of Shravan. A ceremony held on the Rathasaptami day, i.e., the 7th day of the bright half of Māgh, is deemed a special festival in honour of the Sun-god. On that day people draw, on a small wooden stool, an image of the Sun, seated in a chariot drawn by seven horses, and worship it with great reverence. Milk is then boiled on a fire made of cow-dung cakes in front of the household Tului plant. If the milk overflows to the east, it is believed that there will be abundance of crops, but if it flows to the west it is taken as a sign of the near approach of famine. The Sun-god is also worshipped on the following occasions, e.g., Trikal, Gajacchāya, Ardhadaya, Mahodaya, Yatipat, Makar-Sankrānt, Kark-Sankrānt and the Solar eclipse. Though there are few temples dedicated to the Sun, the village of Parule has the honour of having one called “the temple of Adi-Nārāyan.” Non-Brahmanical classes are not seen worshipping the Sun in this district, despite the fact that the Sun is said to be the embodiment of the three principal deities of the Hindus.

The people of the Thāna District believe that the Śvastika is the central point of the helmet of the Sun, and a vow called the Śvastika Vrata is held in its honor. A woman who observes this vow, draws a figure of the Śvastika and worships it daily during the Chāturmās (four months of the rainy season), at the expiration of which she gives a Brahman a golden or silver plate with the sign of the Śvastika upon it. Another vow named Dhanurmās, common to all districts in the Konkan, requires a person to complete his daily rites before sun-rise, and to offer a
preparation of food called Khichadi to the Sun-god. The observer of this vow then partakes of the food, regarding it as a gift from that god. This is either done for one day or repeated for a month till the Dhanu-Sankrantí,1

On the Somavatí-Amavásya day (the 15th day of the dark half of a month falling on Monday), and the Kapiláhashthi day, the Sun is held in especial reverence.2 A curious story is narrated regarding the offering of Arghya to the Sun. It is said that the Sun rejoices at the birth of a Bráhman, and gives 1,000,000 cows in charity, believing that the Arghya which the Bráhman will offer later on will devour his foes, one drop of the Arghya killing 1,000 of them*. The repetition of the Gágatri-mantra 108 times a day is supposed to release a Bráhman from the debt of 1,000,000 cows owed in this way to the Sun.3 The Yoga-Sutras of Pánanjála however prohibit a man from looking at the setting Sun, though the sin thus incurred is made amends for by the offering of Arghya to that god.4 It is interesting to note that women do not grind corn on the Ratha-Saptami day.5

Women bow down to the Sun on the 11th, 12th, 30th or 40th day after their delivery; but Kunbi women generally worship that god on the 7th day.6 On this occasion some women show a churning handle† to the Sun-god and offer him some grains of rice.7

The Svastika is considered so holy in the Konkan that it is always drawn on the Antarpat; and at the time of the Panyáha Wachan ceremony which precedes a Hindu wedding, a Svastika drawn in rice is worshipped.8 The principal deities of the Hindus, whenever they are invoked on special occasions, are seated on the Svastika.9 The people of the Ratnágiri District worship the Svastika, regarding it as the symbol as well as the seat of the Sun-god.10

By some the Svastika is regarded as the foundation-stone of the universe11 and is held to be the symbol of the god Shiva, and not of the Sun.12

The conception of Kunbi is said to have taken place by the influence of the rays of the Sun.13

The Svastika is considered as an emblem of peace and prosperity, and for this reason Bráhmans often draw a figure of the Svastika in front of their houses.14 The custom of moving round such sacred objects as the Banyan, the Pipal, the Tulsi or sweet basil plant, the Umbar, the Avala (Phyllanthus emblica), etc., is prevalent in the district of Kolhápur. There are no cases recorded in which women after child-birth are exposed to the Sun. But on the 12th day after her delivery, the mother puts on new bangles and new clothes; coconuts, betel-nuts and leaves, grains of rice, plantains and grains of wheat are placed in her lap. She then comes out and bows to the Sun. Wealthy persons on this occasion perform a homa sacrifice in their houses by kindling the holy fire and feeding Bráhmans. No one in this district believes that conception is caused, or is likely to be caused, by exposure to the rays of the Sun.

The Hindu women of the Konkan walk round Pipal, Tulsi, and Umbar trees every Saturday and on the Somavatí-amavásya day, i.e., the 15th day of the dark half of a month when it falls on Monday.15 Sometimes, however, women make a vow to walk round a
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15 School Master, Agáshí and Arnala.

† The churning handle or rod is called in Maráthi Rávi, which is one of the names of the Sun.
and the observed see every moon. rounds the temple or tree for about seven or eight hours every day. If they find it difficult to make up the number of rounds themselves, they ask their near relations to assist them in their undertaking.\(^1\)

The Moon is worshipped by the Hindus on the 2nd of the bright half of every month. On this day it is considered very lucky to see the moon, and many people, particularly the lower classes, pull out threads from the clothes they wear, and offer them to the moon, saying “O! God, accept these old clothes of ours and be pleased to give us new ones in their stead.” Some people worship the moon on the Sankasti Chaturthi 4th day of the dark half of every month; and such people will not eat anything until they have seen and worshipped the moon on that day. The moon is not worshipped on the Ganesh Chaturthi day that is, the 4th of the bright half of the month of Bhadrapad, as it is considered very unlucky to see the moon on that night. It is firmly believed that any one who sees the moon on the Ganesh Chaturthi day even by accident will be falsely accused of theft or some other crime. In order to avoid this, people who have accidentally seen the moon, throw stones at the houses of their neighbours, and if the neighbours abuse them in return, the mischiefmakers consider themselves freed by the abuse from the sin of having looked at the moon on a forbidden night.

The spots on the surface of the moon are believed by some to be the rath or chariot of the god. Others think that they are lunar mountains; but many believe that the spots are the visible signs of the stain on the character of the moon-god due to his having outraged the modesty of the wife of his guru, the god Brahaspati or Jupiter. In the Puranas it is stated that on one occasion, a dispute arose between the moon and Brahaspati or Jupiter about the wife of Brahaspati, each of them claiming to be the cause of her conception. Subsequently a son was born who was named Budha (Mercury). Brahaspati’s wife, on being asked who was the father of the child, named the moon, Thereupon Brahaspati cursed the moon for his adultery. The spots on the surface of the moon are said to be the effect of this curse.

The moon-god is believed to distribute nectar through his rays, and therefore this deity is said to have the power of removing diseases and restoring human beings to health. The moon is the king of herbs, and all trees, plants, etc., thrive owing to the influence of the moon. Sometimes people place at night, figs, plantains, sugarcane and other eatables in the moonlight and eat them early in the morning; and it is said that those who do so improve in health.

The practice of drinking the moon’s rays does not prevail in the Kolhapur district. But people occasionally dine in the moon light.\(^2\)

On a full moon day people perform the special worship of their chosen deity. On the full moon of the month of Kārtikā tempils are illuminated, and on the full moon day of Māgha, raw corn such as wheat, bājri, etc., is cooked and offered to the household and other deities.\(^3\) On this day are also performed the special rites and ceremonies that are required in connection with the Kula-devatās or family gods or goddesses. On the full moon day of Fālguṇa the Holi fire is kindled and worshipped. In certain families the full moon of Chaitra is considered auspicious for making offerings to family deities. On the full moon day of Shrāvan is observed the feast of Coconput day, and on this day Brāhmans put on new sacred threads. The full moon is considered by the Sanyāsīs or ascetics an auspicious day for shaving their heads.
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\(^1\) School Master, Phonde, Ratnagiri.

\(^2\) Rao Sahib Shelke.

\(^3\) In the Konkan the Navānma Purīma or full moon day of new food is observed in the month of Ashvin. This is, no doubt, due to the difference in the season of the harvest.
On the new moon day the *Pitras* or Manes are worshipped. Lighted lamps are worshipped on the new moon day, of *Ashādha*, In the Kolhapur State this is called *Tadali* new moon day, and in the Konkan it is called *Divali* new moon day. On the new moon day of *Ashvin*, Lakshmi the goddess of wealth is worshipped. All special ceremonies for the propitiation of the Bhutas or evil spirits are usually performed on the new moon day. The *Dwitiya* or 2nd day of every month is considered sacred to the moon, and on this day the moon is worshipped; while the Chaturthi is considered sacred to the god Ganapati, and on the Chaturthi of Bhādrapada a special festival is held in honour of the god Gambati.  

On the 15th day of the bright half of the month of *Ashvin* people put milk in the rays of the moon for some time, and then, after offering it to the moon, they drink it. Drinking milk in this way is called drinking the rays of the moon. On the Sankrānti Chaturthi day and on that Chaturthi which immediately follows the Dasara holiday, people draw an image of the moon and worship it. In the Ratnagiri district several conflicting theories are held regarding the spots on the surface of the moon. Some believe that the spot observed on the moon is a tamarind tree in which that god has stationed himself; others hold that the spot is the reflection of a deer which is yoked to the chariot of the moon; while many more believe that it has been occasioned by the hoof of the horse of King Nala. Some say that the spot on the surface of the moon represents a Pipal tree and a cow fastened to the roots of the tree; others on the authority of Hindu mythology suppose that God created Madan (cupid) from the essence taken from the body of the moon and hence the moon-god has spots on his body. In the *Mahābhārata* it is stated that on the surface of the moon is reflected the island of Sudarshan on this earth, together with some trees and a great hare, the bright part being nothing but water. The spot on the surface of the moon is considered by some a deer which the god has taken on his lap. Some believe that Yashoda, the mother of Krishna, after waving an earthen dish round the face of Krishna, threw it at the sky. It struck the moon and thereby the spots on the surface of the moon were caused. Nectar is supposed to have been derived from the rays of the moon; and in some sacred books it is stated that the Chakora bird (Bartavelle Partridge) drinks the rays of the moon.  

The people of the Thāna District hold similar notions regarding the spots on the surface of the moon. It has been said by some that the portion in question represents mud, while others say that the moon has been disfigured owing to a curse from a sage. Some people say that the spots are due to the moon being cursed by his preceptor Brahampati with whose wife the moon-god had connection. Being unable to bear the pain of the spots, the moon, it is said, propitiated his preceptor, who directed him to bathe in the Bhima river to alleviate the agony. Accordingly the pain was assuaged, and the part of the river where the Moon-god bathed thus came to be called Chandra bhāga. Some persons suggest that the spots are a Pipal tree with two deer feeding upon it from two sides. Others hold that the spots on the surface of the moon are due to its having been kicked by a deer which, when pursued by a hunter, was refused shelter.

---

2. School Master, Ibhrāmpur.
5. School Master, Ratnagiri.
7. School Master, Uhhāndā, Vengurla.
8. School Master, Ratnagiri.
10. School Master, Edvan, Mihim.
The people of the Thána District believe that the rays of the moon influence conception. 1

In the Koláb District, to sit in an open place on a moon-light night, is regarded as drinking the rays of the moon. 2 The elongated part of the orb of the moon pointing towards the north or the south is supposed to forebode scarcity or abundance, respectively. 3

It is a common belief that the moon should not be seen on the Ganesha Chaturthi day, i.e., the 4th day of the bright half of Bhádra-pad.

Looking at the moon continuously for a short time on every moon light night is said to keep one's sight in good order. 4

If the Amádiváya falls on Monday, Bráhman women of the Thána District walk round a Tulsí plant or a Pipal tree and make a vow to a Bráhman. 5

In the Koláb District a special ceremony is held in honour of minor goddesses on the 8th day of a month. The following things are avoided one on each of the fifteen tithis respectively:—
Kohala (pumpkin) dorli (Solanum indicum), salt, sesamum, sour things, oil, ávale (Emphlic myrobolan), cocanuts, bhopala (gourd), padéal (snake-gourd), pade (Dolichos Lablab), masur (Lens esculenta) brinjal, honey, gambling. 6

The people observe a fast on the 13th (Pradosha) and the 14th day (Shivarátra) of the dark half of every month. 7 On the 15th day of the bright half of Chaitra, a fair is held in honour of the guardian deity of a village, and hens, goats, etc., are offered as a sacrifice. 8

The following are days of special importance.
Gudhi-pádra, i.e., the first day of the bright half of Chaitra:—This being the first day of the year, gudhis and toranas are hoisted in front of every house and are worshipped. 9

Bháu-bij:—On the 2nd day of the bright half of Kártik every sister waves round the face of her brother a lamp, and makes him a present. 10

The ceremony on the Bháu-bij day has come into vogue on account of Subhadra having given a very pleasant bath to her brother Krishna on that day. The Court of Yama is also said to be closed on that day, since he goes to his sister; and consequently persons who die on that day, however sinful they may be, are not supposed to go to Yamaloka i.e., hell. 11

Akshya Tritiya:—On the third day of the bright half of Vaishákh cold water and winnowing fans are distributed as tokens for appeasing the Manes of ancestors. On this day is also celebrated the birth of the god Parasurám. 12

Ganesha Chaturthi:—On the 4th day of the bright half of Bhádra-pad, an earthen image of Ganpati is worshipped and a great ceremony is held in his honour. 13 The fourth day of the bright half of every month is called Vináyaka-Chaturthi; while that of the dark half is called Sankasti-Chaturthi. On the Vináyaka-Chaturthi day, people fast the whole day and dine the next day; while on the Sankasti Chaturthi day, they fast during the day time and dine after moon-rise. 14 That Sankasti Chaturthi which falls on Tuesday is considered the best. 15

---

1 School Master, Kalyân, No. 1 and School Master, Padaghe, Bhivandi.
2 School Master, Chandran, Koláb.
3 School Master, Anjur, Thána.
4 School Master, Chauk, Koláb.
5 School Master, Chauk, Koláb.
6 School Master, Colápur, Koláb.
7 School Master, Basani, Ratnágiri.
8 School Master, Basani, Ratnágiri.
9 School Master, Malgund, Ratnágiri.
10 School Master, Poládpur.
11 School Master, Malgund, Ratnágiri.
12 School Master, Poládpur.
13 School Master, Ratnágiri.
14 School Master, Ratnágiri.
15 School Master, Ubbádanda, Vengurla.
Nágpanchami:—On the 5th day of the bright half of Shrāvan, pictures of serpents and snake holes are worshipped.

Champá-Shashti:—On the 6th day of the bright half of Mārgashirsha, some ceremony relating to the family-dicity is performed.

Ratha-Saptami:—On the 7th day of the bright half of Māgh, the sun is worshipped and milk is boiled until it overflows.

Gokul-Ashtami:—On the 8th day of the dark half of Krishna is celebrated.

Rāma-Navami:—On the 9th day of the bright half of Chaitra the birth of the god Rāma is celebrated.

Vijayadashmi:—On the 10th day of the bright half of Ashvin people cross the boundary of their village and distribute sone (leaves of the Śhami and Apta trees). It is a popular belief that a work commenced on this day is sure to end well. Weapons are also worshipped on this day.

Ekādashi:—On the 11th day of Ashādh and Kārtik a special fast is observed. People also fast on the 11th day of each month. A man who dies on this auspicious day is supposed to go to heaven. Sometimes the Ekādāśi falls on two consecutive days; in which case the Śmārtas observe the first, while the Bhāgvats observe the second.

Wāman-dvādashi:—On the 12th day of the bright half of Bhādrapad Wāman is worshipped and one or twelve boys are adored, being held to represent Wāman. The marriage of the Tulsī plant is sometimes celebrated on this day.

Dhana-Trayodashi:—On the 13th day of the dark half of Ashvin, Lakshmi, the goddess of wealth is worshipped.

Narak-Chaturdashi:—On the 14th day of the dark half of Ashvin, the demon Narakāsūr was killed. In consequence, on this day people take their bath before sun-rise, break Karinta (a fruit), regarding it as a demon, and apply its seeds to their heads.

Nārali Paurnima:—On the 15th day of the bright half of Shrāvan, people worship the sea and throw into it a coconut.

Wata-Paurnima:—On the 15th day of the bright half of Jyestha, women whose husbands are alive fast the whole day, and worship the Wata-tree.

On the 15th day of the bright half of Ashvin, people keep themselves awake the whole night and amuse themselves in a variety of ways. On the 15th day of the bright half of Kārtika houses are illuminated. This day is called Tripuri-Paurnima. On this night people illuminate with earthen lamps all temples in the village, but particularly the temple of Shiva. This is done in commemoration of the triumph of the god Shiva over the demon Tripurāsura. The full-moon day of the month of Māgha is called Chaudi Paurnima. On this night people light chudies torches and with them slightly burn certain flowers, trees and plants. The full-moon day of the month of Fālguna is called the Holi or Holi-Paurnima and is the biggest holiday of the lower class Hindus. On this night the Hindus kindle the Holi-fire and worship it.

On the 15th day of the bright half of Ashvin people eat grain of the new harvest. On the full-moon day of Shrāvan they perform the Shrāvani ceremony and give a lamp in charity. On the full-moon day of the month of Chaitra, Vaishakha and Mārgashirsha, the births of Māruti, Narasimha and Dattātreya respectively are celebrated. The Kunbis of the Ratnāgiri District believe that
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1 School Master, Basani, Ratnagiri.
2 School Master, Basani, Ratnagiri.
3 School Master, Basani, Ratnagiri.
4 School Master, Basani, Ratnagiri.
5 School Master, Basani, Ratnagiri.
6 School Master, Basani, Ratnagiri.
7 School Master, Basani, Ratnagiri.
8 School Master, Basani, Ratnagiri.
9 School Master, Basani, Ratnagiri.
10 School Master, Basani, Ratnagiri.
11 School Master, Bandivade Budruk, Ratnagiri.
12 School Master, Basani, Ratnagiri.
13 School Master, Basani, Ratnagiri.
14 School Master, Basani, Ratnagiri.
15 School Master, Basani, Ratnagiri.
on the 15th or full-moon day of Pauska, the Hindu gods go out hunting and that they return from their hunting expedition on the full-moon day of the month of Māgha. During this period the Kumbis abstain from worshipping their gods.¹

'Amāvāsyā;—On the 15th day of the dark half of every month, oblations are given to the Marcel of the dead.² The commencement of a good deed, journey to a distant place, and the ploughing of land are postponed on the no-moon day of a month.³ Sanyásis are enjoined to get their beard shaved on the Pāurnima and 'Amāvāsyā days only.⁴

People do not set out on a journey on the following tithis, regarding them as rikta (unfruitful or inauspicious):—

Chaturthi, Navami and Chaturdashi;⁵

The Chāndrāyana Vrata;—Widows fast on the no-moon day of a month. They are required to regulate their diet in such an increasing proportion that on the next full moon day they should have a full meal. The reverse process follows for a fortnight after, so that they observe an absolute fast on the following no-moon day.⁶

People have various ideas about the cause of the eclipses of the sun and the moon. Some say that the sun and the moon are superior deities, and that the demons Rāhu and Ketu who belong to the caste of Māngs attempt to touch them and to devour them. Others believe that the planets Rāhu and Ketu stand in the path of the Sun and the Moon and thereby darkness is caused on the earth. It is believed that about 5 hours before the commencement of the obscuration, in the case of the Sun and about 4 hours in the case of the Moon, the Vedha or malign influence of the monsters begins and during the period till the whole eclipse is over a strict fast is observed. At the commencement of the eclipse, as well as at its close, people bathe. Some sit on a low wooden stool with a rosary in their hands repeating the names of the gods, or the gāyatrī or some of the mantras. But those who want to acquire the art of magic or witch-craft or the power of removing the evil effects of snake-poison, or scorpion sting, go to a lonely place on the riverside, and there standing in water repeat the mantras taught to them by their guru or teacher. People give alms to Mahārs and Māngs on this occasion, and therefore persons of this class go about the streets saying loudly "Give us alms and the eclipse will be over" De dān sūtē girān.

A strict fast is observed on an eclipse day, but children and pregnant women who cannot bear the privation are given something to eat under a sike. The eclipse time is so inauspicious that children and animals born at that time are considered unlucky.⁷ Sometimes an eclipse cannot be observed owing to the intervention of clouds. On that occasion the people of the Konkan resort to the following expedient in order to ascertain whether the luminary is eclipsed or not. They take a potful of water and hold in it a musol. If it stands in the pot unsupported it is regarded as indicative of the existence of an eclipse. Māngs, Mahārs, etc., are supposed to be the descendants of Rāhu and Ketu; and for this reason gifts are made to them in charity on an eclipse day.⁸

The people of the Thāna District believe that corn grows abundantly in a year that witnesses many eclipses.⁹

The popular cause of an eclipse in the Kolāba district, is the Girha, a minor deity which is said to wander through the sky and swallow the Sun and the Moon when
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they cross his path. Besides the mythological story regarding the cause of an eclipse, the people of the Ratanagiri District also believe that the Girka throws his shadow on the sun and the moon, when he comes to demand his dues from them. The Konkan villagers, on an eclipse day, strike barren trees with a pestle, in order that they may bear fruits and flowers. A barren woman is also beaten with the same motive. Similarly many other superstitious beliefs are connected with an eclipse. Pregnant women are not allowed to see the eclipse of the sun or the moon, nor are they to engage in cutting, sewing, etc. as this is believed to be injurious to the child in the womb. The eclipse time is supposed to be the most suitable to learn mantras or incantations. The mantras also mutter incantations during an eclipse in a naked condition. The people who believe that the eclipses are caused by the influence of the planets Rahu and Ketu offer prayers to Rahu on the lunar eclipse day and to Ketu on the solar eclipse day.

The planets and stars are worshipped by the Hindus. It is believed that a person who is to die within six months cannot see the polar star. From the movements of the planets past and future events of one's career are foretold by Brahmans and other astrologers. And as it is believed that man's good and bad luck are dependant upon the influence of the planets, offerings of various kinds are made and sacrifices performed for securing the favour of the Navagrahas or the nine planets. In order to avert the effect of the evil influence of certain planets people sometimes wear rings of those precious stones which are supposed to be the favourites of the planets.

The rainbow is called Indra dhanushya or the Indra's bow, and it is believed that if the rain-bow appears in the east, it indicates the coming of more rain, and if it appears in the west it is a sure sign of the close of the monsoon.

The milky way is believed to be the heavenly Ganges. Well known tradition relates how Waman (the 5th incarnation of Vishnu) went to Bali the king of the lower regions and asked him to give him land measuring three feet only. The king consented, whereupon the god Waman enlarged his body to such an extent that by his one footstep he occupied the whole earth and by the second he occupied heaven. Upon this the god Brahma worshipped the foot of the god Vishnu which was in heaven, and from that foot sprang the heavenly Ganges which flows in heaven and is called Dadha Ganga or the milky Ganges.

The worship of stars and planets is in vogue among Konkan Hindu families of the higher castes. The polar star in particular is seen and worshipped by the bride and the bridegroom after the ceremony at the marriage altar is over. A very interesting story is connected with the polar star. By the great power of his penance the sage Vishvamitra despatched king Trishanku to Heaven, but the gods hurled him down. Thereupon Vishvamitra became enraged and began to create a new heaven. Hindu mythological books say that he thus created the sages Vashista, Angiras, Pulah, Pulastya, Ratu, Atri, and Marichi, and stationed Trishanku in the sky. The Nava-grahas or the nine planets are worshipped before the commencement of all important ceremonies. A cluster of seven stars called the Sapta-rishis are worshipped by men at the time of the Shravani ceremony, while women worship them on the 5th day of the bright half of
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Bhádrapada. These Saptá-riskis are said to have been created by the God Brahma from his own body; and teaching them the four Vedas, he handed them over to them and asked them to regulate the affairs of the world.

Some people of the Ratnágiri District believe that the rain-bow is the bow used by Ráma, the hero of the Rámáyana. Its appearance on the east is regarded by them as symptomatic of the approach of rain, while its appearance on the west is equivalent to the departure of rain.

The short duration of the rain-bow is held to indicate an excessive fall of rain while its long duration foretolds a scarcity of rain. The appearance of the rain-bow on a river is supposed to indicate the approach of rain, while its appearance on a mountain means the departure of rain. Of the two bows of which the rain-bow seems to be composed, the larger is believed to belong to Ráma, and the smaller to Lakshman. Since the God Indra is supposed to send rain, the Indradhanushya (the rain-bow) is regarded as a sign of the advent of rain.

By some Hindus it is believed that the milky way is a heavenly river which is a favourite bathing place of the gods. Others suppose it to be a branch of the celestial Ganges which is said to have been brought down upon this earth by king Bhagiratha. Some persons, however, believe that since the great sage Agastya is said to reside at Rámeshwar in the southern direction, the Ganges (the milky way) runs through the sky to the south in order to bathe him.

Sometimes the milky way is believed to be a white cloud.

On the authority of the Mahákála Nirván Tantra, some people of the Thána District believe that a person who cannot get a view of the polar star will die within six months; while others substitute the Arundhati star for the polar star and determine the duration of life of a diseased person by the same process.

The people of the Thána District believe that the rain-bow is caused by the accumulation of moisture in the air. The appearance of the rain-bow in the morning is supposed to forbid the approach of rain.

Some people of the Kolába District believe that the holy persons such as Káshyapa, Arundhati and other sages, who lived on this earth in ancient times are seen shining in the sky by the sacred lustre of their powers. Hindu women worship the planets Budha and Guru (Mercury and Jupiter) in the month of Shravan.

The Saptá-riskis are somewhere called Khatale and Bájale (cot). The rain-bow is held by some to be the symbol of Ráma and Lakshman, who visit the world in that form with the view of watching its proceedings. Others, however, believe that it represents God Indra who assumes that form to see how his orders are executed by his subordinates. The rain-bow is said to foretell good if it appears either at the beginning or end of the rainy season, while its appearance at any other time is supposed to forbid evil.
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Hindus regard the earth as one of their important deities and worship it on various occasions. It is enjoined upon Brāhmans to worship it daily at the time of their *Sanākya* rite, as well as while performing the *Śrāvani* ceremony. The people of the Ratnāgiri District pray to the earth as soon as they leave their bed in the morning. The earth is required to be worshipped at the time of laying the foundation-stone of a house, as well as at the time of bringing into use a newly built house. Since it is held unholy to sleep on the bare ground, those whose parents die, sleep on a woollen cloth on the ground till their parents anniversary is over. Wan-prastas, Sanyāsīs, and Brāhmans are required to sleep on the ground. Some pious men sleep on the bare ground during the Chāturnās (the four months of the rainy season), at the expiry of which they present a bed to a Brāhman. It is enjoined upon a prince to sleep on the bare ground on the eve of the coronation day.

Widows and women are required to sleep on the ground during their monthly courses. Women whose husbands are away are also to do the same. In the Ratnāgiri District *Katkaris*, on the day on which they wish to be possessed by a particular deity or spirit, are required to sleep on the earth. When people are on the point of death, they are made to lie on blades of darbha grass placed on the earth. The performer of a sacrifice as well as one who has observed a vow are to sleep on the ground. The following articles should not be allowed to touch the earth, viz.; pearls, the *Śhāligram* stone, an image of the god Vishnu, the *linga* of Shiva, a conchshell, the sacred thread of a Brāhman, flowers intended for worship, basil leaves, and Govardan.

The following lines are repeated in the morning before setting foot to the ground:

O Goddess! who is clothed (surrounded) by the sea, whose breasts are mountains, and who is the wife of Vishnu, I bow down to thee; please forgive the touch of my feet. O Goddess Earth! who art born by the power of Vishnu, whose surface is of the colour of a conch shell and who art the store house of innumerable jewels, I bow down to thee.

Some women of the Thāna District worship the earth daily during the Chāturnās (four months of the rainy season), at the end of which they give a Brāhman a piece of land or the money equivalent of it. Persons who perform a particular rite, e.g., the *Solasomavārvata* (a vow observed on sixteen successive Mondays) are required to sleep on the bare ground. At the sowing and harvest time, farmers appease the earth by offering it coconuts, fowls, rice mixed with curd, etc. The blood of a king and the balls of rice given to the *manes* of the dead are not allowed to touch the ground. People convey to a distant place the water of the Ganges, without placing it on the ground.

The earth is required to be worshipped before taking a portion of it for sacrificial purposes. A vessel containing water over which incantations have been repeated is not allowed to touch the ground. On the 15th day of the bright half of *Ashvein* every farmer prepares some sweetmeats in his house, and takes them to his farm. There he gathers five
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stones, worships them, and offers the sweet-
ments to the earth. Afterwards he takes a portion of the food and scatters it over the
farm. His family then gather there and take a hearty meal. In the evening the person
who carried the food to the farm, picks up some grains of barley and puts them into a
basket. On return home the grains are thrown over the house.1

Various conflicting notions are entertained regarding thunder and lightning. The people
of the Ratnāgiri District believe that the clouds are animals that roar. When these ani-
mals emit water it bursts forth on account of the circular motion of the winds called Chanda
and Munda. This bursting is supposed to produce thunder and lightning.2 Somewhere
thunder and lightning are said to be the signals given by the god Indra, to birds, beasts,
etc., of the setting in of the rainy season.3 Some people believe that the god Indra sends
rain through his elephants who, being excited, make a noise like thunder.4

Others regard the thunder as the roaring of the elephant of the gods, while sucking sea-
water. The thunder is also believed to be the roaring of the god Varuna, the king of the
clouds.5 The boys of the Ratnāgiri District believe that thunder is a sign of the wedding
ceremonies performed in the heavenly houses of the gods.6 Some Mahomedans believe that
an angel called Mekail has control over the rain. To cause a fall of rain Mekail strikes the clouds
with a whip of lightning. The clouds then utter a cry, and this is the cause of thunder.7
Some people of the Thāna District believe that there are big stones in the sky which
strike against each other owing to the force of

the wind, and produce thunder. The dash-
ing of these stones against each other also
generates lightning.8

In the Kolāba District it is believed that
thunder is the military band of the king of
clouds and lightning is his banner.9 Lightning
is said to be produced by the fighting of cele-
tstial elephants; while thunder is heard when
they pour out water.10 Some people think that
thunder is the noise of the feet of the elephants
(clouds) that give rain; lightning is also said
to be generated from their foot fall.11 The
clouds are supposed to be the messengers of
gods, lightning being the manifestation of
Divine power. The gods are said to confine
these messengers from the nakshatra of Ardra
to the nakshatra of Hasti, in which latter
nakshatra they again begin to roar.12

Thunder is supposed to take place when the
god Indra draws his bow; while lightning is
said to be produced when the same god strikes
his adamant against a mountain.13

In the Ratnāgiri District it is believed that
earthquake occurs whenever the thousand
headed Shesha shakes its head.14 It is said that
at one time a demon named Gayāsur became
very troublesome, and all the gods held him
down by standing on his body. Thereupon the
demon requested all the gods to remain on his
body for ever. Occasionally this Gayāsur
shakes his body and this causes the earth-
quake.15 Some people believe that the earth
trembles of its own accord when sins accumu-
late upon it.16 Others hold that the earth-
quake takes place in the hollow parts of the
earth.17 Some people, however, believe that
since the earth floats upon water, it naturally
quakes at times.18
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The Hindus being element worshippers naturally hold in reverence certain rivers, ponds, etc. In the Ratnagiri District the spring at Rajapur, called the Rejapurchi Ganga is considered very sacred. It flows from the roots of a Banyan tree. There are fifteen Kundas or ponds, and the principal Kunda always remains filled with water. On occasions a big jatra fair is held and people from distant places come to bathe and worship at the spring. Some people believe that many of the lakes, springs, etc., situated in the Kolhapur State are sacred. A spring or rivulet that flows to the east is considered specially sacred. It is called a Surya-I'ans spring, and it is considered meritorious to bathe in it. In the village of Kanikal in the Ratnagiri District if a person is bitten by a snake or other poisonous reptile, no medicine is administered to him, but holy water brought from the temple of the village goddess is given to him to drink, and it is said that the patient is thus cured. The water fall at Maral near Devarkulha, where the river Ban takes its rise, is held sacred. At Shiram in the Ratnagiri District the people use the tirtha of a deity as medicine for diseases due to poison. They say that it is the sole remedy they apply in such cases. There are ponds at Manora in the Goa State, and Vetore in the Sávantvádi State, the water of which is used as medicine for the cure of persons suffering from the poison of snakes, mice, spiders, and scorpions. When a well is dug, the people call a Brâhman priest to consecrate it. The Brâhman takes cow's urine, milk, curds, ghi, sandal paste, flowers, basil leaves, and rice, and mixes them with water, and after repeating sacred mantras over the water, throws the mixture into the well. After this ceremony, the people are at liberty to drink water from the well.

Before a well is dug, an expert is consulted to ascertain the place where a spring flows. A well is then dug, after offering a sacrifice to the spirits and deities that happen to dwell at that spot. A dinner is given to Brâhmans after the well is built. A golden cow is often thrown into a newly built well as an offering to the water deities. There is a well at Maudangad, the water of which serves as medicine to cure the poison of snakes and other reptiles.

It is believed that there is a class of wicked water nymphs called Asara who generally dwell in wells, ponds, or rivers, far from the habitation of men. Whenever these nymphs come across a lonely man or woman entering a well, pond, etc., they carry that person under water. The village of Mith-Bâv in the Ratnagiri District is a well-known resort of these Asaras, and many instances are given by the villagers of persons being drowned and carried off in the river by these wicked nymphs. A tank in the village of Hindale in the same district has a similar reputation. The people of the Konkan believe that water nymphs are sometimes seen in the form of women near wells, rivers, and ponds. Some say that the water nymphs and water spirits confer objects desired by worshippers if they are propitiated by prayers.

There are seven kundas, ponds, at Nirmal in the Thána District, forming a large lake. This
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lake is said to have been formed from the blood of the demon Vindalásur. At Sháhápur there is a holy spring of hot water under a Pipal tree. It is called Ganga. There are kundas, pools of hot water in the Vaitarna river in the Thána District, in which people bathe on the 13th day of the dark half of Chaitra. There are also springs of hot water on the bank of the Surya river at Vajreshwari and at Koknere, in the Thána District. A handful of corn, if thrown into the hot water kundas at Tungar, is said to be boiled at once. It is held holy to bathe in the kundas of hot water that are situated in the rivers Tánsa and Bánganga in the Thána District. The water of a well which is drawn without touching the earth or without being placed upon the ground is given as medicine for indigestion. Similarly the water of seven tanks, or at least of one pond, in which lotuses grow is said to check the virulence of measles, small-pox, etc. A bath in a certain tank in the Mahim taluka is said to cure persons suffering from the itch, and water purified by repeating incantations over it is also said to be a good remedy for the same disease.

The water of a tank or a well is supposed to be wholesome to a person of indifferent health, if given to him to drink without placing it upon the ground. Some people believe that the water of the Ganges is so holy and powerful that if bowers are thrown into it they are instantly reduced to powder. The repair of lakes, caravansaries, temples, etc., is held more meritorious than their actual creation. It is enjoined upon a man to perform a certain rite if he wishes to relinquish his right of ownership over a well or tank, and after this rite is performed, it can be utilized for public purposes. But no ceremony is required to be performed if a well is dug for the benefit of the public.

The people of the Thána District believe that water nymphs reside in every reservoir of water. Some people, however, believe that the water nymphs dwell in those lakes in which lotuses grow. These nymphs are said to do harm to children and young women, especially when they set out for a walk accompanied by their brother Gavala. They are unusually dangerous. The people worship the images of the following seven water nymphs or apsaras, viz., Maehli, Kurmi, Karkati, Darduri, Jatupi, Somapa and Makari.

The following places are said to be inhabited by water spirits:—the channel of Kalamba, the tanks of Sopara and Utarátala and the lake called Tambra-tirtha at Bassein. Water nymphs are supposed to drown a person who tries to save another fallen into water. A species of small men named Uda, otherwise called water-spirits, are said to dwell in water and subsist on fishes. The spirits called Khais and Mhashya are supposed to reside in water.

The river Sávitri in the Kolába District takes its rise near Mahábaleshwar and is considered very sacred. The following traditional account is given of its origin. The god Brahma had two wives, Sávitri and Gáyatri. A dispute having arisen between them, they both jumped over a precipice. Sávitri assumed the form of a river and fell into the sea near Bánkot, Gáyatri, on the other hand, concealed herself in the river Sávitri and manifested herself as a spring near Harihareshwar in the Janjira State. A man is
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A spirit called Girha is supposed to reside in water. It is said to make mischief with man in a variety of ways by enticing him into deep water. The Jakrin is said to be a deity residing in water. Persons drowned in water are believed to become water-spirits, and to trouble innocent passers-by.

A mountain near the village Pule, in the district of Ratnagiri is held sacred on account of the residence of the god Ganpati at that place. For this reason people walk round the mountain and worship it. Tradition says that Ganpati was at first at Gule in the Ratnagiri district, but on account of the sanctity of the place being violated by some wicked persons the god transferred his residence to Pule. At Gule there is still a very beautiful temple of Ganpati, though it is now in a dilapidated condition. The cave of the sage Much-kund near Machal on the Sahyadri mountain is considered sacred. In the Konkan it is not held sinful to ascend a mountain or a hill, though to sit upon its summit is considered sinful. The hill of Mirya near Ratnagiri is considered sacred. This hill is believed to be a particle (miri) of the mythological mountain Dronagiri.

A hill near Dhārāvī in the Thāna District is consecrated by the temple of a goddess upon the top. This goddess is said to preserve ships at sea, and people are occasionally possessed by her. It is said that a Roman Catholic priest met instantaneous death on having insulted her.

The hill of Mahālakṣmi in the Dahānu taluka is held sacred. The villagers consider it dangerous to ascend this hill. On the hill of the same name is a temple of the goddess Jivadhani, who is said to preserve children from small-pox.
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story is told in connection with the goddess. A person in need of money used to place before her image as large a heap of flowers as he wanted gold, stating that he would return the gold when he had done with it. He used then to go home and return on an appointed day for the gold, which was sure to be found where he had placed the heap of flowers. Once a man failed to return the gold, and thenceforth the goddess withheld her bounty. There is no door to the temple of this goddess. It is only through a hole in a big stone that one can have a view of her image. Sweet scent is said to be continually emitted from this hole. The goddess is said to have fastened the door of her temple for the following reason. One day the goddess was walking at the foot of the hill at night. A cowherd who happened to be there was bewitched by her matchless beauty and fell a prey to evil desire. He pursued her to the top of the hill, when the goddess, divining his motive, fastened the door of her temple with a prodigious stone. On the same hill is a cattle shed in which fresh cow-dung is said to be always found. This place being inaccessible to cows and other quadrupeds, the people believe that the goddess keeps a cow of her own.

The hill of Tungar is consecrated by the temple of a certain goddess upon it. There is also a very famous hill near Arnála, called the hill of Buddha. This hill was once the seat of a king belonging to the weaver caste. Recently a pond was discovered upon it, in which was found a stone-box containing a begging-pot and a diamond. A great fair is held annually on the hill of Motmávali near Bandra in the Thána district. The devotees of the deity are Hindus, Parsis, and Christians. It is said this goddess was once worshipped by Hindus only. A Bráhman is the 
pujári of the Pir on the hill of Bába Malang near Kalyáni. It is said that the Pir has declared that no Moslem pujári should worship him. The Hindus and Moslems worship him alike.

Bráhman do not cross the top of a mountain without stopping for a short time before ascending the summit.

At a short distance from Chaul in the Kolába District is a hill dedicated to the god Dattatraya, in whose honour a great fair is held annually. The following story is told in connection with this hill. In ancient times a Bráhman used to practise austerities on this hill near a Tulsi plant (the place on which the present temple stands). He used to spend the whole day there, but returned home at nightfall. On his way home fearful scenes were often presented to him, and in his dreams he was asked not to go there any more. But the Bráhman was obdurate. He persisted in his resolution to practise austerities for a number of years, and at last succeeded in obtaining a personal interview with the god Dattatraya, who commanded him to bow down to his feet (páduka). From that time pious men live on this hill and offer their prayers to the god Dattatraya. Nearly four hundred steps have been constructed for the ascent of this hill, and additional steps are being built every year. Here also are some springs of pure water. It is worth while to note that the pujári of this god is a Shudra by caste. On the north-east side of the hill dedicated to the god Dattatraya stands the temple of the goddess Hingláj. To the north of this temple are four caves, while to the west is a deep den resembling a well, through which a lane appears to have been dug. This is said to be the road excavated by the Pándavas to enable them to go to Kási. At a distance of
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two miles from Akola in the Kolaba District is a hill called Mallikarjun. This
hill is said to contain many medical herbs. The hill at Kankeshwar near Alibag is held
sacred, and tradition says that in ancient times it had golden dust upon it. A cave at Ambivali
near Karjat in the Kolaba district consists of seven rooms, one of which is spacious enough
to accommodate five hundred persons. In the same taluka there is another cave at Kondhavane.

The gods Indra and Varuna are supposed to send rain; but it is believed that the god Shiva
in chief has the power of causing the fall of rain, and for this reason whenever there is a
scarcity of rain people pour water over the linga of Shiva until the whole linga is sub-
merged. In order that there should be a fall of rain, some people besmear the linga of the
god Shiva with cooked rice and curds. In the Ratnagiri District, whenever there is a scarcity of
rain, people go to the place known as Parashuram Kshetra, and there pray to the god
Parashuram to send rain. Sacrifices are also offered to Indra, the god of rain, in order that
there should be plenty of rain. Some believe that there are certain mantras or enchanters
who by the power of their mantras are able to prevent the fall of rain.

In the Ratnagiri District the following ceremony is performed by the lower castes such as
Kunbis, etc., to avert drought. All the male villagers assemble together at an appointed
place, and there they select one of them as their Gowala-deva. All of them then go about
in the village from house to house. The owner of every house sprinkles water over the assembly,
and curds and butter-milk over the body of the Gowala-deva. They are also given some
shidha consisting of rice, pulse, vegetables, etc. After visiting most of the houses in the
village, the assembly headed by the Gowala-deva go to the bank of a river. Here they
cook the food, offer it first to the Gowala-deva and then partake of the remainder as a prasad
from the Gowala-deva. Some people make an image of the sage Shringarishi for the purpose
of causing the fall of rain. Others make an image of Dhondal-deva in order that there
should be plenty of rain. Sometimes people repeat mantras addressed to Parjanya (rain)
so that rain should fall. The goddess Nava-chandika is worshipped in order that there
should be rain. The Kunbis perform a peculiar rite for checking the fall of rain. They
ask a person born in the months of Jyesta, Ashadh, Shravan or Bhadrapad to fetch some
rain-water in an alu leaf, and this is fastened to the eaves of thatched houses by means of a
string. Note that, if this rite is to be performed in the month of Jyesta, a person born in
that month only is required and no other; and so forth. In order to check an excessive fall
of rain the villagers sometimes ask a boy to take off his clothes and then to catch rain-
water in the leaves of the alu plant. The leaves containing the water are then tied to the
eaves of the house. The people say that during the rule of the Peshwais there was a class of mantras
who had the power of causing a failure of rain. To check the fall of rain, some people ask naked boys to throw burning
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coals into the rain water.\textsuperscript{1} \textit{Irale} (a protection against rain, made of the leaves of trees) is kept in the rain upside down, the goddess Holika is worshipped, the boughs of the \textit{Arali} tree are conveyed to a place where four roads meet and stones are heaped over it, and eaves of thatched houses are beaten by boys who do not wear clothes, all these being done by the villagers with a view to preventing an excessive fall of rain.\textsuperscript{2}

The people of the Thana District believe that distinct deities preside over distinct seasons, \textit{e.g.}, Mars presides over the spring (Vasanta), Venus over summer (Grishma), the moon over autumn (Varsha), Mercury over sharat, Saturn over winter (Hemant and Shishir).\textsuperscript{3} When the people are in need of rain they say to the god of rain "Let us have plenty of rain tomorrow and we will give thee, Oh! God of rain! rice mixed with curd." The same offer is made to the god of rain even when they do not want it. In order that there should be no scarcity of rain, some people perform the rites of \textit{Laghu-rudra} and \textit{Mahā-rudra}.\textsuperscript{4} The following measure if adopted is said to cause rain. The villagers go from house to house with boughs of the \textit{Limbu} tree on their heads, and water is then poured upon them by the inmates.\textsuperscript{5} The fall of rain is supposed to cease if a person born in the month of \textit{Falgun} extinguishes burning coals in rainwater when his garments have been removed.\textsuperscript{6}

Some stones are supposed to have influence over rain fall. There is a big stone at Varasai in the Kolaba District on which are drawn certain images. The people believe that if it rains hard if this stone is held straight, and then swung to and fro.\textsuperscript{7} Some people perform the following rite known as the \textit{Dhandil-gajyā}. They ask a person of the Kailkādi or Vadar caste to remain naked and break the string round his waist. A small image of black earth is made and placed upon his head. The boy then conveys the image from house to house in the village. A woman in each house sprinkles water over the image while the boy dances saying "\textit{Dhandil gajyā, Pāns gajyā."} It is believed that it rains in the direction in which the water sprinkled falls. A person who accompanies the boy gathers corn at every house. A dinner is then prepared, and the people of the caste to which the boy belongs, partake of it heartily. It is also said that making water in a standing posture causes the fall of rain.\textsuperscript{8} The god Rāmeshwar at Chaul in the Kolaba District is said to have control over rain. In the temple of this god there is a \textit{parjanga-kund} (pond) which is opened after performing a sacred rite, if there be a scarcity of rain. There are also other \textit{kundas} in the temple, viz., \textit{Vāyu-kund} and \textit{Agni-kund}, but no occasion has yet arisen to open them.\textsuperscript{9} Some people believe that the god Agni regulates the seasons.\textsuperscript{10}

Eaves of thatched houses are cleansed with a brush made from the leaves of coconut trees in order that a fall of rain should be prevented.\textsuperscript{11}

The ceremonies of Harita-līka, Rishi-Panchami, Vatā-Sāvitrī, Vānī-Shasthi, Mangalā-Gouri, Shital-Saptami are to be performed by women alone.\textsuperscript{12} Similarly, the ceremonies of Mahālakshmi, Vasubārā, Shivā-muthu, and a rite on the Mākar Sankrānti day are performed by women exclusively.\textsuperscript{13}
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The rite of Rishi-Panchami is performed on the 5th day of the bright-half of Bhadrapad to make amends for sins committed without knowledge. On this day women go to a river, a well, or some other sacred place, cleanse their teeth with the leaves of the Aghada plant, and take baths with something on the head. They then take some stones from that place and worship them as Rishis. On the conclusion of the worship, they partake of fruits. On the Vrata-Savitri day women worship a banyan tree or its boughs. The ceremony falls on the 15th day of the bright half of Jyesta.1 On the Haritālika day i.e., the 3rd day of the bright half of Bhādrapad, women make images of earth of Pārvati and her two friends and worship them and fast the whole day. The observance of this rite contributes to their good fortune. Even girls of tender years observe this fast. The worship of Mangalā-Gauri is a ceremony performed by married girls for five successive years on every Tuesday of the month of Shrāvan. Similarly, the goddess Māhālakshmi is worshipped on the 8th day of the bright half of Ashvin. On the Mahār Sankrānti day women worship a sugad and present it to a Brāhman.2 The Shiva-mutha consists of a handful of corn offered to the god Shiva by married girls on every Monday in the month of Shrāvan.3

The worship of Shadbhundu and the Holika Devi and the ceremonies of Shrāvani, Shrāddha and Antyesti are performed by men alone.4

In some families of non-Brāhmans on a particular day, especially on the full-moon day of Ashvin, the host and the hostess put off their clothes and perform certain family rites.5

The women of the Thāna District fast the whole day on the 12th day of the dark half of Ashvin. At night they worship a cow, give in charity a calf, and then take their meal. It is to be noted that this ceremony called the Vasu-drādasi is performed by women who have children. On the Haritālika day some women live on the leaves of a Rāi tree.6

On the Somaevati-Amāvāsa day women worship a Pipal tree and offer it a hundred and eight things of one kind.7 Women desirous of having a son perform a certain rite at midnight, without clothing.8 If one wishes to have a son, one has to go through a ceremony called the Hanumān in a naked state.9

The god Kālbhūrnirav is worshipped by a naked person on the Narka-Chathurdasi day (14th day of the dark half of Ashvin). Those learning the dark lore, e.g., muth marane, are also required to remain naked while studying it. They learn this lore on an eclipse day on the bank of a river.10 The rite called Somaya is performed by the host when his clothes are off his body. On a certain Monday in the month of Shrāvan a lamp of wheat flour is prepared and burned by adding ghi. This lamp is regarded as a deity, and is worshipped solemnly. During the performance of this ceremony as well as the preparation of the requisite food, the host and the hostess are required to remain naked.11
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The Swayambhu (unartificial) linga of the god Shiva is supposed to have influence over the fall of rain.\(^1\)

The people of the Thána District believe that the following ceremony causes a fall of rain. Stones are taken out of a pool and worshipped. They are then carried to every house in the village, and water is poured upon them by the inmates.\(^2\) There is a temple of the god of clouds at Viránáth in the Thána District.\(^3\)

The appearance of a comet is regarded by the Hindus as symptomatic of a coming evil, e.g., a big war, a great famine, or a terrible contagious disease spreading itself throughout the length and breadth of a country.\(^4\) Some persons think that comets and shooting stars bode evil to the king.\(^5\)

Whenever a great person or a very holy man is about to be born, it is believed that he alights on the earth in the shape of a shooting star. Sometimes a big star falls on the earth, and thereby a noise like that of thunder is produced. When this happens, people believe that a great Rája or a holy saint whose merit has been exhausted is going to be born on earth.\(^6\) The following verse from the Mrichhakatiha Náta supports the view in accordance with which orthodox people in the Konkan avoid looking at shooting stars:—

\[\text{इत्यत्तुनिः भाषाः गोयमालि। वस्त्रूवांशी अवशेषालि सत्यह-पांची माणितिपति।} \ll\text{पांे नजे सावर।} \text{i.e.,}\]

The following four things, viz., the rainbow, the fall of shooting stars, the delivery of a cow, and the death-struggle of saints or holy men should not be looked at.\(^7\) It is generally believed by Hindus that a child will immediately be born in the house towards which shooting stars are directed.\(^8\)
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CHAPTER II.

THE HEROIC GODLINGS.

In the Konkan the deities of the Hindus are divided into the following five classes, viz:—

(1) The Grámadévatás or Village deities,
(2) The Sthánadévatás or Local deities,
(3) The Kaladévatás or Family deities,
(4) The Ishtadévatás or Chosen deities, and
(5) The Wástudévatás or Grihadevatás, that is, the class of deity which presides over the house and is established at the time of the housewarming or Wástu ceremony.

The principal Gráma-devatás are Hanumán or Máruiti, Kálika, Amba, Wághoba, Chedoba, Mhasoba, Bhalibrao or Bhairav, Ganesh, Vira, Málasa or Maha Lakshmi, Chámundra, Vétál, Khandoba Malhari Jógá, Bhawáni, and Wágeshwari and Shiva. In most villages the chief village god is Máruiti or Hanumán, whose temple is situated at the entrance of the village. Máruiti is considered to be an avatár or incarnation of Shiva, and is held in great reverence by all classes. A festival or jatra is held in honour of Hanumán on the bright half of the month of Chaítra. On this occasion the temple is decorated with evergreens, and flowers, the stone image of the god is newly painted or covered with red lead and oil, and garlands of the Rui (Gigantic snake wort) flowers are placed round the neck of the image, coconuts, betel-nuts and leaves are offered to the god, camphor is lighted and waved round the image, incense is burnt, cooked food and sweets are offered, and money presents are made. Every worshipper brings with him some oil, red-lead or Cendur, a coconut, a vidá-supári, i.e., two betel leaves, one betel-nut and a copper coin, and a garland of Rui flowers. These are given to the temple ministrant, who offers a part of the oil and red lead to the deity, places the garland round the deity’s neck, and, breaking the coconuts into pieces, gives a piece or two to the devotee as the praśád or favoured gift of the deity. Saturday is the sacred day of the monkey god Máruiti. Every Saturday fresh oil and red lead are offered to the god by the devotees. The Pujáris in most of the temples of Máruiti are Guravs, Ghádis, Maráthis or Gosávis.

Every Saturday in the month of Shraván (August), called the Sampat Shamínár or the wealth-giving Saturday a special puja or worship is performed in the temples of Máruiti in Bombay as well as in the Konkan. On this day people fast the whole day and dine in the evening, after offering the god Hanumán or Máruiti a preparation of rice and pulse called khichdá and cakes made of udíd flour called rade.¹

There is no village in the Konkan which has not the honour of having a temple of the god Máruiti. Máruiti is supposed to guard the village against evils of all kinds. Care is therefore taken to build the temple of Máruiti at the outskirts of the village.² There is a tradition that at the time of leaving the Dandaka forest (the present Maharáshtra), Ráma asked Máruiti to reside therein. It is for this reason, the people say, that every village in the Konkan and on the Gháts has a temple of Máruiti.³ The god Máruiti is worshipped in the village of Wásind on Tuesdays and Saturdays.⁴ In former days it was customary to establish an image of the god Máruiti in a newly built castle or fort.⁵ Hanumán, the son of Anjani and the wind or Máruiti, is known for his loyalty to his master
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and for his bravery. In days gone by he utilized his strength for the protection of Saints, Rishis, Brâhmans and cows, and for this merit he was elevated to the rank of a Hirud ged. Every Hindu village or locality is supposed to possess at least one temple of the god Máruiti, and in Maharashtra Máruiti is the guardian of every village. He is a Brâhmachari, or bachelor and is one of the seven heroes who are believed to be chiranjiivas or immortals.* Máruiti is supposed to be the originator of the Mantra-Shâstra, by the study and repetition of which one obtains strength and superhuman power. Women desirous of getting children go to the temple of Máruiti, and there burn before his image lamps made of wheat flour and filled with ghi. The image of Hanumán is represented in temples in two ways, that is (1) Vâra Hanumán or Warrior Hanumán, (2) Dása-Hanumán or servant Hanumán. The former is found in a temple consecrated to the worship of the god Hanumán alone, whereas the latter is found in a temple dedicated to the worship of the god Râma.1 Since Máruiti is the god of strength, gymnasts tie an image of Máruiti to their wrists, and they also consecrate an image of Máruiti in their gymnasia. The number eleven is said to be dear and sacred to him because he is believed to be an incarnation of the eleven Rudras. The birth day of the god Máruiti which falls on the 15th of the bright half of Chaitra, called the Hanumán Jayanti day, is celebrated in the Kolhapur District with great reverence. Those who wish to have a son draw the figure of Máruiti on a wall in red-lead, and worship it daily with sandal paste, flowers and garlands of Rui. Others burn lamps made of wheat flour before the image of the god. Persons who are under the evil influence of the planets, and especially of the planets Saturn, worship the god Hanumán on Saturdays in order to propitiate the planets. On this day they make wreaths of the leaves and flowers of the Rui plant and adorn his neck with them. They also offer him udâid (Phascolus radiatus) and salt. The story told of Máruiti is that Anjani his mother pleased the god Shiva with her penance, and when the god asked her to claim a boon, she requested that Shiva himself should be born as her son. Shiva therefore took birth in her womb and manifested himself as Hanumán or Máruiti?.

The Local deities are generally found in special localities or sacred places called Kshetras or Purity sthânas. Thus the god Râma at Násik, Vithoba at Pandharapur, Krishna at Dwárka, Mahâlakshmi at Kolwan, Wâgreshwari at Nirmal (Thâna), Mharloba in the Ratnâgiri, Shitala devi at Kelwa Mâlim, and Khandoba or Khanderaí at Jejuri.

Khanderaí is said to be an incarnation of the god Shiva. Khanderaí killed the demon Mani-Malla who was devastating the earth, and he is therefore called MAILI or Mailâri. Kunbis and lower class Hindus in the Konkan as well as in the Deccan occasionally make a vow to the god Khandoba that if their desire is fulfilled they will offer their first born male or female child to the service of the god. The male child thus dedicated to Khandoba is called Wâghya and the female is called Murali. The Wâghya and Murali do not engage in any business, but maintain themselves by begging in the streets in the name of the god Khanderaí. Though they are not actually married, the Wâghyas and Muralis live as husband and wife, and their progeny are also called Wâghyas and Muralis. They repeat the sacred cry Jai khanderaýâcha Elkol, and give to people bel-bhandâr of Khanderaí consisting of the sacred Bel leaves and turmeric powder. The god Khanderaí is the family deity of some Deshasth Brâhmans, who perform a family rite

* The Hindus believe that there are seven heroes who can never die, i.e., 1 Ashwatháma, 2 Bali, 3 Vûsá, 4 Hanumán, 5 Bibhishana, 6 Kripâchârya and 7 Parashurâm. The Sanskrit text is:—

अब्रवत्तमा वान तण्ड्रामा हृदय मा बिन्दन्यमः।
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called Tali bharane तली भरणे on every purimana or full moon day. The rite is as follows:

A tali or plate is filled with coconuts, fruits, betel nuts, saffron, turmeric or bel-bhândâr, etc. Then a pot is filled with water, and on its mouth a coconut is placed. This coconut, with the pot, is then worshipped with flowers, sandal paste, etc., a lighted lamp filled with ghi is put in the same place, and the tali is waved thrice round the pot, which is supposed to contain the god Khandoba. Five persons then lift up the coconut with the tali and place it three times on the pot, repeating each time the words Elkot or Khande râgyâcha Elkot. The coconut is then broken into pieces, mixed with sugar or jâgri, and is distributed among friends and relations as prasad. On this occasion, as well as on the occasions of all Kuladharms, that is, the days fixed for performing the special worship of the family goddess or family god of each family, the ceremony called the Gondhal dance is performed. On the same occasion another ceremony called Bodan is performed by the Deshadaths and by the Chipâvans. It is as follows:

An image of the family deity is placed in a pot or plate called tâmhan, and it is then bathed in the panchâmrî, that is, the five holy things, viz., milk, curds, ghi, honey and sugar. Sandal paste is offered to it as well as flowers, lighted lamps and some sweets and incense. Five women whose husbands are alive then prepare five lamps of wheat flour called Kuranandi and wave them thrice round the face of the goddess or god, as the case may be. All the lamps are then placed in the plate or tâmhan in which the deity is kept, and the panchâmritâ and other materials of worship and food and sweet cakes are mixed together. Occasionally one of the five women becomes possessed with the spirit of the kula-devi or family deity, and confers blessings on the members of the family for their devotion. It is believed that those families which fail to perform periodically the Bodan, Tali and Gondhal ceremonies in honour of their tutelary deity are sure to suffer, from some misfortune or calamity during the year. The local deities chiefly worshipped at Chaul, Kolaba District, are Hinglaj, Jakhmata, Bhagawati, Champawati, Mahikawati, and Golumba-devi. At the sowing and reaping times, people of the lower castes offer fowls and goats to these deities, and Brâhmans offer coconuts. The local deity of the village Wâvashi near Pen in the Kolaba District is said to possess the power of averting evil, and is accordingly held in great respect by the people of many villages in the District. Every third year a great fair is held, and a buffalo is sacrificed to the goddess on the full moon day of the month of Chaitra. The Pujâris of this goddess is a Gurav. Another celebrated Sthâna-deva in the Kolaba District is Bâhirî-Samajî of Khopoli. It is believed that a person suffering from snake-bite is cured without any medicine if he simply resides for one night in the temple of this goddess. Sacrifices of fowls, fowls and coconuts are made to this goddess at the time of sowing and reaping. The Pujâris of this deity are known as Shingade Guravas. The worship of the local deity Bapdev is much in favour among the villages of Apta and the surrounding places. At the times of sowing and reaping, offerings of fowls, goats and coconuts are made to Bapdev through the Pujâris. The worship of the local deities Kolambai, Bhavami, and Girôba is prevalent in the Chauk villages. To the Grama-devi of the village of Tale every third year a buffalo is sacrificed, and at an interval of two years goats are offered. The deities Shiva and Kalkâi are worshipped with great reverence at Bakavali in the Ratnâgiri District.
In many villages of the Ratnagiri District the goddess Pandur is considered to be the Gaon-devi or the chief goddess of the village. The Pujári is generally a Gurav or Maráthi Kumbi. On every full moon day coconuts are offered, and on the occasions of sowing and reaping, goats and fowls are sacrificed to this deity. ¹ At Devgad there is a temple of the goddess Gajábá on the sea shore. The Pujári of this goddess is a man of the Ghádi caste. On the first day of the bright half of the month of Márghashirh (December) special offerings of goats, fowls and coconuts are made by the villagers. ² The deities Ravalnáth, Máuli, Vetal, Rámašwára and Hámán are usually worshipped in most villages in Ratnágiri. The villagers in the Ratnágiri District have great faith in their local deities, and before undertaking any important business they obtain the consent or take the omen of the deity. This ceremony is known as kaul ghálmé and it is performed as follows:—Two betel nuts or flowers are taken and one of them is placed on the right side of the deity and the other on the left side. The worshipper then bows before the deity and requests her to let the nut on the right side fall first if the deity is pleased to consent, if not, to let the nut on the left side fall first. Naturally one of the two nuts falls first, and they interpret this as either consent or dissent as the case may be. The villagers have so much faith in this kaul that they make use of this method of divination to ascertain whether sick or diseased persons will recover or die. Special sacrifices are offered to these local deities whenever an epidemic like cholera occurs. ³ In the Ratnágiri District, at many places, there are Snagambhú or natural lingas of the god Shiva, and over these places temples are built. The Pujáris of these temples are generally Jangams or Lingayat Guravs. No animal sacrifices are made at these shrines. ⁴ At a short distance from the village of Makhanle there is a temple of the god Shiva called Amnáyeshwár. The following legend is narrated in connection with this temple:—The place where the present temple stands once abounded with Amaní trees and formed a pasture for cattle. The cow of a certain man of the village daily used to go to graze at this place. The cow used to give milk twice, but one day she gave milk only once, and thereafter she continued to give milk only once a day. The owner therefore asked the Gáumlí or cowherd to ascertain the cause of this sudden change. One day the cowherd noticed that the cow allowed her milk to drop upon a stone. At this the cowherd was so enraged that he struck the stone with his scythe so hard that it was cloven in two and blood gushed forth. He hurriedly repaired to the village and related this wonderful phenomenon to the people. The villagers came to the spot, and decided to build a temple to the god Shiva over the stone. One part of the stone is in this temple and the other part was taken to the village of Kalamburi, where another temple was built over it. ⁵ In the Sangameshwar village the Bráhmans also worship the images of the local goddesses Chanduká, Jholaí and Sunkáí. In the Konkan the deities Náráyan, Ravalnáth, Máuli, Datta, Vetal and Shiva are worshipped everywhere. ⁶ The following legend is told about the deity Vetal, the leader of the ghosts:—In the Sáwantwádi State there is a temple of Vetal in the village of Ajgão. ⁷ As part of his worship it is considered necessary to offer to this deity a pair of shoes every month. The people believe that after a few days the shoes become worn out. The inference drawn from this by the people is that at night the god Vetal goes out walking in the new shoes. ⁸ In the village of Khed
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in the Ratnagiri District, a buffalo is offered to the goddess Redjái on the full moon day of Chaitra every third year. ¹ At Nairinge offerings of coconuts, etc. are made to the deities Bhávakái, Chala, etc. on the 1st of the month of Maghshirsha. ² The Schoolmaster of Ibrampur states that one of the following deities is the grámadevata of every village in the Ratnagiri District viz: Chandkái, Varadhan, Khem, Bahíri, Kédár, Vággay, Antaral, Manaya, Salbaya and Vághámbari. A procession in their honour takes place in the months of Chaitra and Falgun. The Pujáris are generally either Guravs or Marátha Kunbis. A ceremony called Palejatra is performed in the sowing season, while the Dhal-jatra is performed at the harvest time. At these fairs fowls, coconuts, goats, fruits, etc. are offered to these deities. ³ At Málwan on the no-moon day of Shravan (August) local deities and ghosts are propitiated by offering to them goats, fowls, etc. ⁴ At Pálet in the Ratnágiri District, the god Parashurám is the most important deity especially for Chítipávans, He exterminated the Ksháthryias twenty-one times, and having no space for himself and his Bráhmans, he asked the sea to provide him with new land. On meeting with a refusal, Parashurám became enraged and was about to push the sea back with his arrow, when, at the instigation of the sea, a black-bee (bhunga) cut the string of his bow, and the arrow only went a short distance. The people say that the space thus recovered from the sea came to be called Konkán. ⁵ At Anjarle there are two local goddesses Sáwanarkar and Bahíri. Offerings of goats and fowls are made to them in the months of Maghshirsha (December) and Falgun (March). Sometimes liquor and eggs are also offered. Offerings can be made on any day except Monday and Ekádashi, Tuesdays and Sundays being considered most suitable. ⁶ At Ubbhadánda in the Ratnágiri District, Ravaláth and Bhutanáth are held in great reverence. They are believed to be incarnations of the god Shiva, The Pujáris are generally Guravs, Ghádis, Ráuls and Sutárs. ⁷ The following goddesses which are popular in the Ratnágiri District are believed to be incarnations of the goddess Durga, viz., Navála-devi, Váglan-devi, Jakha-devi and Kálkái. ⁸ At Maral in the Ratnágiri District there is a swayambhú or natural linga of the god Shiva. It is called Maheshwar, and in its honour a fair is held on the Sankránt day. ⁹ The chief local deity of the Dahanu taluka, Thána District, is Maháłakshmi. She has seven sisters and one brother, two of the sisters being the Pangala-devi at Tárápur and the Delavardi-devi at Ghivali. Goats and fowls are offered to the Pangala-devi on the Dasara day. Her Pujári is a Gurav. It is said that the goddess Delwádi used to receive her garments from the sea, but now this is no longer the case though it is still believed that the incense which is burnt before her comes floating from Dwárka. ¹⁰ In the village of Edwán there is a goddess called Ashápuri, who used to supply her devotees with whatever they wanted. The devotee was required to besmear with cow-dung a plot of ground in the temple, and to pray for the things wanted by him. The next day, when he came to the temple, he found the desired things on the spot besmeared with cow-dung. ¹¹ At Mángom the Pujári of the local goddess is either the Pátil or the Madhávi of the village. ¹² In the village of Dahigáon coconuts are offered annually to the village Máriti, and fowls and goats to the other local deities, in order that the village may be protected against danger and disease. ¹³ It is believed that any
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Bráhman who acts as the Pujári of the god Shiva will find his family exterminated, and for this reason Bráhmans do not act as Pujáris in the temples of Shiva.

In a few temples of goddesses like Jakháí etc. the Pujári is of the Maháir caste.1 A great fair is held in honour of the goddess Vajrá-báí or Vajreshwari near Nirnai in the mouth of Kártika (November). The Pujári of the goddess is a Gosáví of the Giri sect. The worship of Bhimasena is not prevalent in the Konkan, but the hero Bhima, like Márutí, is held in reverence by the gymnasts. Bhima is not worshipped, but a work called the Bhima-stavaráj is read at the bed of a dying man in order that he may obtain salvation. At Ashirgad there is a gumpá or cave of Ashwatháma, a hero of the Mahábhárata, and it is said that a noise is heard coming from the cave on the full moon day.2

Wherever a village is founded, it is customary to establish a village deity as the guardian of the village. The deities chosen are Márutí, Káli, Chandkáí, Varadáni, etc. In the Konkan, goddesses are preferred, and on the Ghats generally Márutí is preferred. Certain ceremonies are performed for consecrating the place to the deity, and sometimes the deity is called after the village as Marleshwár3 etc. By many lower class people the goddess Pundhár is often selected as the guardian of a new village. At Shahpur, if the newly founded village is to be inhabited by high class Hindus, the deities Márutí and Durga are selected as gráma-devata, but if it is to be inhabited by lower class people then such deities as Mhasoba, Chedubá, Jákhháí, etc. are chosen.4 In the Bassein and Sálssete tálukas the following deities viz. Márutí, Chedá, Chandkáí, and Shiva, are chosen as village deities. Chedá is represented by a long piece of wood or stone besmeared with red-powder, and is placed on the outskirts of the village. No Bráhman is necessary for establishing a Chedá. The Pujári is generally a Kumbi or Máli, and he establishes the deity by offering it a goat or fowls and cocoanuts.5 Sometimes the guardian deity of a new settlement is decided upon by a Kául. Two or three names of deities are selected, betelnuts or flowers are placed on the sides of the guardian deity of the neighbouring village and that deity in whose name the betelnut falls first is chosen as the deity of the new village.6 At Chaul, the deity called Bápêdev is very popular among the lower classes. It is represented by a big stone fixed on mortar and besmeared with red-powder. When it is established for the first time in a village, a Bráhman is required to make the first púja or worship, but after this it is worshipped by a Pujári of a lower caste.7 The Mahars in the Kolába District select the ghost-deity called Jhaloba as the guardian deity of a new settlement.8 In many cases the deity of their former village or of the neighbouring village9 is named by a Bhagat or exorcist, who becomes possessed.10

In the Konkan every village farm is supposed to be under the guardianship of the minor godlings, the majority of which are called Bhuta-Devatás or ghostly godlings. In some cases the field guardians are also the Bráhmanic godlings like Márutí and Shiva. To the Bráhmanic guardians of the field, cocoanuts and flowers are offered at the sowing and reaping seasons, and to the rest, fowls, cocoanuts, and sometimes goats, are offered. The higher classes feed one or two Bráhmins in order to propitiate the deities of the fields; and for the propitiation of the minor deities of the field.
the lower classes perform a rite called *Dulap*. This rite is performed by a man of the Gurav, Ghirdi, or Rault, caste by sacrificing to the field deity a goat or fowls and coconuts. The *pujārī* repeats prayers for a good harvest, and then distributes portions of the offerings among the people assembled there for witnessing the rite.\(^1\) In the Ratnagiri District on the noon day of *Jeshta* people assemble in the temple of the village deity and perform a rite called *Gūrhāne* in order that they should have a good crop, that their village may be free from diseases, and that their cattle may be protected. A similar rite is performed on the first day of the bright half of the month of *Mārgashirsha* (December), and on this occasion sometimes a goat or sheep is sacrificed at the boundary of the village.\(^2\) In order that there should be a good harvest, the villagers of Kankaodi worship on certain days from the month of *Kārtika* (November) to the month of *Shēmga* (March) the minor deities of the field by offering them fowls, coconuts, etc.\(^3\) At Achare (Ratnagiri) some people worship the god of the clouds on the day on which the *Mṛga-shirsha* constellation begins, and they believe that thereby plenty of rain is ensured for the season.\(^4\) For good harvests and for the protection of their cattle, the villagers of Achare pray to the *Grāma-devata* in the month of *Jeshta* (June), and then go in procession from the temple of the village deity to the boundary of the village, where they sacrifice a cock and offer some cooked rice with a burning wick upon it, to the deity that presides over the fields and harvests.\(^5\) In the village of Palset of the Ratnagiri District the goddess Khema is worshipped by the villagers to obtain good crops, and for the protection of their cattle. The *Pāja* or special worship takes place on the full-moon day of *Mārgashirsha* and on this occasion the sacred *Gondhal* dance is also performed.\(^6\)

In certain villages of the Ratnagiri District, for obtaining good harvest, people worship the godling Mahāpurush at the beginning of the sowing and reaping operations, and offer the deity fowls, coconuts and cooked rice.\(^7\) In the village of Malwan, at the sowing and reaping seasons, the villagers usually make offerings of fowls and coconuts and goats to the guardians of the fields, but Brahmans and such Kunbi farmers as do not eat flesh make offerings of cooked rice mixed with curds.\(^8\) At Ubhāṇḍāna village, in order to secure a good harvest and for the protection of the cattle, the villagers worship the spirit godlings called *Sambandhas* and perform the rite called *Devachār*.\(^9\) At Kochare, annual prayers are offered to the godling called Gavatdev for the protection of the village cattle.\(^10\) In the Devgad taluka people believe that some deity resides in every farm or in every collection of fields, and that good or bad harvests are caused as the deity is pleased or displeased.\(^11\)

In order that there should be plenty of rain and that the cattle should be protected, the villagers of Malgund assemble in the temple of the village deity and offer prayers on the full moon day of *Falgun* (March) and on the 1st day of the bright half of *Mārgashirsha*.\(^12\) In the Kolaba District, for the protection of cattle and for good crops, prayers are offered to the god Bahirī and the ghosts Khavis and Sambandh.\(^13\)

At Chapk in the Kolaba District the villagers perform a special *pāja* or worship of the god *Krishna* in order that the village cattle may be protected.\(^14\) At Casawani a fair called *pāle jatra* is held in the month of
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Bhādrapad (September) in order that the villagers may have a good harvest, and that their cattle may be protected against tigers and disease.\(^1\) At Akol, on the day which follows the Gaṇesh-Chaturthi, people throw parched rice over their fields and houses so that the rats may not run over them.\(^2\) At Mālād in the Thāna District, for the protection of cattle, the god Wāgbhāna is worshipped at night on the 12th of Asvin which is called the Wāgbhānas.\(^3\) In some villages of the Thāna District the deity Wāgbhāna or Wāghya is worshipped on the 12th day of the dark half of Kārtik. On that day the cowherds collect a quantity of milk and prepare a kind of food known as Khir by mixing jāgri and cooked rice. They then proceed to the stone image of the deity in the jungle, and besmear it with new red-lead or shendur. They pour a portion of the sweet milk over the stone, and offer prayers for the protection of their cattle. They then partake of the remaining milk.\(^4\) At Agāshi and other neighbouring villages, before the fields are ploughed, the villagers assemble and collect a certain sum of money, with which they buy goats, fowls, red-powder, cocoanuts and parched grain. A goat and some coconuts are then sacrificed to the spirits residing in the cemeteries and at the boundary of the village. Cocoanuts besmeared with guldā red powder are also offered to these ghost godlings. A goat decorated with garlands and red powder is then made to walk round the village three times at night, accompanied by the villagers, who throw lāhga parched rice while passing. This rite is called Siwa Bāṇḍhane or binding the boundary, and is supposed to protect the village crops and cattle. No farmer dares to sow his seed unless this rite has been performed. After this rite has been performed, every farmer appeases his family deity i.e. Khandoba, Bahiroba, Kankoba, etc., by performing a ceremony at home called Dropan or Devākī, which relates to the worship of ancestors. Most of the farmers regard one of their dead ancestors as their chief deity, and represent him in their house by a cocoanut. They do not enter on any new business without first offering prayers to this cocoanut, and they also believe that they can bring evil upon their enemies by simply cursing them before the defiled cocoanut. The only materials generally required for the worship of this cocoanut are red powder, incense and flowers. On rare occasions, goats and fowls are sacrificed. It is believed that the ancestor in the cocoanut likes to be worshipped by the wife or husband (as the case may be) of the person represented by the cocoanut. Some farmers, in addition to the cocoanut, worship a stick or cap of their ancestor along with the cocoanut, and offer prayers for the protection of their cattle, for good rain and harvest, and also for the destruction of their enemies.\(^5\)
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CHAPTER III.

DISEASE DEITIES.

At Vengurla, in the Ratnagiri District, when epidemic diseases prevail, the people of the village assemble and prepare a basket in which are placed cooked rice, coconuts, lemons, wine, red flowers and Udidi (Phaseolus radiatus) grain. The basket is then carried out of the village along with a cock or a goat, and deposited outside the village boundary. To carry this basket, a person belonging to the Mahar caste is generally selected. The people of the next village similarly carry the basket beyond their village limits; and it is finally thrown into the sea. It is believed that if the basket of offerings to the disease deities is carried from one village to another, it is sure to bring the disease with it. Great care is therefore taken to throw the offerings into the sea.

In cases of small pox a feast is given to women whose husbands are alive. In some cases boiled rice is mixed with the blood of a cock, and on the rice is placed a burning black cotton wick in a coconut shell with a little oil in it. The whole is then carried beyond the village boundary and thrown away. In the village of Mitbav in the Ratnagiri District, epidemic diseases like cholera, small pox, plague, etc., are supposed to come from disease deities, and in order to avoid the danger of such diseases the people of the village go to the temple of the village deity and pray for protection. The special form of worship on such occasions is the Kaul i.e., asking a favour from the deity. When an epidemic of plague broke out for the first time at Sangmeshwar, the people of the village at once proceeded to worship the village deity; but a few cases of plague occurred, even after worshipping the village goddess Jákhmáta. When the people went to the temple and asked the reason why the plague continued, it was announced by the deity through the temple minister that she was helpless in the case of plague, and desired the people to worship the god Shiva, thereby signifying that the village deity has limited powers, and that the power of averting great evils lies with Shiva the god of destruction. In the Devgad Taluka of the Ratnagiri District in epidemic diseases like cholera, etc., the usual ceremony, i.e., the Paradi (disease-scare basket) is performed. A basket containing boiled rice, red powder, red flowers, lemons, betel nuts, betel leaves, etc., is prepared, and on that rice is kept a burning cotton wick dipped in oil. The basket is then carried beyond the village boundary along with a goat having a red flower garland round its neck. The goat is set free at the outskirts of the village. In cases of small pox, married women whose husbands are alive are worshipped with turmeric powder, coconuts, flowers, etc., and incense is kept burning in the house. The deity of small pox is also specially worshipped for a number of days. It is represented by a brass or copper lota with a coconut placed over it. This process is called mánd bharane i.e., arranging the materials of worship. The girls in the house sing songs in praise of the small pox deity. It is believed that in this way the severity of the disease is reduced.
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In the Sangameshwar taluka of the Ratnagiri District, when epidemic diseases prevail, the people of the village assemble in the temple of the village deity, offer a coconut to the goddess, and ask for a Kaul (omen). After receiving the Kaul they pray for mercy. It is believed that if the Kaul is in favour of the people the diseases will disappear. At Achare in the Malwan taluka of the Ratnagiri District it is believed that epidemic diseases such as cholera, small pox, etc., are caused by the anger of the deities Jari and Mari; and in order to satisfy those deities animal sacrifices are offered at the time of their worship. There are no other deities who cause such diseases. At Vijayadurg in the Ratnagiri District, in cases of small pox, the child suffering from the disease is made to sleep on a silk garment Sevalen. Flowers are thrown upon the patient’s body, and are given to him to smell. Incense is burnt in the house. On the seventh day from the beginning of the disease, the child is first bathed in milk and then in water. Black scented powder called Abir is thrown on the body. After two or three days an image representing the deity is made of flour, which is worshipped, and a feast is given to Brahmins and unwidowed women.

At Basani in the Ratnagiri District the disease of small pox is averted by a Brahman worshipping the goddess Shitala. Brahmins are also worshipped, and a feast is given to them. In cases of cholera and the other epidemic diseases the village deity is worshipped and sacrifices are made to her.

At Kochare in the Vengurla taluka of the Ratnagiri District, a woman whose husband is alive is made to represent the goddess Jari Mari, and is worshipped with flowers, red powder Kunku and black ointment Kajal. She is given a feast of sweet things; and rice and coconuts are put into her lap by another woman whose husband is alive. She is then carried in procession through the village with beating of drums and the singing of songs. This is similar to the Paradi procession, which is also common in that District.

At Navare in the Ratnagiri District, in cases of small pox, the diseased child and the person into whose body the small pox deities called Bâyas enter, are worshipped with Abir black scented powder, flower garlands, &c.

At Pendur in the Malwan taluka of the Ratnagiri District the wrath of the female deities or Mātrikās is supposed to be the cause of epidemic diseases, and these Mātrikās are accordingly worshipped for their pacification.

At Chaul in the Kolaba District the god Shankar is worshipped by Brahmins when epidemic diseases prevail in a village. The worship consists in repeating Vedic hymns. The nine planets are also propitiated by sacrifices of boiled rice, etc. There is a famous temple of the goddess Shitala at Chaul where the deity is worshipped by Brahmins, who recite Vedic hymns, whenever small pox prevails in the village. The mantras of the goddess and the Shitala Astotaka are also repeated in the Paurânic style. The women walk round the temple every day as long as the signs of the disease are visible on their children. The goddess is worshipped with turmeric and red powders, and clothes and fruits are given to her. The Kaul ceremony is also practised in this District. It is worth noticing that even Musalmans ask for a Kaul from this goddess. The days fixed for Kaul are:—Sunday, Tuesday, Thursday and Friday. The morning hours are considered specially auspicious.
for the Kaul. There is another temple at Chaul, of the goddess Shri Golaba Devi. This goddess is also worshipped when other epidemic diseases prevail in the village. Saptaha i.e. continuous worship for seven days is also performed in honour of the deity. The gardeners (Malis) of the village worship this deity every Tuesday morning with coconuts gathered from every house in the village. This temple is being repaired at present.

When epidemic diseases prevail in the village of Poladpur of the Kolaba District the god Shiva is worshipped by continuously pouring water over the deity’s head or linga. Sacrifices of fruits and animals are also offered to the village deity. Where there is a temple of the deity Māri or Mahāmāri, the deity is worshipped through a Brāhmaṇ, and sacrifices of cocks and goats are offered to her. The deity named Shitala is worshipped in cases of small pox.

At Vavashi in the Pen taluka of the Kolaba District, in cases of epidemic diseases, the people of the village invoke the god Shiva, and holy fires called homa are kindled in honour of that god. Sacrifices of boiled rice are also offered to the deity. For averting small pox the deity Shitala is invoked by the mantras called Shitala Astaka. For averting fevers the gods Shankar and Vishnu are also worshipped.

At Medhe in the Rohe taluka of the Kolaba District, the god Shiva is worshipped in order to avert an epidemic, and Hanumān is worshipped to avert fevers.

At Mālād in the Salsette taluka of the Thana District, when an epidemic prevails in a village, the goddess Navachandi is worshipped and the Homa is kindled in her honour. On the last day of worship a goat is set free as a sacrifice to the deity. The Bali i.e., the offering of boiled rice, and the goat are taken beyond the boundary of the village, and handed over to the people of the neighbouring village, who follow the same procedure, and at last both the sacrifices are thrown into the sea. The goat generally dies, as it does not get water and food till it reaches the sea.

In the village of Anjur in the Thana District, in cases of long standing fevers the Brāhmaṇs observe the ceremony called Udak Shanti or propitiation by water. It is as follows:—An earthen pot filled with water is placed on the ground. On the top of the pot is placed a round plate in which the image of the god Brahmādev the son of Vishnu is consecrated. Four Brāhmaṇs sit on the four sides of the pot and repeat their Vedic hymns. These four Brāhmaṇs are supposed to be the four mouths of the god Brahmādev. It is believed by the people that by performing this ceremony the fever is made to disappear.

At Rāi in the Thana District some people believe that malarial fevers are averted by placing secretly a small stone on the head of the god Hanumān.

In the Kolhapur District the nine planets are worshipped in the house to ward off diseases such as cholera, small pox, fevers, etc. The goddess Laxmi is worshipped in order to avert small pox, the worship being generally performed in a grove of mango trees, when parched rice, coconuts and lemons are offered to her. The people assembled at the spot partake of the food. To avert fever, the people perform a certain ceremony ordained in the Shāstras. If the sick person is supposed to be under the evil influence of the planet Saturn, the planet is invoked by repeating the
mantras, and worshipped with the usual offerings. Garments such as a Sári and a Choli are offered to the goddesses Mári and Kálbájí. When an epidemic disease such as cholera prevails in a village, the people of the village install the deity Márgaí at a place where four roads meet, and worship her for seven or eight days with much ceremony. Every one brings offerings of cocoanuts, lemons, ambi| or coconuts, cooked rice and curds, etc., with the beating of drums to offer to the deity. After worshipping the goddess in this manner for eight successive days they sacrifice a Bali of a he-buffalo before her. The deity is then put upon a bullock cart and carried through the village with the beating of drums and much ceremony, to be thrown away beyond the village boundary along with the offerings.¹

Epidemic diseases are not attributed to witchcraft at Devgad in the Ratnágiri District. It is believed that they are caused by the accumulated sins of the people.² In the Dapoli taluka of the Ratnágiri District epidemic diseases are attributed to witchcraft by low caste people. The power of averting such diseases lies in the hands of the village deities. They are therefore propitiated by the sacrifices of cocks, goats, and cocoanuts.³ At Poládpur in the Kolábá District, epidemic diseases are sometimes attributed to witchcraft by low caste people. Persons well versed in the mantras of evil spirits are called Bhagats or exorcists. Some of them keep evil spirits at their command. The poor people believe that what these exorcists foretell is sure to occur. It is believed that the spirit dwells on the tongue of these exorcists. When these spirits are hungry, they are let loose in the village by the sorcerers for the destruction of the people, thus causing an epidemic. When a spirit is to be destroyed, the people of the village assemble in a mob and attack the sorcerer, a small quantity of blood is taken from his tongue and water from the earthen pot of a Chánbháír is poured upon it. It is believed that by so doing the spirit is permanently destroyed and the sorcerer either forgets all his mantras or they become ineffectual. The spirit is called tond bhut, and it sometimes troubles even animals.⁴

At Chauk in the Karjat taluka of the Kolábá District, the people believe that the devotees of the Mári deity bring on epidemic diseases by the use of their mantras, and in order to satisfy them, offerings are made to the deity Mári which are taken by the devotees or Bhagats.⁵ At Váde in the Thána District epidemic diseases are attributed to witchcraft. There are some women who are supposed to bring on, or at least foster, the growth of such diseases by their evil mantras. Such women are threatened or punished by the people, and sometimes they are even driven out of the village.⁶ In the village of Anjur of the Thána District, if a man vomits blood accidentally and falls ill, or dies, it is believed to be due to the act of Muth Márane, that is, the throwing of a handful of rice over which incantations have been repeated. If there be any sorcerer in the village who has learnt the same incantations, he alone is able to return the Muth to the sorcerer who first used it.⁷ At Shrigaum in the Umbergaon taluka of the Thána District, when epidemic diseases prevail in the village, the people of the village take a turn round the village in a body and kill a buffalo. A Bali or offering of boiled rice, cocoanuts, cocks and goats is also offered to the deities that cause epidemic diseases.⁸
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When cattle disease breaks out in a village, the people of the Devgad taluka in the Ratnagiri District generally prevent the healthy cattle from mixing with the diseased, and the people of the neighbouring villages take precautions against using the milk, etc., of the diseased cattle. At such times the cattle of the village in which the disease breaks out are prohibited from entering the neighbouring villages. At Ubbhaidanda in the Ratnagiri District, the deity named Malav Girn is worshipped in connection with cattle diseases. At some places a feast is given to Brahmans, and in certain villages of this District a man is painted like a tiger, carried out of the village and bathed in a river. It is believed that this is one of the remedies for averting cattle diseases. At Fonda in the Ratnagiri District, when cattle disease breaks out, a goat or a cock is sacrificed at the temples of the village deity. In some villages of the Malwa taluka the deity Brahmman is worshipped. At Basani in the Ratnagiri District the gods of the Mahars as also the village deity are worshipped in connection with the cattle diseases. At Vavashi in the Kolaba District when cattle disease prevails in a village, a pig is killed and buried on the border of the village. A sweet oil lamp in the shell of a crab or a lobster is kept burning in the cowshed. River or sweet water ashes are boiled in water, and the water is given to the animals to drink. The owner also cleans the cowshed and burns sulphur, camphor, dammer and other disinfectants.

At Varasi in the Pen taluka of the Kolaba District a Kaul is taken from the village deity to prevent cattle diseases, that is, the village deity is consulted through the temple ministrant, who acts as the spokesman of the oracle. At Medhe in the Roha taluka of the Kolaba District the village deity Bahiroba is worshipped in connection with cattle diseases. The diseased animals are minutely examined, and the affected part of their body is branded with a red hot iron. In the village of Umela of the Thana District the village deity is worshipped and sacrifices are offered to her. Milk from the affected villages is prohibited, and vegetables are not fried in oil during the prevalence of the disease in the village.

In the Devgad taluka of the Ratnagiri District, in cases of malarial fevers pieces of certain kinds of herbs are fastened together with black cotton strings, and tied round the arm or neck of the person suffering from the disease. Sacred ashes are put in a copper amulet and the amulet is tied in the manner above described. At Fonda in the Ratnagiri District, in addition to herbs and copper amulets, peacock feathers in black cotton strings are tied to the arms of the persons suffering from malarial fevers, etc.

At Vengurla in the Ratnagiri District, in fevers like malaria, black strings of cotton are tied round the arm or neck, and certain secret mantras are repeated at the time. It is believed that the power of the mantras is lost if they are disclosed to the public.

At Murud in the Dapoli taluka of the Ratnagiri District the mantras of the god Narsinh, the fourth incarnation of Vishnu, are repeated for the exorcism of diseases. In the Dapoli taluka people who want to get rid of their diseases tie a copper amulet to their arms. The mantras that are repeated on such occasions are kept secret. There are at present
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some persons in the Anjarle village who give such amulets and charms. In the Chipin taluka of the Ratnagiri District the following articles are used for averting diseases:—Copper amulets, black cotton strings, and holy water over which certain mantras have been repeated by the exorcist. At Poladpur in the Kolaba District, black cotton strings are tied round the arm in cases of malarial fevers. Some mantras are repeated in cases of pain in the right or left side of the body. Besides the mantras some signs and figures are drawn on birch leaves, and tied round the arm or the neck of the patient. Women who wish to have children wear such black cotton strings and copper amulets. At Vavashi in the Kolaba District mantras are in vogue for the exorcism of diseases such as liver and spleen afflictions. For exorcising eye diseases black cotton thread is tied to the ear. At Chank in the Karjat taluka of the Kolaba District, ashes are applied to the body of the sick person after repeating certain mantras over them. At Malad in the Thana District, for exorcising diseases caused by evil spirits, certain letters of the Nrisinha mantra are written on a birch leaf, and the leaf is tied round the arm of the sick man with a copper amulet. In order to drive out the evil spirit permanently, the god Nrisinha is worshipped, and sacred fire is kindled to propitiate the deity. For the worship of Nrisinha the minister must be a regular devotee of Nrisinha, and he must also be a Punchakshari i.e. one who knows the mantras of evil spirits. In the village of Shirgaon in the Mahim taluka of the Thana District, in addition to copper amulets and black threads of cotton, mantras of Muslim saints or pir's are in vogue for exorcising disease. At Kolhapur, the higher classes perform the religious ceremony called Aanashthan to propitiate Shiva, the god of destruction, in order to avert disease, and also make vows to the same deity. The lower classes offer coconuts, fowls or a goat. They sometimes go to the exorcist for ashes in the name of the god, and apply them to the forehead of the diseased person. Copper amulets and cotton strings given by the exorcist are also tied round the neck of the sick person.

At Adivara in the Ratnagiri District the following practices are adopted for driving out evil spirits that cause disease. Incense is burnt before the exorcist, drums are beaten, and then the exorcist takes a burning wick in his hand and frightens the diseased person by striking the ground with a cane or a broom of peacock feathers. He also cries out loudly. He then draws out the evil spirit from the body of the diseased person, and puts it in a bottle, which is either carried out of the village and buried under ground near a big tree or is thrown into the sea. In the Sangameshwar taluka of the Ratnagiri District, the process of exorcising is sometimes accompanied by dancing and loud cries. The person who suffers from evil spirits is taken to Narsoba's Wadi in the Kolhapur State where patients are believed to find a cure. In the Devgad taluka of the Ratnagiri District the exorcist, when possessed, does not dance as at other places, but freely uses abusive epithets to drive out the evil spirits; and on such occasions the threats are repeated loudly by the exorcist. In the Dapoli taluka of the Ratnagiri District, dancing is used in exorcism. While dancing, the exorcist makes a show of different kinds of fits. They are similar to those made by a person suffering from hysteric. He also stands and sways his body to and fro for some time, then assumes a serene and quiet attitude, and begins to cry out loudly. There are some sorcerers at Dasegaon in the Kolaba District, who dance and cry out loudly in order to drive out the evil spirits from the body of the diseased. At Malad in the Thana District dancing is used
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in exorcism. The following is a description of one of these dances. Songs of the deity which is to be summoned on the occasion are sung along with the music of the Tāl (a kind of cymbal) and the beating of drums called Ghumāt. The Ghumāt is an earthen jar, the lower and upper ends of which are covered over with leather. The man in whose body the deity is to make its appearance takes his bath and sits by the side of a small prayer carpet called Aṣan. A small quantity of rice (about a ser) is put in front of the carpet, and a copper pot filled with water is placed on the rice. The musicians begin to strike their instrument with a loud clash, and the exorcist’s body begins to shake. The shaking of the body is a sure indication of his being spirit-possessed. He then sits upon the carpet and begins to throw grains of rice into the copper pot containing water, gives out the name of the particular spirit with which he is possessed, and the cause for which it has attacked the patient. He then explains the measures and rites by which the spirit can be driven out. The people abide by his directions, and the patient is thus cured.

At Padghe in the Thāna District, when an evil spirit is to be driven out from the body of the patient, the latter is asked to hold in his mouth a betel nut or a lemon. After some time, the betel nut or the lemon is put into a bottle, the bottle is then tightly corked and buried underground. A copper pot is filled with water, and the diseased person is asked to hold the pot upside down. If the water runs out it is believed that the spirit has disappeared.

At Kolhapur, dancing is not used in exorcism, but the people suffering from evil spirits sometimes dance and cry out loudly. Some of them loose their hair while dancing, and even strike their heads. Some quarrel like combatants, and some of them try to make speeches like orators. There is a temple of the god Shri Dutta at Narasinhwadi in the Kolhapur State, to which people suffering from evil spirits are brought for a cure. These people cry out loudly when the palanquin of the Śwāmī Maha-raj is carried through the village, and spirits usually quit the bodies of their victims at this time, for it is said that they cannot bear the proximity of the Śwāmī Mahāraj. Patients are also cured by residing in the village for a certain period. On this account the village of Narasinhwadi is considered very holy. A big festival is celebrated in this village annually on the twelfth day of the dark half of Ashwin (October). Feasts are given to the Brahmins, the expenses being borne by the Kolhapur State.

In the Sangameshwar taluka of the Ratnagiri District, the Bhagat or exorcist is respected by the lower caste people. His duties are to ask a kaul from the deity on behalf of the people and to alleviate their sufferings. His appointment is hereditary, the clever member of the family generally following the profession of his father. In the Devgad taluka of the Ratnagiri District, low class people are afraid of sorcerers because they might injure them if they are offended. They therefore are careful not to cause them displeasure. There, the profession of a sorcerer or exorcist is not hereditary. Any one who learns the wicked mantras after attending regularly the burial and burning grounds for some days becomes an expert, and may follow the profession.

In the Malwan taluka of the Ratnagiri District the chief function of the village sorcerer is to worship the village deity. All kinds of gifts and presents intended for the deity are made through him. His profession is hereditary.
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and he is much respected by the ignorant people. At Fonda in the Ratnagiri District the exorcist is not appointed, but one who can satisfactorily interpret or explain to the village deity the sufferings of the people is generally selected.

In the Vengurla taluka of the Ratnagiri District, the chief function of the village sorcerer is to find remedies for the cure of persons suffering from evil spirits. His position among the people of the low classes is considered high. He follows the hereditary profession of a sorcerer, and generally the eldest son succeeds his father.

At Chidhran in the Panvel taluka of the Kolaba District, Bhutes, a caste of beggars, are the devotees of a goddess. Some of them are called Bhagats. Devrishis are very rare. The difference between a Devrishi and a Bhagat is as follows: A Devrishi removes the evil spirits by simply repeating the mantras while the Bhagat removes them by bringing the evil spirit into his own body and by dancing, etc.

At Chaul in the Kolaba District, Bhutes go begging in the morning every day for the first nine days of the month of Ashwin (October). On the tenth day the Bhuta is given a pice from every house. These Bhutes are devotees of the goddess Shakti. At Sasawane in the Kolaba District the village sorcerer comes to beg every day and is given rice, etc., but during the first nine days of the bright half of Ashwin (October), he is given copper coins.

At Anjir in the Thana District the devotee of a particular god is called Bhagat, and one who knows how to summon or eject evil spirits is called Bhuta. A Devrishi is a person who knows the mantras for warding off the great evil spirits such as Brahma Rákshasa, Brahma Samband, etc. These three classes are respected only for performing their respective duties, and not otherwise.

At Kolhapur, the sorcerer is never appointed. His functions are to ask a kaul from the deity, to pray for the welfare of the people, and explain to them what he sees in his dreams. He holds no position in higher society, but the poor people who believe in him are afraid of him. Sorcerers are generally very cunning; they frighten poor people, and obtain from them presents and gifts for their maintenance.

In the Vengurla taluka of the Ratnagiri District red flags are hoisted on Banyan, Pipal, and Umbar trees, and on certain occasions offerings of coins and coconuts are made. It is believed that when the three kinds of trees happen to grow together, i.e., close to each other, near a well or on the bank of a river, the god Datta resides there, but such cases are very rare. These trees are supposed to be the haunts of the Manja spirit, and therefore copper coins waved round the persons suffering from evil spirits are thrown underneath them. There are no sacred wells in this taluka. In the Dapoli taluka of the Ratnagiri District the Banyan and Pipal trees are worshipped. The former is worshipped by women on the full moon day of the month of Jestha (June) and on the new moon day when it falls on Monday. On these occasions a cotton thread is tied round the tree, and offerings of glass beads, coconuts, fruits, etc., are made. These trees are also worshipped with offerings of copper coins, etc. In the Dapoli taluka, there is a certain place between the two villages of Anjarla and Harnia where persons passing by that side throw one or two stones, causing thereby a heap of stones there. It is believed that by doing this the person who throws such stones gets rid of his itch. This place
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is called Girjoba. Hands and feet made of wood are also offered by persons who make vows to do so when their hands or legs are affected by any disease.\(^1\) At Ibhrampur in the Ratnagiri District offerings of cotton thread, copper coins, and fruit are made to Banyan and Pipal trees on the full moon day of the month of Jestha (June) and on every Saturday in the month of Shravan (August).\(^2\)

At Vavanje in the Panvel taluka of the Kolaba District, offerings of coins, etc., to sacred trees are made at the time of Parwani (a festival). For instance, when the noon day falls on Monday, the women worship the Pipal tree, and on the full moon day of Jestha (June) they worship the Banyan tree. The custom prevails of the worship of a well by women after their delivery. A woman, after completing the period of her confinement or ceremonial impurity, is taken to a well, from which she has to bring home water, and is required to worship the well with the following materials, viz.:— cotton thread, copper coins, coconuts and such other fruit as can be had on the occasion.\(^3\) At Varsai in the Pen taluka of the Kolaba District, offerings of cotton cloth, copper coins, coconuts, betelnuts and plantains are made to the Banyan, Pipal, and Umbar trees, and also to holy wells. The Pipal, Tului, and Umbar trees are worshipped daily by women in this district, while the Banyan is worshipped on the full moon day of Jestha (June). The materials of worship are:— rice, fruits, water, sandalpaste, flowers, mangoes and jack fruits.\(^4\)

At Malal in the Thana District, the Banyan tree is worshipped by women of the Dvijas, i.e., of the twice born castes, on the full moon day of the month of Jestha. Copper or silver coins and fruit are offered to the tree. These offerings are taken by the Brāhman priest, who explains to them the modes of worship. The Brāhman priest is also given some money as a gift. This *fruta*, i.e., vow, is observed by women by fasting for three successive days, from the 13th to the 15th day of the bright half of Jestha (June). The Pipal tree is worshipped daily by some men and women of the Brāhman caste. Women walk round this tree for a hundred and eight times or more daily. Some persons hold a thread ceremony for the Pipal tree in order to obtain a son, and worship the tree for a certain period. It is worshipped with fruit and copper coins. Wooden cradles are also offered to the tree. Wells are worshipped on auspicious days such as Parwani by women of the upper castes.\(^5\) At Padghe in the Thana District the Banyan tree is worshipped on the full moon day of Jestha, and the Pipal is worshipped every Saturday in the month of Shravan (August). The Pipal tree is not worshipped before the performance of its thread ceremony, and its thread ceremony is not performed till the tree bears at least one thousand leaves.\(^6\)

At Kolhāpur, the Banyan and Pipal trees are considered very holy, and offerings of rags, coins, etc., are made to them. It is a custom among the Hindu women to worship the Banyan tree on the full moon day of Jestha. Offerings of cloth and fruit are made to this tree, and copper or silver coins are given as dakshana. Some women make a small model in gold, silver, or copper of the Banyan tree or of its leaf, and present it to the Brāhman priest along with a present of money. All these rites are required to be strictly performed as enjoined in the Shāstras.\(^7\)
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At Nógothane in the Kolába District, it is believed that men who are well versed in the mantras of witchcraft and sorcery sometimes transfer diseases from one person to another. Vaccination is believed to be a method of transferring disease to other persons.

At Málád in the Thána District, a method of transferring disease from one person to another is in practice among the Shudras. It is as follows:—A woman without a child cuts secretly a little piece from the garment of a woman who has children. She then burns the piece, puts the ashes into water, and the mixture is then drunk by the barren woman. It is believed that, by so doing, the evil spirit of the disease that is troubling the barren woman is transferred to the other who has children. The barrenness of the first woman then disappears, and she begets children. It is said that if the second woman comes to know of the mischief before using that garment, she discontinues the use of the same, and no harm is done to her.

In the Umbergaon taluka of the Thána District, the methods of transferring disease are called Muth Márayne, i.e., a bewitched line is sent to the person to whom the disease is to be transferred. Various mantras are also secretly repeated with the object of transferring the disease to an enemy.

At Kolhápur, there are no methods of transferring disease to other persons, but it is said that the following ceremony is practised in the case of persons suffering from swollen glands. Rice, Udid grain etc., are tied in a yellow cloth, and three knots are made in it. This is then kept for one night under the pillow of the diseased person. It is taken out the next morning and thrown away at a place where three roads meet. It is then supposed that the person who steps on the bundle first is attacked with the disease, and the one for whom the rite is performed is cured.

At Devgad taluka in the Ratnágiri District, it is believed that evil spirits are fond of things like a cock, coconuts, boiled rice, etc., and when a person considers himself attacked by evil spirits, these things are waved round his body and thrown away at some distance from his residence. This is generally done in the evening, but if necessary it can be done at any time. The person who goes to throw these things away is prohibited from looking behind. The things required for a bali, i.e., oblation, on such occasions are boiled rice, red powder, and an oil lamp made of black cotton wick.

In the Vengurla taluka of the Ratnágiri District, when a person is suffering from any disease for a long time, and when ordinary medicines prove to be ineffective, a goat or a cock is waved round the body of the patient, and are then put beyond the village boundary or taken away by the sorcerer. While performing this rite, the man must repeat certain mantras.

At Fonda in the Ratnágiri District, the use of scapegoats is resorted to in cases of persons supposed to have been attacked by evil spirits. Curds and boiled rice are waved round the body of the diseased person and thrown away at a distance from the house. In some cases it is said that the cock which is waved round the body of the sick person dies instantaneously.

In the Málwan taluka of the Ratnágiri District, the scapegoat (often a cock) is waved...
three times round the sick person and thrown into the street. The man who goes to throw it away is prohibited from looking behind. Burnt cowdung ashes are thrown out of the door after the man has left the house, and the door is closed at once.\footnote{School Master, Bandivade, Ratnagiri.}

In the Dápoli taluka, coconuts, curds, boiled rice, turmeric powder, red powder, cocks etc. are waved round the body of the sick person and taken beyond the village boundary or to a big tree supposed to be haunted by evil spirits, and in some cases these things are thrown away where four roads meet.\footnote{School Master, Adivare, Ratnagiri.}

In the Rájapur taluka of the Ratnágiri District scapegoats are used by the low caste people, while Bráhmans use coconuts, boiled rice and copper coins.\footnote{School Master, Ibhrampur, Ratnagiri.} At Kálse in the Ratnágiri District eggs, cocks, goats, etc. are used as scapegoats. These things are waved round the body of the patient, and taken beyond the village limits or far from the residence of the sick person. For this rite a man from the Ghádi, Guráv, Rával, or Máhar caste is invited at night, and he is paid in cash for his services.\footnote{School Master, Dágaon, Kolába.}

At Ibhrampur in the Ratnágiri District, the cocks and goats used for driving out evil spirits from the body of the patient are not thrown away, but are eaten by the exorcist.\footnote{School Master, Shelke, Kolhapur.}

At Navre in the Ratnágiri District, hens are used to extract the poison of snake bites from the body of the sufferer. In cases of evil spirits alone, coconuts, cocks and goats are used as scapegoats.\footnote{School Master, Navre, Ratnagiri.}

At Dágaon in the Kolába District, a Parádi (basket) containing black glass beads, bangles, turmeric and red powders, sweetmeat of five sorts, flowers, coconuts, a burning scented stick, and rice, is waved three times round the body of the patient, and thrown away outside the village.\footnote{School Master, Anjarla, Ratnagiri.}

At Kolhabúr, the use of fowls, goats, limes, coconuts, copper coins, dry chillies and salt is in vogue, not only in cases of sick persons, but also when a person performs a feat such as bending an iron bar, or doubling with his hands a silver coin, or winning a victory in wrestling. The articles are then waved round him and thrown away in order that he may not suffer from an evil eye. Among the rich the same rite is performed on ordinary occasions such as leaving a house, starting on a journey etc. In cases of illness it is specially performed in the evening, and the articles are thrown away at the outskirts of the village, or by the side of a well.\footnote{School Master, Kálse, Ratnagiri.}
CHAPTER IV.

WORSHIP OF ANCESTORS AND SAINTS.

In the Konkan, especially among the lower classes, a strong belief prevails regarding the mortality of the spirits of the dead and of their re-appearance or re-birth in their children. And for this reason, as well as for protection against evil, the dead ancestors are worshipped.

The custom regarding the worship of ancestors prevailing at Kalse in the Ratnagiri District is as follows:—The worship of ancestors is called Shraddha (anniversary). It is performed on the no moon day of every month, on the date of the death of the person every year, and also on the same date of the dark half of the month of Bhadrapada (September). Among the Brahmans, Brahanm priests are invited, worshipped, and are given a feast, after worshipping balls of boiled rice as representing the dead ancestors. The special materials used for worship are sesa- mum and barley grain. The same custom prevails among non-Brahmans with the exception that the balls are made of rice flour and not of boiled rice. To partake of the food on such occasions, the lower classes invite married persons of their own caste. The anniversary day of Sadhus and Mahants, i.e. saints, is called Punga tili i.e. the day of merit.

It is commonly believed that spirits are mortal. The life of the deceased remains in the spirit condition until the sins which he may have committed are washed away by the good deeds of his descendents. There is no belief that one spirit dies and another takes its place, but it is believed that the ancestors are sometimes reborn in the same family.1

At Ubhaddanda in the Vengurla taluka of the Ratnagiri District ancestors are worshipped every year on the same date of the month (according to the Hindu calendar year) on which the person died, by performing a Shraddha rite. They are also worshipped on the same date in the second half of Bhadrapada (September) every year. This is by a rite called Mahulaya Shraddha. On both these occasions Brahmans are invited, and the worshipping ceremony is performed by repeating the mantras. After the ceremony, all the invited guests men and women partake of food.

Sadhus are worshipped after washing their feet with sandal paste, flowers, cocoanuts and gifts of money.

It is believed that evil spirits undergo a transformation after a lapse of twelve years. The practice of giving the names of ancestors to children is common, and it is due to the belief that the spirits of the dead are reborn in children in the same family.2

At Pendur in the Ratnagiri District the ancestors are worshipped on the last day of every Hindu calendar month. This monthly worship is called Darsha Shraddha. The annual anniversary of the manes is celebrated by the ceremony called the Samsatari Shraddha. If any ancestor has died after becoming a recluse or Sanyasi, his body is
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buried, and a tomb called a samádhí is erected over it; and his descendants, instead of performing the annual Shrámádhá, worship the tomb of the recluse every day. It is believed that the spirits take a different form after the lapse of seven generations. The belief that the spirits of the dead are reborn in the same family prevails among the people of this district. The following measures are adopted for the purpose of identification. When a person dies in a family, a basil or bel leaf is placed on a certain part of the body, or some familiar sign is made in sandal paste; and when a child is born in the family, its body is carefully examined to ascertain whether there are any signs on the body of the child such as were made on the dead body of the ancestor. If the same sign appears to the satisfaction of the members of the family, it is believed that the dead person has been reborn in the same family.¹

At Navare in the Ratnagiri District Bráhmans are invited, worshipped and given a feast in honour of ancestors, Sádhus and Mahants, or saints, are worshipped by giving them the same honour accorded to the family deities.²

At Basani in the Ratnagiri District the anniversary day of saints is observed by the performance of a Bhajan, which consists in singing the good deeds of saints and in offering prayers. It is believed that spirits are mortal, but they do not die like ordinary human beings. They cease to exist as spirits as soon as the period of their release is over. The spirits obtain absolution by visiting certain holy places.³

At Dabhól in the Ratnagiri District the people believe that the souls of ancestors are reborn in children in the same family if some of their desires remain unfulfilled at the time of their demise.⁴

At Shiravde in the Ratnagiri District ancestors are worshipped every year by performing the rites called tarpan, which consist in offering oblations of holy water, sesamum, barley grains and repeating prayers. The tarpan is observed on the very date of the month in which the person died. The procedure of worshipping the Hindu saints is similar to that of the other deities. Owing to the belief that the spirit of the dead are reborn in children in the same family the name of the grandfather is given to the grandson.⁵

At Náingre in the Ratnagiri taluka ancestors are worshipped by inviting Bráhmans priests, and worshipping them with sandal paste and flowers. These Bráhmans are supposed to represent the father, grandfather and great grandfather of the worshipper.⁶

At Bándivade in the Ratnagiri District the leaves of the herb called pudina, (a good medicine for worms) sesamum, and darbha grass are required for the worship of ancestors. The man who worships the ancestors has to turn his sacred thread from the right hand to the left.⁷

At Anjarle in the Ratnagiri District Mahants and Sádhus are worshipped in their lifetime like family deities, and their tombs are worshipped after their death.⁸

At Ponde in the Ratnagiri District ancestors are worshipped by making balls of boiled rice on their anniversary day. The balls are supposed to take the place of the dead parents, and they are worshipped with sandal paste and flowers, and by burning incense and lighting a lamp of clarified butter. Betelnuts and leaves, coccoanuts and Dakhina (presents of money) are given to them. People also bow before them.
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Mahants and Sādhus are worshipped by washing their feet, sandal paste is applied to their body, and they are garlanded with flowers. Coconuts, a piece of cloth and a gift in coins are given to them according to the means of the giver. It is said that spirits can remain as spirits for about a thousand years.¹

At Vijayadurg in the Ratnāgiri District the method of worshipping ancestors is as follows:—In some cases elderly parents as well as a grandfather and great grandfather are also worshipped, their feet are washed with water, and the water is accepted as titth or holy water. While worshipping the Mahants and Sādhus, or saints, water is poured on their right hand, and they are worshipped with sandal paste and flowers, and given a dakshana or gifts of money according to one's means and will. The pādakas, or foot prints, of saints are worshipped after their death.²

At Mitbāv in the Ratnāgiri District holy persons such as Sanyāsis are worshipped after their death by performing their anniversary ceremony every year. It is believed that spirits are mortal. Evil spirits such as munjas, etc., undergo a kind of transformation, and it is believed that this occurs at places like Narsoba's Wadi.³

At Devgad in the Ratnāgiri District ancestors are worshipped on their anniversary days, the manes being represented by pieces of Darbha grass and balls of boiled rice.⁴

At Poladpur in the Kolāba District a person whose father is alive but who has lost his mother's father, has to perform the Shrāddha of that grandfather on the 1st day of the bright half of Ashwin (October). This Shrāddha is called Duhitra. A person who has lost his wife has to perform the Shrāddha for that wife on the 9th day of the dark half of the month of Bhādrapada. This day is called Avec Navami. These different sorts of Shrāddhas are observed only by the high class Hindus. The lower classes worship their ancestors on the last day of the month of Bhādrapada by preparing a ball of boiled rice or flour, and putting it out for the crows to eat. It is believed that spirits are mortal. The ceremony called Narayan Nagabali is performed when it is believed that the spirit of an ancestor is giving trouble to the family. When this rite is performed, the spirit is saved and the ailment ceases. It is believed that the spirits of the dead are sometimes reborn in children in the same family, and in such cases the names of the ancestors are given to their children by the people.⁵

At Khopoli in the Karjat taluka of the Kolāba District the form of worship of ancestors is similar to that of the ordinary Hindu deities. In the case of the worship of the deities the person performing the worship has to sit with his face towards the east, while at the worship of the ancestors he has to sit with his face towards the south.⁶

At Chaul in the Kolāba District, the tombs of Sanyāsis, i.e., ascetics and Sādhus are worshipped on their anniversary days, and a great fair is held in their honour. The other ancestors are worshipped by the shrāddha rites. The anniversary of the founders of the different sects is observed by their followers by a bhajan, i.e., singing songs in their own style and exhibiting the different insignia and flag of the sect as advised by their founders.⁷

The people of Chhidran in the Kolāba District believe that the period for which the soul has to remain in the spirit state depends
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upon the sins of the person, or the wishes which remained unfulfilled during his life time. It is not that all the spirits of the dead are reborn in children. The rebirth depends upon the good or bad deeds of the deceased. However, if the nature of any child suggests the nature of any dead person in the family, it is assumed that the spirit of the deceased has returned to the family.\(^1\)

At Nágothane in the Pen taluka of the Kolába District some of the communities worship small images called tánks on the anniversary of their ancestors’ death; among the Shudras food is given to the crows on the last day of Bhádrapad. The custom of giving a grandfather’s name to the grandson prevails largely, and is due to the belief that the spirits of the dead are sometimes reborn in the same family.\(^2\) It is also said that in some of the Hindu communities, if a child cries continuously, ashes are applied to its forehead in the name of one of the ancestors in the family; and if the child sleeps quietly or stops crying, the name of that ancestor is given to it.\(^3\)

At Shiroda in the Thána District, the worship of ancestors is performed on the day of the father’s death, every year. On any auspicious occasion the rite called Nándi shráddha is performed at the beginning of the ceremony. It is believed that evil spirits or ghosts have to remain in the ghostly state for about one thousand years, or at least until one of the descendants in the family goes to a holy place like Káshi (Benares) and there performs the shráddha rites of his ancestors.\(^4\)

At Málúd in the Thána District, the worship of ancestors is performed on the day of the father’s death every month till the completion of one year by inviting Bráhman and giving them a feast. This is done among Bráhmans only. The other communities worship their ancestors by performing the rite called Chata Shráddha and by giving Shidha, i.e. rice pulse, vegetables and ghi to Bráhman priests. A feast is then given to their castemen.\(^5\)

At Kolhápur, ancestors, Mahánis and Súdhús are worshipped by the rites known as the Puranic ritual, that is, no Vedic mantras are repeated while performing these rites. It is a common belief in this province that the soul of the person who has committed a murder, or has incurred debt and enmity, is obliged to repay the debt by being born again as a servant or in some other subordinate capacity of the debtor.\(^6\)


At Shiroda in the Ratnágiri District a practice prevails of making vows to the tombs of women who burnt themselves as Satvís. Vows are also made to the Mulsalan Pirs, and offerings are often made in fulfilment of such vows.\(^8\)

At the fort of Vishálgadh there is a tomb of a Pir (saint). It is usual to make a vow to
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worship this Pir with fetters on one’s legs, and it is believed that, at the time of worship, the chains break off.¹

There is at Dahibávi in the Ratnágiri District a tomb of a Hindu saint named Shri Anand Marti, to which the people of that locality make vows when severe calamities befall them, and it is believed that the saint listens to their prayers.²

When a Bráhman assumes the garb of a recluse or Sanyási, he is considered by the people as sacred as a Hindu god, and is worshipped with great reverence, provided he abides by the rules contained in the shastras.³

There is a tomb of a Pir at Báwa Málanged in the Panvel taluka of the Koláb District, where the people make vows to the Pir, and it is believed that the Pir fulfills their wishes. Hindu saints such as Rámáš, Dnyánesávar, Nándev are held in great honour in this District.⁴

There is a temple of Nágoúa at Avas in the Koláb District where persons suffering from snake-bite, if carried to the temple while still alive, are said to be cured.⁵

At Kawád in the Bhíwandi taluka of the Thána District there is a tomb of a Bráhmáchari named Sakháram Báva who has been deified by the people of that District. A great fair is held at the tomb every year.⁶

The following instance is given of a miracle at the tomb Sakháram Báva of Kawád. A man suffering from fits showed an inclination to go to Kawád to read Guru Charitra for seven successive days. He was taken to that place accordingly. After his arrival, he continued to suffer from these fits in the morning and evening at the time of the worship at the tomb. Once during the fits he said that he would be free from the disease if Rs. 200 were spent in giving a feast to the Bráhmanas at Páli. The relatives of the sufferer agreed to arrange accordingly, and instantly the man put his head on the Samádhi (tomb) and threw himself on his back. He came to his senses after ten minutes, and from that time he was completely cured. A feast was then given to the Bráhmanas at Páli, and Rs. 200 were spent over it as promised. Another instance of miraculous power is cited, and that is of the priest of the goddess Mahalaxmi of Kolwan. This priest goes up and hoists the flag of the goddess on a steep hill which no other person can climb, and it is believed that he can do this only when the spirit of the goddess enters his body.⁷

At Umbergaon in the Thána District there is a miracle-working tomb of a saint called the Dátára “Pir,” Sakháramámba of Angaon Kávád, a Hindu saint, is held in high honour in this village.⁸ At this place it is also believed that some of the Pir’s walk round the village at night, and their ombs are said to be seen in motion. The Dátára Pir is worshipped even by the Hindus of that locality.⁹

At Shirosí in the Murbá Taluka of the Thána District, Sakháramámba of Kawád, Dev Mándaládá, Chandirámba of Khed, Narayan-ba of Namuri, the Swámi of Akalkot, the Swámi of Kumbhár Peth at Kolhápur, and the Dandekar-ba of Rájápur are the principal saints held in honour by the people.¹⁰

At Mánikpur in the Thána District it is said that a bright light or flames emanate from certain tombs of Mursháman saints.¹¹
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At Umela in the Thína District it is said that flames and smoke are given out from the tombs of certain Mahomedan saints situated in the locality. These flames appear and disappear very suddenly.¹

In the Kolhapur District people believe that the Samádhí of Swámi Anandmúrti, who was a disciple of Raghlunath Swámi of Bhramaná, shakes on the Shiwrátri day, that is the 15th of the dark half of Mágha, and on the Rána-nawami day i. e. the 9th of the bright half of Chaitra, at the time of the worship called Bhaján. Among the tombs held most sacred by the Hindus of the Konkan may be mentioned the following viz: Bhujang Swámi of Lakoípur, Rámdás Swámi, the Samádhí of Shri Shankaráchárya at Shirmun, Chintamán Swámi of Murgud, and the Samádhí of Mangalmúrtí Morya at Chinchwad near Poona. All these Swámis were Brahmacháris or bachelors, and they spent their lives in the service of God and preached virtue and morality to the masses. These Samádhis are of two kinds: (1) of saints after death, and (2) of saints on the point of death. The third kind is called Jal Samádhí, i.e. immersion in water, but no tomb of the latter kind is to be found in this Province. It is said that, if a lamp is placed above the Samádhí of Bhujanga Swámi, it begins to shake at the time of the Arti ceremony. The present disciple of Bhujanga Swámi sits in (Samádhí) meditation continuously for four to eight days. There prevails a belief at Kolhápur that the swámi whose body is buried in the tomb at Chinchwad is still alive. Some years ago when the present disciple of the Chinchwad Swámi was anxious to take Samádhí, he had a dream in which the swámi in the tomb told him that he was still living in that Samádhí, and that therefore there was no need for his disciple to take Samádhí. He was thus obliged to forego the project. The Peshwas of Poona, who were staunch devotees of the Chinchwad swámi, and by whose favour they were raised to a position of social equality among the Deccan Bráhmans, granted an Inam of some villages for the maintenance of this Samádhí, and the British Government have allowed the descendants of the swámi to retain the Inam. The following are the principal Musalmán saints who have been deified in the Kolhapur District:—

(1) Báha Jamál, (2) Ghád Pír, (3) Bara Imám, (4) Aravkit Pír, (5) Baran Sáheb and (6) Mira Sáheb of Miraj. All these Pírs have been supplied with annual grants of money by the Kolhapur State.²

At Ubhádánda in the Vengurla taluka of the Ratnagiri District some Hindus have adopted the worship of Mahomedan saints. Mahomedan Pírs are worshipped in the month of Moharram. On these occasions Hindus beg in the town in the disguise of Pakirs, and the alms thus obtained are offered to the Pír. They make offerings of water to the Pír, while the tábuts are being carried to the sea for immersion. But this practice is being slowly discontinued.³

At Bándivade in the Ratnagiri District Hindus offer cocoanuts and khichádi to the Pírs at the time of the Moharram, and at some places a lamp is kept burning every Monday in honour of a Pír.⁴

At Kálbádevi in the Ratnagiri taluka there is a tomb of a Musalmán saint who is worshipped by the Hindus. Similarly there is a Pír at Gaonkhádí in the Rágjípur taluka who is held in reverence even by high caste Hindus.⁵

At Adé in the Dápolí taluka of the Ratnagiri District there is a tomb of a Musalmán saint which is worshipped by the Hindus including the Bráhmans. The building and also the mosque in that village have been repaired from contributions obtained from high-class Hindus.⁶ Many Hindus of Devagad in the Ratnagiri District worship Musalmán saints. Occasionally they offer cocoanuts to tábuts, and throw red powder over them. They also make vows to the Pírs.⁷
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There are two Pirs at Vijayadurg who are worshipped by the Hindus. The same practice prevails at Rājāpur and Khārēpātan.1

At Chauk in the Karjat taluka of the Kolāba District some Hindus worship Pirs. The members of the Kēkhar family of Chauk are the Pujāris or ministrants of the Musalmān saint known as Bācā Mālāngād. This shows that even Brāhmans worship Musalmān saints.2

The tomb of Barā Mālāngād situated in the Kolāba District is worshipped first by a Brāhman and then by Musalmāns. The Brāhman worshipper performs this task more for the pecuniary benefit which he derives from the worship than from faith in the divinity of the Pir.3

At Poladpur in the Mahād taluka of the Kolāba District there are no instances of Musalmān saints being worshipped by Hindus, but persons wishing to have children make vows to Pirs, and children born by the favour of such Pirs are required to assume the robe of a Fakir during the Moharram festivities.4

The practice of worshipping such saints exists at Khopoli in the Kolāba District. Persons in trouble, or desirous of getting children, make vows to the saint Imām Hussein, and when their desires are fulfilled they dress themselves as Fakirs and beg at certain places during the Moharram festivities.5 A certain Lakshman Gangādhar Joshi of Rewdanda in the Kolāba District is the Mujāwar (priest or ministrant) of a Musalman saint Chānuserevalli and he holds an Inām in connection with his office of Mujāwar of the saint’s Darga.6

At Akshi in the Kolāba District there is a tomb of a Pir which is worshipped by lower class Hindus such as Kolis, Mālis and Bhandāris.7

The Hindus of Bhuwan in the Murbād taluka of the Kolāba District worship the Pir of the locality. It is said that the cultivators of the village once lost their cattle, and that a Fakir attributed the loss to the rage of the Pir. Since that time they are careful to worship the saint, and the result is that there has been no disease among their cattle. They offer Malād, i.e. bread and jāgri, to the Pir every Thursday.8

The Hindu inhabitants of Mālād in the Thāna District sprinkle water over the roads by which the tábuts are to pass, and allow their children to pass beneath the tábuts. Some throw sweetmeats on the tábuts, and distribute the same to the poor.9

At Shirgaon in the Mālmih taluka of the Thāna District some Hindus make vows to the local Pir and take part in the tábut procession. They pour water over the feet of the tábut bearers, and throw abir (black scented powder) and flowers on the tábuts. They also distribute to the fakirs Malinda, or Khēchadi.10

The Mujāwar (priest) of the saint Wāli Amir Shāhā of Shahāpur in the Thāna District is a Marātha by caste.11

In the Kolhāpur District Pirs are held in great reverence by Hindus. They make vows to the Pirs in order to get a son, and when their object is fulfilled they offer a preparation of Til (sesamum) and sugar called Rewadi, and other sweets called Changhe, Malinda and Pedhe at the time of Moharram. They also give Fakiri to their sons in the tábut season. Some of them even bring a tábut and Nāl sākeb to their houses, and spend much money on them for illuminations, etc. They dance from one Nālpīr to the other saying that the Nālpīr has entered their bodies. While going through the streets they cry out very loudly the words ‘Yalli Dhulla’. The holiday of the Moharram is observed for ten days. On the tenth day the tábuts and the Nālpīrs are taken
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to the river for the purpose of immersion. While returning home from the river with the bundle of the *Pakka of Nālpīr* on their heads they cry out loudly the following words: "Hubidīya aśa bidāsā ya Ḥasan bani alidostāke sultān alvida". On the third day after the immersion of tābuts into the river, the Pirs devotees kill a goat in the name of their patron Pir and make a preparation of the goat's flesh called *Konduri*.¹

The following rites are in vogue for the cure of barrenness in the village of Dābhol in the Ratnagiri District.—(1) Walking round the *Pipal* tree daily; (2) Observing a fast for sixteen successive Mondays; (3) Performing the worship of Shiva after observing the aforesaid fast.²

At Kālshe in the Mālwan taluka of the Ratnagiri District a barren woman is required to walk round a *Pipal* tree every day in the morning, and if the barrenness be attributed to the disfavour of any deity or the attack of an evil spirit, the same deity or the evil spirit is invoked and worshipped by the woman herself, or through a medium who knows the appropriate mode of worship.³

To steal an earthen image of the God *Ganpati*, to make a cross or a *Swāstika* on the bodics of children with marking nut, and the worship of the god *Māruti* or some other powerful deity at midnight in the noon by a barren woman, after divesting herself of her clothes, are rural methods for the cure of barrenness observed at Anjarle and other places in the Dāpoli taluka of the Ratnagiri District.⁴

At Bāndivade in the Ratnagiri District copper amulets and black cotton strings are used to cure barrenness. Some people make vows to a particular deity, and some perform the rite of *Nāgabali*.⁵

To walk round *Pipal* and Umbar trees, to circumambulate the temple of a particular deity, and to make vows to that deity, to recite or have recited the holy scripture *Harivansha*, are methods in practice for cure of barrenness at Achre in the Mālwan taluka of the Ratnagiri District.⁶

At Vijayadurg in the Ratnagiri District, it is believed that beating a woman at the time of an eclipse is one of the surest methods of curing barrenness. Some people give charity, observe fasts, worship certain deities and make vows to them to obtain children.⁷

At Ubhādānda in the Ratnagiri District, stealing the idol of Krishna when it is being worshipped on the 8th day of the dark half of *Shrāvana* (August), the birthday of the god Krishna, and putting a coconut or a betelnut in its place is believed to be the best method of curing barrenness.⁸

At Chauk in the Kolāba District, the same plan of stealing the idol of the god Krishna is observed as a cure for barrenness. But here the idol is returned with great pomp, and replaced in its original place after the birth of a child. The godlings *Hanumān* and *Bunun* Pir are also worshipped for the cure of barrenness.⁹

At Poladpur in the Kolāba District the favourite method of curing barrenness is to obtain copper amulets and black or red cotton strings from a Fakir.¹⁰

The following are the methods in vogue for the cure of barrenness at Khopoli in the Kolāba District.

(1) To inquire from a sorcerer the cause of barrenness, and then to perform the rites mentioned by him.

(2) To use copper amulets and cotton strings taken from a *Māntrik* i. e., one well versed in the mantras.
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To walk round the *Tulsi* (basil) plant or the *Pipal* or Banyan tree daily in the morning after worshipping it.

(4) To feed another woman's child, or to give milk to a child.\(^1\)

At Náta in the Kolába District, a woman wishing to have a child is required to strike with a knife the Jack, the Tamarind, and the *Chámpa* trees during an eclipse. It is believed that by so doing the woman will bear a child, and the trees will also bear flowers and fruits.\(^2\)

At Medhe in the Roha taluka of the Kolába District, the following methods are in vogue for the cure of barrenness:

(1) To worship the god Shiva and to observe fasts on Mondays.

(2) To worship the god Gampati and to observe fasts on *Saukasthi chaturthi* i.e., the fourth day of the dark half of every month.

(3) To walk round the temple of *Måruti* and *Pipal* and *Umbar* trees every day, in the morning.\(^3\)

At Padaghe in the Bhivandi taluka of the Thána District, images of Ráma and Krishna are put into the lap of a barren woman on their respective birthdays i.e., the 9th day of the bright half of *Chaitra*, and the 8th day of the dark half of *Shrawan*. Cocoanuts are also placed in her lap with these images.\(^4\)

At Mánikpur in the Thána District the goddess *Shitala* is worshipped by women to cure barrenness. They observe fasts, and go to the temple of the goddess bare-footed with their hair loose and throwing milk on their path. They offer to the goddess wooden cradles and children's toys in fulfilment of their vows.\(^5\)

At Shirgaon in the Máhim taluka of the Thána District, it is said that the repetition of the *mantra* "*Sántán Gopal jág" is resorted to as a cure for barrenness.\(^6\)
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CHAPTER V.

THE WORSHIP OF THE MALEVOLENT DEAD.

At Ubbadanda in the Ratnagiri District the following dreams are believed to be lucky and propitious. To swim through the river or sea, to rise to the sky, to see the Sun, the Moon and the other planets, to eat meat, to bathe in blood, and to eat rice and curds. It is also believed that the sight of white objects in dreams foretells success in any work or undertaking that may be in view. A deity, a Brahman, a king, a married woman decked with ornaments, a bullock, a mountain, trees full of fruits, climbing the Umbrella tree, a-looking glass, meat and flowers, if seen in dreams, are good omens. Climbing the Palas tree, Warul i.e., an ant heap, the bitter lime tree, to marry, to use red clothes or red flower garlands, to eat cooked meat, to see the sun and the moon without lustre, and to see shooting stars during dreams, are said to be bad omens.1

At Mitbav in the Dervag taluka of the Ratnagiri District dreams are believed to be caused by indigestion and restlessness. To embrace a dead body in a dream, to see troubled waters, to dine heartily, are said to be bad omens. Feasting friends and receiving gifts from them are said to be good omens.2

At Fonde in the Ratnagiri District dreams are said to indicate things that have happened, or are about to happen in the near future. All white substances other than cotton, salt, and bones, are considered auspicious, and all black substances excepting a lotus, a horse, an elephant, and a deity are considered inauspicious.3

At Ihrampur in the Chiplun taluka, horrible dreams are good omens, while pleasing dreams indicate approaching calamities.4

At Pendur in the Ratnagiri District it is believed that dreams foretell future events. It is believed that the dream will prove correct and effective if the person dreaming has asked three questions and received three answers in his dream. Those dreams which are caused through cold are called Jalap. They are generally false dreams, and no good omens are derived therefrom.5

At Basani in the Ratnagiri District it is believed that the ancestors who take interest in the welfare of their descendants appear in dreams and foretell future events, so that the dreaming person may take the needful precautions for the prevention of future calamities.6

At Kalse in the Malvan taluka of the Ratnagiri District it is believed that dreams in the last part of the night, i.e., just before daybreak, and in which great men are seen, generally prove effective. If anybody sees himself married in a dream it is supposed that he will hear of the death of some relative.7

At Chauk in the Kolaba District it is believed that, when calamities are threatened, the guardian deity of the family as well as the dead ancestors appear in dreams and give warnings of the coming calamities.8
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The people of Poladpur in the Kolaba District believe in dreams; and when some of their deities appear in dreams and give them advice or directions, they are careful to follow them. Sometimes even evil spirits appear in dreams, and advise the people to do certain things to avert calamities. People who have faith in such spirits act according to their wishes, and if they fail to do so, trouble is sure to follow.¹

The people of Khopoli in the Kolaba District believe that if a person sees a person whose corpse was seen in the dream will live long.²

At Birwadi in the Kolaba District it is believed that if a person sees a snake in a dream, a son will be born to him; if he sees a bell, he is sure to get wealth. If he sees gold, it is a sure sign of losing wealth. Again, if a person sees himself taking his meals in a dream, it indicates that his death is nigh at hand.³

At Malad in the Thana District, omens are derived from dreams. In case of bad dreams the god Vishnu is remembered, and the gods Shankar and Maruti are also worshipped.⁴

At Belapur, wood, cow-dung cakes and turbid water, if seen in dreams, foretell calamities. White clothes, beautiful flowers, and food containing sweetmeat are considered auspicious.⁵

At Murbad in the Thana District it is believed that all black things, and white things such as ashes, are inauspicious when seen in dreams, but a black cow, white flowers, and pearls are auspicious. Considering the four parts of the night, the dreams that occur in the first part prove effective within one year, that of the second part within six months, that of the third within three months, and of the fourth within one month, and those caused at daybreak are realized immediately.⁶

At Kolhapur, dreams are believed to be caused through some mental derangement or bodily disorder. It is customary to derive omens from dreams, but their nature greatly depends upon the different times at which these dreams occur. The dreams caused in the latter part of the night, i.e., just before daybreak, are believed to come true.⁷

At Udbadanda in the Vengurla taluka it is believed that the soul of a person leaves the body temporarily during his sleep; hence it is said that no changes or marks of colour, etc., should be made on the body of a person during sleep, because it is believed that, while returning, the soul identifies the body, and if it is satisfied with the marks of the body it enters it; otherwise it might not return.⁸

At Adivare it is believed that only Hindu saints and ascetics, after deep and devout meditation, are capable of removing the soul from the body. It is believed that their souls go to heaven during that period and return at pleasure. At present there are no such sadhus in the district.⁹

Many Hindus in the Ratnagiri District believe that the soul goes to drink water at night, and therefore keep a pot filled with water at their sleeping place.¹⁰

The people of Chaul in the Kolaba District do not consider it possible ordinarily for the soul to leave the body, but they state that the Swami of Alandi, who died in or about the year 1886, used to remove his soul from the body by means of Yoga.¹¹

At Kolhapur, it is believed that the soul leaves the body temporarily at night when a person is asleep.¹²
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At Bankavali in the Dapoli taluka, it is believed that ghosts or evil spirits have the form of a human being, but their feet are turned backwards. They can assume any form they choose. Their character is ordinarily to trouble the people, but when satisfied they are said to prove friendly. The following story is narrated of a person who went to reside in one of the villages of the Konkan. His wife was first attacked by a ghost called Girha. The Girha troubled him much by playing mischief in his house, viz.: by taking away eatables or by mixing dirt in his food. At night he used to divest the couple of their clothes, and on one occasion an ornament was removed by the spirit from the person of the wife. Tired of these annoyances, the man left the village and went to reside at a distance, when, to the astonishment of the public, it happened that the ornament which was lost at the old village was restored to the man's wife while she was asleep in the new village, and nobody knew who brought it there. All this was believed to be the work of the Girha.1

At Ubhādānda in the Vengurla taluka people believe that a Bhut is fierce in aspect and very troublesome, but when its wishes are complied with, it becomes harmless. The Bhuts reside in jungles, burial or cremation grounds, old trees, sacred groves and deserted houses. They assume all sorts of shapes and forms. Sometimes they appear very tall, and they can instantly assume the shape of a dog, a cat, a tiger, or any other animal. Some ghosts are even seen fishing on the banks of rivers.2

At Mitbāv in the Devgal taluka it is believed that the souls of those who die with their wishes unfulfilled take the form of a Bhut. They enter the bodies of people. Any woman who is attacked by the Bhut of a

Pir becomes able to speak in the Hindi language although it may not be her mother tongue. When a child or a person is suffering from the attacks of a spirit, incense is burnt, and it at once begins to tell the whereabouts of the spirit and the reason why the person has been attacked. He is then asked to state what he wants, and when the things which the spirit wants are offered, it goes away.3 Spirits are generally invisible.

The spirits that belong to the class of malignant Bhuts are of a ferocious appearance; but those that belong to the class of friendly Bhuts possess bodies like human beings.4

At Naringre in the Devgal taluka, it is believed that spirits are cruel by nature and have no shadow, that they are capable of taking any form they like, and can perform miracles.5 At Pendur it is believed that Bhuts eat chillies, and that they do not speak with human beings. Spirits are said to remove and conceal their victims for a certain period of time.6 At Vijayadurg, a Bhut is considered to be of mean character. People perform certain rites to bring it under subjection. Their actions are always contrary to nature. When a person begins to cry, dance, to eat forbidden things etc, he is said to be attacked by a Bhut. When there is enmity between two persons, the one who dies first becomes a sambandh and troubles his living enemy.7 At Basani, there is a belief that there are two kinds of spirits. Some aim at the welfare of the people, and others are always troublesome. As they have no regular form they cannot easily be recognised. They can change their forms at any time.8

The character of a Bhut is to trouble people and to take revenge on an old enemy. A person attacked by a spirit speaks incoherently and acts like a mad man. In such cases the leaves of the herb satāp are used.
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The leaves are pounded and put under the patient's nose. In a few minutes, the person who is possessed by the spirit begins to speak.3

The people of Chauk in the Kolāba District believe that the main function of a Bhut is to frighten people, to beat them, and to make them perform unpleasant tasks and thereby to obtain food from them.2 At Polādpur it is believed that if a person is able to bring a Bhut under his control he can make it do every kind of work for himself.3 The people of Aksī believe that kindling fire without any reason and throwing stones at certain houses are the main functions of Bhuts.4 At Vāvashī in the Pen taluka, it is believed that Bhuts, while walking, never touch the earth but always move through the air, and that they have no shadow.5 The old men of Shirgaum in the Māhin taluka advise young children not to respond to the call of anybody at night unless the person calling is an acquaintance. For such calls are sometimes those of an evil spirit.6

In the Kolhāpur District, it is believed that the character of a Bhut is like that of a human being. When a person is attacked by a spirit, a great change is observed in his language and actions. He begins to speak in the language of the Bhut by which he is attacked. If the ghost is of the female sex, the person speaks the language of females. It is believed that the souls of those who have been murdered or tortured assume the form of a spirit known as Sambandh, and trouble the murderer or the torturer, by entering his body. It is said that in some cases the spirit does not leave the body of such a person till he dies, thus exacting revenge for his past misdeeds.7 In Khopoli in Ratnāgiri it is said that the cow which is given to a Brahman while performing the funeral rites of a dead person helps him to reach heaven. He gets there by catching hold of her tail. There are three paths to the other world. They are Bhaktinārga, Karmamārga, and Yogamārga. The Karmamārga is believed to be superior to all.8 At Māfād, a belief prevails that the path to the other world is through the Himaḷayas. While going through the mountains of the Himaḷayas, souls find happiness or sorrow according to their actions in lifetime. The people also believe that the soul returns every month on the date of the man's death to accept Kāgvās i.e. cooked food given to the manes, and reaches heaven at the end of one year.9 At Dahigaun in the Murdād taluka, it is customary among the Hindus to smear with cow dung the place from which a dead body has been removed to the burning ground. The place is then covered with rice flour, and is hidden under a basket, an oil-lamp being kept, burning near by. The persons who accompany the corpse return home to look at the lamp, and it is believed that the soul of the deceased will pass to any creature or species of which footprints are seen on the rice flour.10

At Kolhāpur it is believed that the soul of a person after death attains that state to which he aspires at the last moment before his death. Virtuous persons who die without any desire reach heaven and remain there in the form of the stars, where they are believed to enjoy the happiness of heaven. Some of them are sent to this world when they wish to return. Sinners are said to reach hell in consequence of their misdeeds, but some remain in this world in the form of Bhuts.11
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The people of Acharā in the Mālwan taluka believe that the souls of persons who die by accident return to the same estate, and have to remain there till the expiry of an appointed period.\(^1\)

The people of Chāuk believe that persons dying a sudden or violent death leave wishes unfulfilled, and are therefore compelled to remain in this world in the form of Bhuts.\(^2\)

At Rāi in the Sālsette taluka it is believed that the souls of those dying a sudden or violent death attain salvation according to their deeds in lifetime, but it is a current belief that those committing suicide take the form of a ghost, and those who die on battlefields attain eternal salvation.\(^3\)

At Kolūāpur, it is believed that the souls of those who die violent deaths do not attain salvation, but are turned into ghosts.\(^4\)

The people of Ubhāndānda in the Vengurla taluka believe that Bhuts do not possess visible human forms. They can assume any shapes they like, but there is a common belief that the hands and feet of Bhuts are always turned backwards.\(^5\)

The most favourable times for spirits to enter human bodies are midday, midnight and twilight.\(^6\) Women in delivery as well as those in their menses are most liable to be attacked by spirits.\(^7\) It is generally believed that persons adorned with ornaments are attacked by spirits, especially in cases of women and children. Again, a common belief prevails in the Konkan that persons, and particularly ladies, decked with flowers and ornaments are more liable to be attacked by spirits than others.\(^8\) The people of Fonda are of opinion that spirits generally enter and leave human bodies through the organ of hearing, while the people of Nāringre hold that the hair is the best way for spirits to enter.\(^9\) The residents of Ibrāmpūr state that the mouth and the nose are the favourite channels for spirits entering human bodies.\(^10\)

At Mithāv it is believed that spirits attack people in the throat, and generally only those persons who are uncleanly in their habits are liable to be attacked. There are no special ways for entering human bodies.\(^11\) At Chaul a belief prevails that spirits enter the body when a person is suffering from any disease or when he is frightened.\(^12\)

In the Konkan, people attempt to find good or bad omens in sneezing. It depends upon the time and the position or standing of the person who sneezes. If a sick person sneezes it is presumed that he will recover from his illness within a very short period, but if the sneezing is caused by the use of tobacco or snuff, no good or bad omens are drawn.\(^13\) Sneezing at the time of conversation or when contemplating any particular task or business is held to be inauspicious. Hence if anybody sneezes at the beginning of a task, or at the time of starting out on any such task, the time is unfavourable. Yawning is said to be caused by a relative or friend remembering the person who yawns.\(^14\) In ancient times happiness and calamities were foretold by a voice from the sky, and in modern days they are expressed by sneezing. People have much faith in sneezing, and often inquire whether it is a good or bad omen to sneeze at the beginning of any work or undertaking.\(^15\)

If a man sneezes with his face towards the west, it is considered auspicious. If a man sneezes while contemplating any task or business, the sneezing is considered inauspicious.
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Sneezing at the time of taking food i.e., while at meals, while sleeping, and while sitting on a praying carpet is considered auspicious. Sneezing with one's face turned towards the north, the south, and the east is also unlucky.

In the case of Bhagats and exorcists yawning is considered to indicate that the disease will disappear.

In the Konkan it is believed that sneezing and yawning indicate the call of death, and therefore it is customary among the Hindus to snap the thumb and the middle finger at the time of yawning, and to repeat the words Shatanjiva i.e., Live for hundred years, at the time of sneezing. Sneezing on a threshold is believed to forebode evil.

At Kolhapur, people believe that sneezing and yawning forebode evil, and the practice is to repeat the following words at the time of sneezing and yawning, viz., Shatanjiva i.e., Live a hundred years, and also to repeat the name of Rām, while snapping the thumb and finger (chataki). In the case of a person suffering from a serious illness, sneezing is supposed to indicate a cure. If a woman sneezes while a man speaks, it is lucky, and if a man sneezes it is unlucky. The reverse is the case in respect of females.

In the Konkan, Rākshasas, or malevolent spirits, are believed to be very cruel. These evil spirits are held in great fear, and people try to avoid giving them offence. It is supposed that to cause displeasure to these demons may bring about death. With a view to propitiate them, offerings of coocks and goats are made to them every year regularly on fixed days. If a woman gives birth to a child which is extraordinary or horrible in size and appearance, it is believed to be a demon reborn. Such a child is supposed to bring bad luck to the family. The Konkan people believe that in former days Rākshasas, or malevolent demons, used to be tall, ugly, black, with long and loose hair, big teeth, and with their foreheads painted with red lead, or shendra. They could assume any form they liked, were powerful, and could fly in the air. They were fond of human flesh. The people of Khopoli believe that Khavis is the ghost of an African Sidhi. This spirit is very malevolent, and exorcists find it very difficult to bring it under control. A strong belief prevails in the Konkan districts that those attacked by the spirits of non-Hindus are beyond cure.

According to the belief of the people in the Kolhapur District, Brahma Rākshasa is one of the most powerful spirits. It takes up its abode in the sacred Pipal tree, and when it attacks a person, little hope is entertained of his delivery from its grasp.

The following are the principal malignant spirits of the Konkan:


(1) Vetāl is believed to be the King of Spirits. Vetāl is considered to be a deity and not an evil spirit. It enters into the body of an exorcist and helps him to drive away other evil spirits.

(2) Brahmagraha is the ghost of a Brahman well versed in the Vedas, but who is over proud of his education.
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(3) Sambandha is the spirit of a person who dies without an heir, and whose funeral rites have not been performed by any member of his family. It troubles the members of the family, but when invoked through a Bhagat it becomes harmless, and even favourable to the family. It is the spirit of a covetous person or a sanyasi who dies with his desires unfulfilled. It does not allow anybody to enjoy his wealth, and takes revenge on an enemy till death ensues. It haunts trees, wells and unoccupied houses.

(4) Devachar is the spirit of a Shudra who dies after his marriage. These (Devachar) spirits are said to reside on the four sides of a village. The spirits which reside in burial or cremation grounds, on river banks, and in old trees are said to be subordinate to these. Coconuts, plantains, sugar, cocks and goats must be given annually to gain their favour.

(5) Munja is the spirit of a Brahman boy who dies immediately after his thread ceremony, but before the final ceremony called Sod-munj is complete. It does not greatly affect its victim but simply frightens. When it attacks, it is difficult to drive out. It is cast out only when the patient makes a pilgrimage to a holy shrine. It resides in a Pipal tree or in a well.

(6) Khavis is the spirit of a Musalmán or a non-Hindu. It is also the spirit of a Mahár or a Máng.

(7) Girha is the ghost of a person who dies by drowning, or of a murdered person. Girha is not very powerful, and obeys the orders of the exorcists. It only frightens and troubles people. It lives by the water side, and deceives persons at night by calling them by their names and leading them into false paths. It often troubles people while crossing rivers or creeks at night, and leads them to places where the water is very deep. It is said that the spirit Girha becomes the regular slave of a person who takes possession of the hair of its head, and gives him anything that he requires. It requests the person to return its hair, but this should not be given under any circumstances. For, if the Girha gets back its hair all sorts of misfortunes will beset the man.

(8) Chetak is the ghost of a person of the Kunbi or Shudra caste. This spirit is also known as Dáv.

(9) Zoting is the ghost of a man belonging to the Khárví or Koli caste. It is also said to be the ghost of a Musalmán.

(10) Vir is the ghost of an unmarried person belonging to the Kshatriya community. It is also said to be the ghost of a Rajput or a Purbháya (Pardeshi).

(11) Cheda is the ghost of an unmarried Mahár. It resides on mountains, in jungles, and the outskirts of the village. Cheda attacks domestic animals. It haunts fields and farms, and resides at public places where the Holi fires are annually kindled. To avoid being troubled by it, people offer annual sacrifices of fowls and goats.

(12) Mhasoba is the lord of the ghosts, and is equal in might to Vetál.

(13) Jákhin or Alwant. Jákhin is the ghost of a woman who has a husband alive. Alwant is believed to be the spirit of a woman dying at childbirth or during her menses.
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It resides at burial or cremation grounds. Persons attacked by this spirit are taken to Narsoba's Wadi or Gāndāpūr, which are celebrated as shrines for the removal of malignant spirits.¹

(14) Lavsat is the ghost of a widow. It generally resides in burial and burning grounds, and attacks domestic animals and their calves. It is also said to tear clothes and eat corpses.²

(15) Hedal or Heduli is the ghost of a woman who dies within ten days of childbirth or during her menses. It is supposed to be an evil spirit, but it can be kept in check by the use of a cane. It attacks all sorts of persons, but leaves them as soon as it is beaten.³

This spirit is also known as Dākan in the Kolāpūr district.⁴ Satavi is the ghost of a woman. It troubles women in childbirth, and kills their children on the 5th or 6th day after their birth.⁵ Shākini is the ghost of an unmarried girl. Talkhāmba is the ghost of an unmarried Shudra or a person from the low castes.⁶ The people of Vijayadurg believe that one who hates and troubles the Brāhmans and speaks ill of their religious duties becomes a Brahma Sambandha after death.⁷ At Polād-pur in the Kolāb District the ghost Bāpa is represented by a stone painted with red lead and oil and placed at the boundary of a field. It is the guardian of the field, and protects the owners' interests. Offerings are made to it annually. If the annual offerings are neglected, it troubles the owner of the field. It also troubles others when disturbed.⁸

The spirits known as Kālkāche Bhut and Bahirobāche Bhut are not troublesome. When they favour any person, he enjoys health and happiness for a period of twelve years. But after that period he is ruined.⁹ In addition to the varieties of malignant spirits already described, the following spirits are known at Shirgaon in the Málim taluka of the Thāna District. They are—Hīrva, Wāghoba, Asarā, Gāndul, Sautī, and Chaitannadya. The spirit known as Hīrva requires the offerings of a bow and an arrow, bhāṅg, bājrī bread, and a chatni of garlic. The Wāghoba haunts jungles and troubles domestic animals. Coconuts and lamps of ghi are offered to it. Asarā are the deities that dwell in water. They infest the wells and ponds, and attack women and children at noon time and in the evening. Red lead, coconuts, flowers, parched rice (lākha) and nādāpādi are given to them.¹⁰

At Ibhāmpur in the Ratnāgiri District it is said that the evil spirit Zoting goes about headless.¹¹

The people of Medhe in the Rohe taluka believe that the spirit known as Girka, which resides in water, goes about headless.¹²

At Shirgaon in the Málim taluka it is believed that the spirit Hīrva goes about headless. It troubles human beings and animals. The sea and the jungle are its places of abode. To avoid being troubled by it, bhāṅg, coconuts, fowls are given to it.¹³

The people of Dahigaon in the Murbāl taluka believe that the Bhut known as Pesa goes about headless.¹⁴

Some evil spirits haunt trees such as the Pipal, Bābhul and Adalsa. Some have their haunts on a public road where three streets meet, or in a dirty place, some haunt old houses, and the rest prefer to reside in burial and burning grounds.¹⁵
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Many spirits dwell in burial or cremation grounds. Among them are Vetāl, Jākhin, Khavis, Khāipra, Zoting, Dāv, Girha, Alavat and Lāvsat.1

The spirits Munja and Sambandhi are said to reside near houses and old trees that produce sweet smelling flowers. The spirits Dev-chār and Chālegat are said to reside at the four corners or the boundary of a village.2

It is believed that all kinds of spirits assemble at night at the funeral ground when a body is burnt or buried.3

The evil spirits known as Khavis, Zoting and Kafri are said to dwell on mountains and in jungles: while the others named Sambandha, Jākhin, Hadal and Lāvsat are said to reside on trees.4

Munja resides in the Pipal tree. Sambandha dwells in the Banyan, Pipal and Umbar trees. It is supposed to be a guardian of buried treasure.5

At Murbād in the Thāna District, it is believed that an evil spirit known as Hadal infests the tamarind trees.6

In the Kolnāpur District it is believed that the ghosts of persons dying on battlefields infest mountains and jungles, and the evil spirit known as Sambandha infests trees.7

Generally in the Konkan, and specially in the Ratnāgiri District, young mothers and their children are supposed to be liable to the attacks of the spirits Satāvī, Avagat, Alavant, Jākhin, Devchār and Chālegat.8

At Khopoli in the Kolāba District it is believed that a young mother and her child are generally attacked by the spirit of the dead wife of her husband, or by a Hadal or Lāvsat. The spirit that attacks a woman during her childbirth is difficult to drive out. The spirits are always afraid of cleanliness, and therefore, where there is cleanliness, there is very little fear of their attacks.9

The people of Shirgaon believe that the fiend known as Hedli attacks a young mother and her child. The Bhutya, or the sorcerer, makes use of his cane and of the dirty incense known as Nurkya Uda, and compels her to speak and to ask for what she wants. Sometimes she speaks and asks for the things required. Boiled rice and curds, and oil with red lead are given to her. When she leaves the body, the person becomes insensible for a short time.10

The fiend known as Hadal, and other evil spirits of the female sex, generally attack a young mother and her child. They are generally attacked by these fiends on a public cross road where three roads meet, or under a Bābhul tree, and also at wells.11

At Ubhādānda in the Vengurla taluka it is believed that those who are killed by tigers or other wild beasts are born as kings in the next generation.12 On the other hand the people of Bankavli are of opinion that those who suffer death at the hands of tigers and other wild beasts are turned into spirits. The spirit of a person killed by a tiger is called Vāgheir.13

At Achare it is believed that persons killed by lions and tigers attain salvation, while those killed by inferior beasts go to hell.14

The people of Ibhrampur believe that unmarried persons killed by tigers or other wild beasts take the form of a ghost. Males become Girhas and females become Jākhins and Lāvsats.15
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At Pendur it is believed that persons killed by tigers and other wild beasts become Brahma Rikshasa. The same form is assumed by those who die by accident. A murdered man becomes a Derachär.1

In the District of Kolhapur a belief prevails that the spirits of those killed by tigers or other wild beasts assume the form of ghosts. It is also believed that persons who die before they are married do not attain salvation, and therefore it is considered inauspicious among the Hindus to remain unmarried. This is the real reason why the majority of the Hindus marry their children at an early age.2

The ghost of a woman dying in childbirth or during her menses assumes the form of Almanta. For the purpose of preventing the dead woman turning into a ghost the following device is adopted. The corpse, instead of being burnt as usual, is buried underground, and four iron nails are fixed at the four corners of the spot on which the body is buried, and plants bearing red flowers are planted thereon.3

At Bankavli it is believed that the ghost of a woman dying in childbirth or during her menses assumes the form of Jakhin, while the people of the Kolhapur District believe that it assumes the form of Hadal.4

The special precautions that a father has to take at the birth of a child are:

To arrange for a suitable place or a room provided with the materials required for the occasion, and to ensure the correct moment for the birth of the child. No person other than a midwife is allowed to enter the room for the first ten days. A pot is kept filled with water and a twig of the nim tree in the entrance of the house, and all persons entering the house have to wash their feet with this water.

A knife or some other sharp weapon is kept under the bed of the woman in order that the mother and her child may not be attacked by a spirit.5

The chief reason for ensuring the correct moment for the birth is that, if the birth takes place at an unlucky hour, special rites are necessary for averting the evil effects. These rites consist in the recitation of certain holy mantras and in giving presents of money, sesamum, jágri, clarified butter, etc., to the Brahmans and alms to the poor.6

At Medhe in the Roha taluka, it is customary for the father to throw a stone in a well, a pond, or a river at the birth of his son, and then to look at the face of the child.7

An owl is considered to be a bird of such evil repute that, in all parts of the Konkan, it is considered necessary to perform expiatory rites when an owl perches on the roof. If these rites are not performed, it is firmly believed that some evil will befall all the members of the family. Various omens are drawn from the cries of the bird Pingle, and these cries are known as Kilibil, Chilbil and Khit Khit.8

If an owl sits on the roof of a house, it is a sure sign of coming death to a member of the family.9

At Devgad in the Ratnagiri District the sound of a bat or an owl is considered inauspicious, and indicates the death of a sick person in the house.10

At Chank an owl is said to have some connection with spirits. Its sound at night indicates the approaching death of a sick person in the house. One variety of the owl called the pingla is supposed to foretell future events by its movements and cries, while the bat is considered an inauspicious bird, and its appearance forebodes coming evil.11
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At Umbergaon people do not throw stones at an owl. For it is considered that the owl might sit and rub the stone, and that the person throwing it will become weak and wasted as the stone wears away.\footnote{School Master, Umbergaon, Thana.}

The people of Kolhapur do not believe that there is any connection between the bat or owl and the spirits of the dead, but they believe that, if an owl cries out in the evening or at night, it indicates the death of a sick person in the family. This applies also to the sound of a single pingla, but the sound of a pair of pinglas is considered auspicious.\footnote{School Master, Ubhaldana, Ratnagiri.}

It is generally believed that old unoccupied houses are haunted by evil spirits. Persons who wish to inhabit such houses first perform the \textit{Vástu shánti} ceremony, and give a feast to Bráhmans. In former times, in the districts that were ruled by the Portuguese, religious persecution prevailed. To escape from these persecutions, people were compelled to leave their houses unprotected. Before leaving their houses, they used to bury their treasure in the ground, and on that spot a human being or an animal was sacrificed in order that the spirit of the dead should hover about the place, and prevent strangers from coming.\footnote{School Master, Pendur, Ratnagiri.}

The evil spirits which haunt ruins and guard buried treasures and old forts are known as \textit{Mahápurush, Khavis, Brahma Rákshasa} and \textit{Sambandh}.\footnote{School Master, Polidpur, Kolaba.}

If there be any buried treasure in an old unoccupied house, the owner of the treasure remains there in the form of a ghost. If the treasure be near the temple of a deity, it is supposed to be under the guardianship of that deity.\footnote{Ráo Sáheb Shelke, Kolhapur.}

At Vijayadurg it is believed that a person who builds a house in the days of his prosperity and does not survive to enjoy it, becomes a \textit{Sambandh}. He remains in that house in the form of a ghost, and troubles every one who comes to stay there, excepting the members of his family. A man who buries his treasure underground becomes a ghost after death, comes back to watch his treasure, and troubles those who try to remove it.\footnote{School Master, Adiwar, Ratnagiri.}

Unoccupied houses are generally haunted by evil spirits. At certain forts in the Konkan where battles were fought, the souls of those slain in the battles are said to have assumed the forms of spirits, and to keep a watch over the forts.\footnote{School Master, Vijayadurg, Ratnagiri.}

In the Kolhápur District there is a village Nigve beyond the river Punch Ganga at a distance of three miles from Kolhápur, where the soul of a person named Appáji Kulkarni has assumed the form of a \textit{Sambandh} and guards the buried treasures in his house. When anybody tries to dig up the buried money, the ghost enters the body of his daughter-in-law and begins to dance and cry out loudly, and does not allow any one to touch his treasure. It is also said that he strikes the ground with his stick at night. Another similar instance is cited in the case of the village of Latvade in the Shiról Peta, where Bápújiapant Kulkarni continues to guard his house after death. He does not allow anybody to live in the house, and if any one is bold enough to sleep there at night, the spirit of Bápúji appears and throws him out of the house. The house is therefore uninhabited at present. His wife has adopted a son, but he has to live in another village Vadvane.\footnote{Ráo Sáheb Shelke, Kolhapur.}
CHAPTER VI.

THE EVIL EYE AND THE SCARING OF GHOSTS.

Hindus generally believe in the effects of the evil eye. If an accident befall any thing of value, or it undergoes any sudden change, it is said to be due to the effects of an evil eye. In order to escape from the influence of an evil eye, people begin the use of incantations and charms on a Sunday, Wednesday, or Thursday and finish them on the third or the fifth day. Small children, domestic animals, and beautiful objects are generally liable to be affected by an evil eye.

The following are some of the methods of evading the effects of an evil eye.

1st.—Dry chillies are waved round the body of the affected person and thrown into the fire, and if they do not thereupon make a loud noise, it is said that the effects of an evil eye are averted.

2nd.—Mustard seed and salt are waved round the face of a child and then thrown into the fire.

3rd.—Alum is waved round the child and then thrown into the fire. The piece of alum thus thrown is sometimes believed to be changed into the form of a man or a woman. From this, conjectures are made as to the sex of the person by whose evil eye the patient is affected. The form or the figure is then broken by a toe of the left foot of the patient, and dry chillies, garlic, hair, rubbish from the house and salt are mixed in the alum powder. The mixture is waved round the patient three times and then thrown into fire. Meanwhile the sorcerer repeats the names of all persons, things and evil spirits suspected by him. After this performance has been repeated three times, the fire is deposited in a public place where three roads meet.

4th.—If the evil eye is believed to be that of a ghost, the sorcerer mutters some words to himself, waves ashes round the affected child, and blows them in the air.

5th.—The evil eye of a tiger is removed from an affected animal in the following manner. An oil lamp is burnt in the eye of a dead tiger and the lamp is waved round the animal by a Mahār. The Mahār is given a loaf prepared from eight kinds of grain.

6th.—Copper amulets and black cotton strings charmed by a sorcerer are also tied round the neck or arms of the patient. 1

When a child is to be removed from one village to another, rice is scattered at the boundary of the village, at the bridges, rivers, creeks, etc, that are crossed during the journey. Coconuts are waved round the child and thrown away at the boundary of the village and at places supposed to be haunted by ghosts. Before entering a house in a new village, a small quantity of boiled rice, bread,
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or grains of rice are waved round the child and thrown away. It is believed that, when black ointment is applied to the eyes, cheeks, or forehead of a child, there is no fear of its being affected by an evil eye. This also depends on the position of the stars at the birth of a child. If anybody sees a beautiful thing and praises it, there is a chance of its being affected by an evil eye. It is believed that children, animals, trees, and even wood and stones, are apt to be affected by an evil eye. In order to avoid injury from an evil eye, coconut shells or a shoe are tied on a conspicuous part of a tree or a creeping plant, black beads known as Tajrabuttu are tied round the necks of children, and cowries and black beads are tied round the necks of animals. Even grown up persons are affected by an evil eye. When a man is very ill or frequently becomes unconscious, coconuts, fowls and boiled rice are waved round him and thrown away.1

When the effects of an evil eye cannot be removed by ordinary methods, the evil influence is said to have entered through the bones, ‘ Hádi drusta padali’. In order to remove it people bring the bone of an animal in the evening, and after besmearing it with oil and turmeric powder, wash it in hot water. It is dressed in a yellow cloth, and black and red ointments are applied to it. It is then waved round the affected person, and thrown away in some public place where three roads meet.2

For evading the effects of an evil eye, salt, mustard seed, hair, garlic, dry leaves of onions, dry chillies, and seven small stones from the road are put on the fire. The fire is then waved round the body of the affected person and thrown away. Charmed black cotton strings are turned over the burning incense and tied round the arm or the neck. Charmed ashes from the temples of certain deities are also applied to the forehead of the affected person.3

At Ibhrampur in the Ratnagiri District, it is believed that a person whose eyes have come under the influence of evil stars possesses the power of the evil eye. Ashes are taken on a mango leaf, and charmed with the mantras or incantations for an evil eye, and then they are applied to the forehead of the affected person.4

The people of Poladpur in the Kolaba District believe the effects of an evil eye to be as follows. A healthy child becomes sickly and cries, a man may suffer from indigestion or loss of appetite, a cow or a she-buffalo yielding plenty of milk suddenly ceases to give milk or gives blood in place of it, a good image is disfigured or broken, and even stones are shattered to pieces by the effects of an evil eye.

The following devices are used to ward off such evil effects. A black mark is made on the forehead of children. Black beads called Drustamani, and Tajrabuttu are tied round their necks. Marking nuts and cowries tied with a black thread are fastened round the necks of animals. A little black spot is marked on an image. A worn out shoe or a sandal is tied to the fruit-yielding trees. Salt and mustard seed are waved thrice round the face of a child repeating “Ishta mishto konya pûpinichi druṣṭha” and thrown into the fire. Some people roll a cotton thread round a curry stone, wave it three times round the patient, and then put it into the fire; if the thread burns, the evil eye is held to have been removed. If the evil eye be on the food, three morsels of food are first raised to the mouth, and then thrown into the fire. Sacred ashes are applied to trees and creeping plants to remove the effects of an evil eye.5

The people of Khopoli in the Kolaba District believe that the evil eye can be diverted from living creatures only, and not from inanimate things such as a stone or an earthen image. Sacred ashes are applied to the forehead of the suffering child by
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repeating the Râm raksha stotra, i, e., the protecting praises of Râma, the seventh incarnation of Vishnu. Among Brâhmans rice grains are waved thrice round the face of a child and put into water. The water is then thrown away. Even flowers are waved round the faces of small children in the evening and thrown away.

At Chauk in the Karjat taluka of the Kolâba District, some people wave the left shoe thrice round the body of the affected person for the purpose of evading the effects of an evil eye. A red hot iron bar is also cooled in water mixed with turmeric powder.

At Shirdgon in the Mâhim taluka of the Thâna District water is drawn in a brass or a copper pot in the evening, and turmeric powder, rice, and any other edible articles on which the evil eye has fallen are put into it. Twenty-one date leaves, each of them with a knot, are then waved round the body of the affected person and thrown into the water pot, burning coals being dropped into the mixture. The pot is then waved thrice round the body of the affected person, and kept in a corner of the bedroom for one night, with a basket, a broom, and a sandal or an old shoe placed on the top. It is then thrown away in the morning in some public place where three roads meet. If the water becomes red, it is supposed that the evil eye has been removed.

The effects of an evil eye are sometimes visible on the face of a child in the form of small red pustules. The appearance of such pustules is called Châk padane.

If a person is affected by an evil eye at the time of taking his meals, he loses his appetite. He also becomes weaker day by day. One of the modes of removing these evils is to wave fresh date leaves three times round the face of the affected person, and to throw them into water. Some people take water in a copper plate and extinguish in it burning sticks of the tamarind tree, after waving them round the body of the affected person.

At Khârbâb in the Bassin taluka of the Thâna District, five pieces of broken tiles are made red hot and put into water in which a little quantity of all the cooked food in the house has been mixed. Turmeric powder is also put into it. A pen knife or some other iron instrument is then turned five times in the water. A winnowing basket and a broom are waved thrice round the face of the affected person, and placed over the water pot.

At Dahânu in the Thâna District, two big stones, of which one has been waved round the face of a person affected by an evil eye, are struck one against the other. If the stone breaks, it is believed that the evil effect has been removed. Cowdung is mixed with water in a brass or a copper plate, and dust from a public road, hair, and burning black cotton cloth are put into another small vessel. This vessel is then waved round the person, and placed upside-down over the mixture of cowdung. If it sticks to the brass plate, this is supposed to be due to the evil eye.

The people of Kolhâpur believe in the effects of an evil eye. A child suffering from an evil eye turns pale and thin, and suffers from headache. To avoid these effects, elderly women make a mark with lamp black on the face or brow of the child. Boiled rice and curds, and bread and oil are also passed round the face of a child, and thrown into a public road.

Generally, in the Konkan districts, appositious names are given to children when they are sickly, always crying, and weak, or when they are short lived. These names are
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Marya, Rodya, Kerya, etc. It is believed that children improve in health when called by such opprobrious names.  

Opprobrious names such as Dhondu, Kondu, Keru, are given to children in families in which the first children are short-lived. But their real names are different. The names of the well-known arithmetician Keru Nâna Chhatre and his son Kandopant Chhatre are examples of opprobrious names.  

Among high class Hindus, the first son is not generally called by his real name, but by one of the opprobrious names given above.  

Children are sometimes weighed with shoes or sandals, and also with cowdung. In some cases, their nostrils are bored, especially the right one.  

Hindus generally call their children by the names of their deities and ancestors, and they attribute the premature death of their children to their own misbehaviour towards such ancestors, or to their having abused them; they fear that such abuse or misbehaviour has offended the ancestors. To avoid their displeasure and the consequent death of their children, the people give opprobrious names to their next born such as Dagadya, Dhondya, Gundya, Dandya, Keru, Ukirdya, Kondya, Lobhya, etc. The custom of tattooing one side of the body of females also prevails in the Kolhapur District, especially in cases where the children in a family are short-lived.  

In the Purânas there are instances of males being transformed into females, and females into males. For example, the female Amba was transformed into a male called Shikhandi and the male Nârad was transformed into a female. Arjuna, the third brother of the Pândavas is said to have changed his sex and turned into Brûmanyadâ.  

In the Shvetâlakârûta, a book pertaining to the god Shiva, in the chapter of Simantini, it has been described how a man was turned into a woman.  

At Kolhâpur, there are no instances known of a change of sex. The goddess Yallamma has a high reputation in this district for making a change in the habits and deportments of men and women, especially among low caste people. It is believed that the curse of this goddess has the power of destroying the virility of males, whereupon they behave like females. Many instances of this type can be seen at the fair of the goddess Yallamma, which is held in Mârgashîrsha (December); men dressed in women’s clothes and vice versa are often seen at this fair.  

In Western India, iron nails are generally used when any spirit is to be buried in the ground. Other metals, such as gold, silver, and copper, are sometimes offered to the ghosts. The blood of fowls and goats is also offered to them. When incense is burnt before a sorcerer, the spirit enters into his body. Water is charmed and sprinkled over the body of a person attacked by an evil spirit. Rice and udid grains are required for exorcising spirits. Red powder Pinjar, turmeric powder, black ointment kâjal, lemons, Narâkya Wuda a kind of incense, betel-leaves, betelnuts, cocoanuts, mango leaves, Nirgudî leaves, and pieces of cloth are also used for the same purpose.  

Cane sticks are used by people as a protection against evil spirits. A stick cut from the tree known as Pândli is also used as protection. Charmed black cotton strings are tied to the wrist, arm or neck. If a man is very much afraid of a ghost, he repeats the name of the monkey god Mâruti or any other deity that may be favourable to his family.
The blood of fowls and goats is used as a protection against ghosts and Devachārs, and also against witchcraft. Charmed water is waved round the person affected by an evil spirit, and thrown away. Rings, amulets, and anklets made of metals of five kinds are put on the hands and legs of children to ward off the effects of evil spirits.1

It is customary among certain people to apply spittle to the sandalpaste mark on the forehead of a man, and to the red Kunku mark on the forehead of an unwidowed woman. It is considered to be a protection against evil spirits.2

The beak of an eagle, a stick cut from a tree known as Pāndhri, a cane having three joints, and the root of a shrub called Shravād, which has white leaves, are used as protection against evil spirits.3

At Pendur in the Mūlwan taluka of the Ratnāgiri District it is believed that an iron stick held in the hand is a protection against evil spirits.4

At Chauk in the Karjat taluka of the Kolāba District, pictures of certain deities are tattooed on the body for the purpose of protection against evil spirits. It is also believed that evil spirits run away when salt and garlic are thrown into fire as they cannot bear the smoke of burning garlic.5

At Medhe in the Rohe taluka, when the dead body of a woman dying within ten days of her delivery is taken out of the house for burial, an iron horseshoe is driven into the threshold of the house, and grains of Nāchani are scattered in the street while the corpse is being carried to the burial ground.6

At Bhuwan in the Murbād taluka some people tie a square piece of leather to the necks of their children as protection against evil spirits.7

At Rāi, a custom prevails of putting coral necklaces on children as a protective against evil spirits.8

Iron nails and horseshoes are driven into the threshold or on to the door of a house on the full moon day or the last day of the Hindu calendar month at evening time, to prevent the entrance of evil spirits. Dirty localities being considered to be haunts of evil spirits, people living in such localities burn incense in their houses every day. While exorcising evil spirits the sorcerers throw charmed Udīd grains and Rāle panic seeds on the body of the diseased, or place these things below his bed. Rings made of metals of five kinds—iron, copper, brass, silver and gold—are charmed on an eclipse day, and worn by people. Red lead and cowries are tied to the necks or feet of animals as protection against evil spirits. The spirits that haunt buried treasures are pacified by the blood of fowls and goats when digging up such treasures.9

Certain mantras are written on a paper, and the paper is tied to a black cotton string, or the paper is put into a copper amulet, and then tied to a black cotton string. The black cotton string with the amulet is then tied round the arm or the neck of a person attacked by evil spirits, or suffering from malarial fevers. These mantras are never disclosed to anybody.10

Nādādora is a black cotton thread having seven or nine knots with a charred paper in one of these knots. The thread is first held over burning incense, and then tied round the neck or the arm of the diseased. Sunday is generally chosen for attaching these threads.11
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At Poladpur in the Kolába District, there lived a sorcerer who used to give such amulets and charmed threads. He placed about ten or twelve copper rings or amulets in a copper plate kept in the sun. While thus exposed to the sun, these amulets were continuously watched by the sorcerer for some two hours, repeating certain mantras.1

At Málad in the Thána District, copper amulets and charmed black cotton threads in the name of Kál Bhairav, an incarnation of the god Shiva, are used as protective against evil spirits. They are tied to the arms or the neck of the diseased on an eclipse day, on the last day of the Hindu calendar month, or on a Tuesday, Wednesday and Saturday.2

At Kolhápur, the use of amulets is generally resorted to by people suffering from the attacks of evil spirits or from malarial fevers. The sorcerer who exorcises the evil spirits writes certain mantras on a paper, or draws certain symbols and repeats the mantras over them. The paper is then wrapped in an amulet made of copper or silver, and fastened to a cotton thread. This amulet is tied round the arm or the neck of the diseased. Before tying it to the arm or the neck, it is once held over burning incense.3

A sacred circle is frequently used as a protection from spirits. The sorcerer draws a circle on the ground, with his stick, and the following articles are put inside it: Coconuts, lemons, red lead, and a Kohala gourd. Fowls are also sacrificed to this circle. The filling in of this circle is called mánda bharane by the exorcists.4

Rice or Udíd grain, and ashes charmed by mantras, are scattered round a certain area of land, or are given to a person supposed to be affected by evil spirits. The spirits cannot enter a place charmed in this manner. They are also scattered round the place supposed to be haunted by evil spirits in the belief that neither evil spirits nor snakes can transgress the boundary thus marked by a sorcerer.5

Formerly sages and saints used to make such sacred circles round their residence, repeating certain mantras, for their protection from evil spirits. It is believed that the spirits cannot enter or leave these enchanted circles. They used to bury bottles containing such spirits at the boundaries of these circles.

There are many such places in the Kolhápur District, such as Buránsáheb of Brahmapuri, the Sadhubuwa of Paulálá, and Bábú Jámal at Kolhápur.6

It is a general belief among all classes of Hindus in the Bombay Presidency that Saturday is an unlucky day, and in some places Friday and Tuesday are also considered inauspicious.

Sunday is considered as an ordinary day. Monday, Wednesday and Thursday are believed to be auspicious or lucky days.

It is said that a thing suggested or thought of on Friday cannot be carried out successfully.7

Sowing seed and watering trees is strictly forbidden on Sunday. It is believed that trees do not bear well if watered on Sundays.8

Tuesday and Friday are considered unlucky days for beginning a new task. Wednesday and Saturday are said to be inauspicious for visiting another village.9

The numbers 2, 6, 11, and zero are believed to be lucky. 4, 5, 10 and 8 are unlucky, and 1, 3, 7 and 9 are considered as middling or moderate.

The figure zero is by some considered inauspicious.10

The numbers 5, 7, 9 are said by some to be auspicious, and 1, 3, 11 and 13 inauspicious.11

Odd numbers are auspicious, and even numbers are said to be inauspicious.12
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The following are generally held to be auspicious omens:

While going on any business, to come across an unwidowed woman, a cow, Brāhmans, a five-petaled flower, or a pot filled with water; the throbbing of the right eyelid and of the right arm of a man, and of the left eyelid of a woman; a Brāhman coming in front with a cup and a spoon in his hand after taking his bath; the appearance of a peacock, the Bhāratawāja or the blue jay, and the mongoose, especially when they pass on the left side of the person going on business.

The following are considered to be auspicious when seen within a hundred paces of a person starting on business:

Brāhmans, unwidowed women, boiled food, meat, fishes, milk, any kind of corn, the bird Chāshu or the blue jay, passing by the left side, the appearance of the moon in front, a person coming across one's path with vessels filled with water, and a married couple, a cow with its calf, images of god, coconuts and other fruits, the mother, white clothes, the sound of a musical instrument, a horse, an elephant, cards, flowers, a lighted lamp, a jackal, a spiritual preceptor, a public woman, a Mahār, a washerman coming with a bundle of washed clothes, and a marriage procession.

The following objects and persons are generally believed to be inauspicious:

Oil, buttermilk, a couple of snakes, a monkey, pig, and an ass, firewood, ashes and cotton, a person with a disfigured nose, a man dressing his hair in the shape of a crown, red garlands, wet clothes, a woman wearing red cloth, an empty earthen vessel, a Brāhman widow, a Brahmacāri and an unmarried Brāhman, a widow, a bare-headed Brāhman, a cat going across the path, a dog flapping his ears, meeting a barber with his bag, a beggar, sneezing, or the asking of a question at the time of departure, waiting, meeting a person with an empty vessel, howling of dogs and jackals, a pair of crows playing on the ground, and a lighted lamp extinguished by its fall on the ground.

While plans or proposals are being made, it is considered inauspicious if any one sneezes or the sound of a lizard is heard. Meeting a person of the depressed classes whose touch is pollution, or a Brāhman who accepts funeral gifts, is considered inauspicious. Meeting a woman who is in her menses, a mourner, a buffalo, a snake and a dīvad are considered inauspicious. An iron vessel or an iron bar, cow dung cakes, salt, grass, a broom, a vulture, and a washerman bringing with him dirty clothes are also considered to be inauspicious omens.

Among the Hindus in Western India, for the purpose of helping the spirit to go to heaven safely, and for securing its goodwill towards the survivors, after death ceremonies called the Shrāddhas are generally performed. Some perform these ceremonies once a year in the month of Bhādrapada, and others perform them twice or thrice i.e. on the anniversary day of the deceased as well as in the dark half of Bhādrapada, which is generally known as the manes' fortnight (pitru pakṣa).

The funeral solemnities performed from the 1st to the 14th day from the death of the deceased are as described below:

On the first day, at the time of burning the dead body, a plot of ground is purified by repeating certain mantras, and the corpse is then placed on it. Before setting the funeral pile on fire, balls of boiled rice or wheat flour are put on the face, the forehead, arms and the chest of the corpse. Such balls are placed
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on the body of the deceased only when death has taken place on an unlucky day, or when there is an unlucky conjunction of stars. The son, or some other near relative of the deceased generally performs these rites with the help of a Brähman priest. On the third day he goes to the burning place, collects the ashes of the deceased, and throws them into the sea. On this occasion he is accompanied by the relatives of the deceased. Rich persons who are able to go to Benares keep the bones of their deceased parents and throw them into the Ganges at Prayága near Benares after performing certain Skráddhas there. The giving of oblations continues daily till the tenth day. The oblations of the tenth day are called Das Pinda. The rites of the eleventh day are called Ekotisthá. On the eleventh day the person performing the rites has to change his sacred thread, after sipping a little cow’s urine. Cooked food is prepared at the place where the rites of the eleventh day are performed, and Brähmans are fed there, or at least thirty-two mouthfuls of cooked food are offered to the sacred fire. A big ball of boiled rice is put before the sacred fire or near the Brähmans taking their meals. This ball is then thrown into the sea. A male calf is branded, worshipped and let loose. This calf is called Tásă, and is considered sacred by the villagers. On the 11th day, special ceremonies for propitiating the eight Tásăs and the eleven Rudras are performed, and gifts of a plot of ground, a cow, cooking vessels, various kinds of corn, golden images, silver and copper coins, clothes, shoes, umbrellas, bedding, etc. are given to the Brähmans collected there. On the 13th day after death a feast is given to 13 or more Brähmans and the other relatives. Nava-kádán, i.e., the gift of a ship and Goprádán i.e., of a cow and a calf, are also given to the Brähmans on the understanding that they will help the soul of the dead while crossing the river Vaitarna.¹

Water mixed with til or sesamum seed, sandalpaste, and oblations of boiled rice are given daily to the manes to secure their goodwill towards the survivors.²

At Bankavli in the Dápoli taluka of the Ratnágiri District, in order to prevent the soul from assuming the form of a ghost, there is a custom of tying a piece of Gulel, a species of moonseed, or the seed of a vegetable known as Mathbháji, round the neck of the corpse before burning it. It is also believed that, by doing this, the soul is prevented from troubling the survivors.³

At Poladpur in the Kolába District, some villagers drive an iron nail into the head of the corpse before it is taken to the funeral ground. They believe that, in consequence, the soul of the deceased will not turn into an evil spirit. Some people scatter grain on the road while the corpse is being carried to the cremation ground.⁴

Among the Hindus in the Konkan, as well as in the Deccan, dead bodies are generally burnt, but under the following circumstances they are buried. Persons dying of small pox, women dying in childbirth or during their menes, children dying within six months from their birth, and Sanyásis are buried. The bodies of persons suffering from leprosy are necessarily buried.⁵ Among Lingayats the bodies are always buried. Certain mantras are repeated while burying or burning the dead body. While burying, coconuts and certain kinds of grain are thrown into the grave, and after covering the dead body with salt, the grave is filled up with earth and stones.⁶ While burning, the dead body is placed on the funeral pile with its head to the north and feet towards the south. Tulsi wood, sandal-wood, and Bel wood are kept on the pile before placing
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the dead body over it. Cocosnuts and camphor cakes are placed on the body, and it is set on fire. Among the Lingāyats and Gosāvis the dead are buried. Before burying, the Lingāyats have to take a written order from their priest, the Ayya or Jangam. The paper is then tied to the neck of the deceased, and the body is placed in a bag made of new cloth, the head being allowed to remain out of the bag. Bhāsnas or ashes, salt and camphor are also put into the bag along with the corpse, which is then buried. The Jangam repeats mantras when the body is in the grave. No such written order is necessary for the burial of Gosāvis. A coconut is broken on the head of the corpse at the time of burying it. Among high class Hindus the corpse is carried to the funeral ground in a bier made of bamboos. Among the Lingāyats a gaily dressed frame called Makhar is prepared on the bier, and the body is dressed with clothes and head dress and seated in the Makhar. Some of them carry the dead body in a bag made of blanket. There is a custom of keeping foot-prints on the spot where a Sāngyāsi is buried, and they are daily worshipped by the people. Among the Kathawatis of Thāna and Kolāba districts the dead body is first buried, and after a few days the skeleton is taken out of the grave and then burnt as usual. Among the high class Hindus the moustaches are shaved at the death of parents paternal uncle and elder brother. Among the Shudras it is not necessary to shave. Persons who have lost their parents have to perform certain funeral rites or Shrādāhas when they visit holy places such as Benāres, Prayāg, Ayodhya and Nāsik, and they have to shave their moustaches at all these places before performing the funeral rites. Moustaches are also shaved as a penance for certain sins.

The Agnihotri, i.e., one who preserves perpetual fire in his house for worship, has to get himself shaved every fortnight. Among high class Hindus boiled rice is daily offered to the dead after a portion has been thrown into the fire, the remainder being given to the crows. The portion thrown in the fire is called Vaisheṣader, and that which is given to the crows is called Kāgyās. Among other Hindus it is given on the last day of Bhādrapada and on the date of the father’s death, annually. Oblations of boiled rice are given to the dead every day, on the last day of the Hindu calendar month, on the date of a person’s death every month, on the same date of the dark half of Bhādrapada every year. These oblations are put out of the house before taking the meals. It is believed that the ancestors come down in the form of crows to partake of these offerings. Oblations of cooked food are also offered to a cow, and considered thus to be received by the dead. They are especially given to the crows annually in the dark half of Bhādrapada on the date of the deceased’s death. After the corpse has been carried to the funeral ground, an oil lamp containing one cotton wick is kept on the spot where the deceased expired. The flame of the lamp is directed towards the south as it is believed that the soul goes to heaven by the south. A ball of boiled rice and a little quantity of water or milk is kept daily for the first ten days near the lamp while repeating the name of the deceased and of the gotra to which it belonged. The lamp is taken out of the house on the 11th day.

Hindus believe that impurity attaches to all the things in the house in consequence of the death of a person in that house. All those things which can be purified by washing are washed and taken back, while things like
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earthen pots, cooked food, etc. are thrown away, special care being taken to break these pots, so that they may not be used again. Even the walls of the house are white washed. The earthen pots that are required for the funeral rites of the dead are all broken. One which is required for boiling water to bathe the corpse is broken when the body is carried to the funeral ground. Of the rest, one is broken at the funeral pile after the son has passed thrice round the pile with an earthen vessel filled with water. It is believed that birds and animals drinking water out of these vessels would be infected by disease, and this is the reason why these pots are broken. The mourners who use earthen vessels during the mourning break them at the end of the mourning period. Among the Agris of Chaul in the Kolaba District, all earthen vessels in the house are broken on the eleventh day after a death in the family, the chief reason assigned for this act being that the wishes and desires of the deceased might lurk in the earthen vessels and cause trouble to the inmates of the house.

All the members of the family of the dead have to observe mourning for ten days. They are purified on the eleventh day after taking a bath and sipping Panchgavya, or the five products of the cow. The son of the dead person, or one who performs the funeral rites of the dead is purified on the twelfth day after completing the rites of Saptami. A man in mourning does not touch those who are not in mourning. If anybody touches him, both of them have to take a bath. The son of the deceased or, in the absence of a son, any male member belonging to the family is entitled to perform the funeral rites of the dead. These rites are performed during the first twelve days, beginning from the first day or from the 3rd, 5th, 7th or the 9th. One who performs these rites has to sleep on the ground during these twelve days. A person hearing of the death of a member of his family within the first ten days from the date of the death, becomes free from that mourning on the eleventh day. If he happens to hear it within one month of the death, he has to observe it for three days and after one month he has to observe it for one day only. The son, or one who performs the funeral rites of the deceased has to sleep on the ground, and has to take his meals only once a day till the end of the 13th day. He takes his bath in cold water. Sweet things are not prepared in the house during the days of mourning. During the period of mourning, every morning, a Brahman comes to the mourner's house and recites some passages from the Garud Purana, which relates to the state of the soul after death. On the eleventh day the house is besmeared with cow dung, and cow's urine is sprinkled in the house. All the clothes are washed. Mourning is not observed in the case of a death of a Sanyasi, and the Lingayats do not observe any kind of mourning.

The brother of the deceased, his son, grandson and all the members belonging to the family, have to observe the mourning for ten days. The married daughter of the deceased has to observe it for three days. From the fifth or sixth generation in the same family, it is observed for three or one day only. In case of the death of a wife's parents, the husband has to observe mourning for three days. During the mourning days people do not worship the gods or go to the temples. Milk is also prohibited during the mourning period. The mourners are not to touch anybody except the members of their family.

On the thirteenth day the sons and other members of the family are taken out to visit the temple of any deity by the people assembled
for the purpose. It is believed that after going to the temple on the 13th day, the sons and the other members of the family are at liberty to go out of the house.

At Kolhapur it is believed that the deities Etalai and Kalkai of the Konkan districts keep with them evil spirits as their servants. These servant spirits obey the orders of these deities. Some people in this district go to the temples of these deities and request them to lend them the services of these spirit servants. It is considered very lucky to secure the help of these spirits. The temple ministrant then requests the deity to give a Kaul or omen. For this purpose, the temple ministrant calls on the deity to enter his body, and when he is possessed by the spirit of the deity, he allows the applicant to take with him one of the deity’s servants for a fixed period. The Gurav, or the ministrant, then explains to the person the period for which the spirit servant is given, and the amount of the annual tribute required to be given to the deity for the use of her servant. He also gives him a coconut and sacred ashes. The applicant then returns home, believing that the spirit servant will follow him, and from that time he prospers. This spirit servant is called Chetak, and it can be seen only by the person in whose charge it is given by the Gurav.

At Achara in the Ratnagiri District, the spirit of a Bráhman well versed in the Vedas is called Mahápurusha and it is said to be benevolent. It haunts Pipal and Umbor trees.

At Murbád in the Thána District, the spirit known as Vetal, the king of evil spirits, is considered to be benevolent.

The spirits known as Mahápurusha haunts the Pipal and Umbor trees. Avagat the ghost of a widow haunts the Arali (Phyllanthus emblica) tree. Atavant, the ghost of a woman dying at childbirth or during her menses, lives in the Nághámpta, Surang and the Kájra trees. Devachár, Sambandh, Munja, Zoting, Khavis and Kháptra reside in trees and plants.

The people of Kolhapur believe that the spirits known as Bráhmásambandha, Bráhma Rákshasa, and Khavis reside in trees.

The spirits known as Devchár and Chálekat are considered to be the special protectors of crops and cattle.

The people of Ubbádánda in the Ratnágiri District believe that the village deities and the Devachárás are the special protectors of crops and cattle. Offerings of fowls and coconuts are made to them annually.

At Kocchare in the Ratnagiri District, the spirit known as Viswáti is believed to be the special protector of crops and cattle.

The people of the Kolába District consider that the spirits known as Mhashya, Khavis, and Bándav are the protectors of crops and cattle.

At Dahánu in the Thána District, the spirit Cheda is believed to be the guardian of crops and cattle.

The people of Kolhapur believe that the deities of the fields protect the crops and cattle. Those who are in possession of the Chetak, or the servant spirit, are sure to find their crops and cattle protected by this servant spirit.

Evil spirits are not usually invoked to frighten children, but occasionally the names of goblins such as Bágulbháwa, Bowájí, Gosávi etc. are mentioned to scare them.
CHAPTER VII.

TREE AND SERPENT WORSHIP.

Groves of mango trees are considered to be sacred as they have a pleasing appearance, and afford grateful shelter against the heat of the day. It is a general belief among Hindus that trees from which such pleasure and protection are derived must naturally be the abode of the gods. There are many such groves in Satara. During the spring season people go to these groves and worship the trees. The Hindus have a general prejudice against cutting living trees which yield fruits, and it is considered specially inauspicious to cut the following trees:

*Umbar, Vad or Banian tree, Pipal, Saundad or Shami, Palus, Bel, Rau, Acaci and the Tulsi plant* for it is believed that these trees are the abode of deities, e.g. the god Dattatraya resides under the Umbar tree, the goddess Parvati on the Banian tree, and the god Vishnu resides near the Tulsi plant. The god Brahma, the creator of the world, is found in the Pipal tree. The plantain tree is also considered to be sacred. While gathering a bunch of plantains, the tree is first cut before the bunch. It is considered inauspicious to gather the bunch without so doing.

There are certain groves at Ubhadanda in the Vengurla taluka of the Ratnagiri District which are supposed to be haunted by Devachars, and are therefore not cut by the people.

The people of Ibhrampur in the Chipuln taluka consider it inauspicious to cut the Vad and Pipal trees of which the thread ceremonies have been performed. After the thread ceremony of these trees is over, a stone platform is raised around them.

At Fonde in the Devgad taluka, it is considered inauspicious to cut the trees and the groves that surround the temple of a village deity, for they are believed to belong to that deity.

At Padghe in the Thana District, the trees which are supposed to have been haunted by evil spirits such as Sambandh, Munja, Devachar, etc., are not generally cut by the people through fear of these spirits. When any tree is cut down, the custom is to keep a stone at the root of the tree in order that the place may no longer be affected or haunted by the spirit in the tree.

There are certain families who do not burn Pipal, Khair, or Sinani wood. They believe that the burning of these trees causes harm to their families. It is said that the burning of the Apta tree causes the breeding of the insect known as Gochadi, i.e., the cattle or dog louse.

There is an Avadumbar tree of the god Dattatraya at Bhilawadi, and a big Banian tree near the math of the Lingiyat Swâmi named Kadappa near Kolhapur, which are worshipped by the people of the neighbouring villages. The Saundad tree, better known as Shami, is worshipped once a year on the Dasara, the 10th day of the bright half of Ashwin (October). It is said that Rama, the seventh incarnation of Vishnu, kept his arms on the Shami tree during his fourteen years' exile, and took them back again when he marched upon Lanka or Ceylon to kill Râvan, the demon king of Ceylon. While going to Lanka he bowed to the Shami tree, and as he was successful in his undertaking, the Marâthas used to start for a campaign on the
Dasara day after worshipping the Shami tree, and distributing its leaves among their friends calling it Suvarna or gold. This is said to be the origin of the festival of Dasara. A species of the tamarind tree called Gorakh Chinch is said to be connected with the Hindu saint Gorakmáth. For this reason this tree is worshipped by the people. A great fair is held every year at Battis Shirále in the Satára District, which is situated at a distance of about ten miles from Kolhápur.¹

The Pipal, the Umbar, the Vat or Banian tree, and the Tulsi plant are worshipped by Hindus in general. The Apta tree is worshipped by Hindus on the Dasara day, and its leaves are distributed under the name of sone, or gold, among their friends and relatives.²

At Medhe in the Rohna taluka of the Kolába District, there is a tree Vehala (Beleric myrobolam) which is believed to be connected with the local deity Mhasoba. It is considered to be a sacred tree, and nobody dares to cut it or to touch it with the feet.³

At Shirgaon in the Máhin taluka of the Thána District there is a tree Ránjani tree on the bank of a tank called Khambále, which is said to be connected with the deity Brahman; and therefore no branch of that tree is cut by the people. It is considered harmful to cut the tree.⁴

At Gánagápur in the Kolhápur District, there is a Vat tree connected with the saint Kabir. It is called Kábirvad. There is also an Anumbar tree connected with the god Dattátraya, and known as Dattátraya Anumbar.⁵

The Umbar, Pipal, Vat, and the Tulsi plant are considered to be sacred, and are respected by Hindus. The following are some of the legends about their sanctity.

Umbar—When the god Vishnu in his fourth incarnation, called Narsinh, i.e., half man and half lion, tore into pieces the body of the demon named Hiranyakāshipu with his claws, he felt a burning sensation of the poison from the body of that demon, which was assuaged by thrusting his hands into the trunk of the Umbar or Anumbar tree.⁶

In order that they may get the auspicious sight of a deity early in the morning, Hindus generally plant the Umbar and Tulsi trees in front of their houses, and worship them daily. The juice of the root of the Umbar has a cooling effect, and hence it is freely used in cases of measles or itch. Its sap is also used as medicine for swellings. It is very pleasant to sit under the shade of this tree, and as it is believed that the god Dattátraya resides beneath this tree, it is held very sacred by the Hindus.⁷

Pipal—The Pipal tree is considered very sacred because it is believed that the god Brahma resides in the roots, the god Vishnu in the trunk, and the god Shiva on the top of this tree. Persons who make a particular vow or have any objects to be fulfilled worship the Pipal tree, and walk round it several times every day.⁸ The evil spirits Sambandh, Devacháir, Munja, and Vetál haunt the Pipal tree. These spirits are considered to be the servants of the god Shiva. It is also believed that persons who worship and walk round this tree daily are not affected by those spirits. The Pipal tree is specially worshipped at dawn on Saturday as it is considered that the gods Brahma, Vishnu, and Mahesh or Shiva happen to be there at that time.⁹
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Tad or the Banyan tree—A prince named Satyawan died of snakebite under the Tad tree. His wife named Savitri, who was very chaste and dutiful, requested Yama, the god of death, and succeeded in securing from him the life of her husband Satyawan. As the prince Satyawan returned from the jaws of death under the Tad tree, this tree was specially worshipped by her, and it is therefore believed that Savitri has ever since then been responsible for the practice of worshipping the Tad tree by women for the purpose of securing a long life to their husbands. It is also believed that the god Vishnu takes shelter under the Tad at the time of the general destruction of the world. The worship of this tree is similar to that of the other deities, and women take turns around it at the close of the worship or puja.

The Tulsi plant is worshipped daily by the Hindus in general, and women in particular, by keeping the plant near their houses. The god Vishnu is worshipped particularly by the leaf of this plant. The Tulsi plant is considered by the people to represent the goddess Lakshmi, the wife of Vishnu. Hindu women will not take their meals before worshipping the Tulsi plant daily in the morning. It is also said that the god Vishnu, in his eighth incarnation called Krishna, had loved Vrunda, the wife of a demon. After her death she was burnt, but on her burning ground there grew the Tulsi plant. As Krishna loved Vrunda very dearly, he began to love this plant also, and hence the image of Bal Krishna, or the god Vishnu, is married to this plant every year on the 12th day of the bright half of Kartik (November). As it is also believed that the god Vishnu resides in the Tulsi plant, the worship of this plant is equivalent to the worship of the god Vishnu.

Besides the above mentioned trees, the Palus (Butea frondosa), the Bel, a tree sacred to god Shiva, and the Shanki (Prosopis spicigera), a tree sacred to god Gomti the son of Shiva, are considered to be holy by the Hindus.

A common custom among Hindus is for a person who has lost his two wives and wishes to marry a third, to be first married to a Rai plant, and then to the actual bride. His marriage with the Rai plant is considered as a third marriage. After the marriage, the Rai plant is cut down and buried, and thus the marriage with the third bride is considered to be a fourth marriage. The marriage with the Rai plant has been adopted in the belief that the third wife is sure to die unless the spirit of the deceased is made to enter the Rai plant.

When a girl is born under the influence of inauspicious planets which may be harmful to her husband, she is first married to a tree or an earthen pot, and then to the bridegroom. The marriage with the earthen pot is called Kumbhaviraha, or the pot-wedding. It is believed that, by observing this practice, the danger to her husband is avoided. The danger passes to the tree to which she is first married.

Among the lower classes in the Thana District a poor man unable to marry owing to his poverty is first married to a Rai plant and then to a widow. This marriage with a widow is called pat lavane. This remarriage of a widow among the lower classes is generally performed at night, and under an old mango tree. It is never performed in the house. A widow who has remarried cannot take part in any auspicious ceremony such as a marriage, etc.

At Vankavli in the Ratnagiri District there is a custom among the low class Hindus of a woman who has lost her second husband and wishes to marry for the third time, first marrying a cock, i.e., she takes the cock in her arms at the time of her marriage with the third husband.

Persons who have no children make a vow to Khandoba at Jejuri that the firstborn, male or female, shall be offered to him. The females, offered in fulfilment of such vows are called
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FOLKLORE OF THE KONKAN

Muraslis. They are married to the god Khandoba, and have to earn their livelihood by begging in villages. A male child thus offered to the god is called a Faghya.1

There is a custom of offering children to the deities Yallamma and Khandoba in fulfilment of vows made in order to get a child. The child is taken to the temple of these deities, accompanied with music. The temple ministrant asks the child to stand on a wooden board on a heap of rice in front of the deity, and puts into its hands a paradi—a flat basket of bamboo, tying to its neck the darshana of the deity. A female child is married to the dagger—Katying—of the deity. When once this ceremony has been performed, parents abandon their rights to such children. When these children come of age, the males can marry but the females cannot. The latter earns her livelihood begging jogara in the name of the goddess Amba with a paradi in her hand. A male child offered to the goddess Yallamma is called jogata, and a female, jogatin. Children dedicated to the goddess Mayaka are called Jogi and Jogin. Children offered to Firangai and Ambabai are called Bhutya (male) and Bhutin (female).2

In the Konkan districts there is a class of women known as Bhavinis who are said to be married to Khanjir, i.e., a dagger belonging to the god. They are also called deva yoshita, i.e., prostitutes offered to the god. They have no caste of their own. They retain the name of the caste to which they originally belonged, such as Marathe Bhavinis, Bhandari Bhavinis, Sutar Bhavinis, etc. The following account is given of the origin of the sect of Bhavinis. A woman wishing to abandon her husband goes to the temple of a village deity at night, and in presence of the people assembled in that temple she takes oil from the lamp burning in the temple, and pours it upon her head. This process is called Deval righane, i.e., to enter into the service of the temple. After she has poured sweet oil from the lamp upon her head, she has no further connection with her husband. She becomes the maid servant of the temple, and is free to behave as she likes. Daughters of such Bhavinis who do not wish to marry, undergo the process of shesa bharon, and follow the occupation of their mothers. The sons of the Bhavinis have an equal right to the property of their mother, but any daughter who marries a lawful husband loses her share in the property of her mother. A Devali follows the occupation of blowing the horn or cornet, and is entitled to hold the torches in the marriage ceremonies of the people in the village. Many of them learn the art of playing upon the tabour—mrudunga—and are useful to Kathekaris, i.e., those who recite legends of the gods with music and singing. Some of them become farmers while others are unoccupied.

Bhavinis follow the occupation of a maid-servant in the temple, but their real occupation is that of public women. They are not scorned by the public. On the contrary, they are required to be present at the time of a marriage to tie the marriage-string—Mangalsutra—of a bride, for they are supposed to enjoy perpetual un widowhood—Janam sujavini.3

Some of the houses of Bhavinis become the favourite resorts of gamblers and vagabonds. In the absence of a daughter, a Bhavini purchases a girl from a harlot, and adopts her as her daughter to carry on her profession.3

Snakes are believed to be the step-brothers of the gods. They reside under the earth and are very powerful. The snake is considered to be very beautiful among creeping animals, and is one of the ornaments of the god Shiva. An image of a snake made of brass is kept in the temple of the god Shiva, and worshipped daily along with the god. There is a custom among the Hindus of worshipping Nagas, i.e., the cobra, once a year on the Nga panchami day, i.e., the fifth day of the bright half of Shravan (August). Images of snakes are drawn with sandalpaste on a wooden board or on the walls of houses,
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and worshipped by Hindu women on this day, Durva grass, sacred to Gomati, parched rice lāhyā, legumes kadadan, and milk are offered to this image. Some people go to the snakes, abode Vārul—an ant-hill—on this day to worship the snake itself, if they happen to catch sight of it.\(^1\)

It is said that at Battisa Shirlale in the Belgaum District the real Nāga comes out of its abode below the earth on this day, and is worshipped by the people. Milk and lāhyā, parched rice, are put outside the house at night on this day with the intention that they may be consumed by a snake. Hindus do not dig or plough the earth on Nāga panchami day. Even vegetables are not cut and fried on this day by some people.\(^2\)

Earthly images of snakes are worshipped by some people in the Konkan districts on the Nāga panchami day. The Nāga is considered to be a Brāhman by caste, and it is believed that the family of the person who kills a snake becomes extinct. The cobra being considered a Brāhman, its dead body is adorned with the jānane, and then burnt as that of a human being. A copper coin is also thrown into its funeral pile.\(^3\)

At certain villages in the Deccan a big earthen image of a snake is consecrated in a public place on the Nāga panchami day, and worshipped by Hindus in general. Women sing their songs in circles before this image while men perform tamāshās by its side. In fact, the day is enjoyed by the people as a holiday. The snake is removed next day, and an idol in the form of a man made of mud is seated in its place. This idol is called Shirlale, who is said once to have been a king and to have ruled over this earth for one and one-fourths of a ghataka, i. e., for half an hour only. This day is observed as a day of rejoicing by the people.\(^4\)

The names of the snake deities are Takshaka, Vāsuki and Shesha. Their shrines are at Kolhāpur, Nāgothane, Prayaga, Nāgodevāchi Wādi and Subrahmanya. A great fair is held every year at Battisa Shirlale on the Nāga panchami day.\(^4\)

There is a shrine of a snake deity at Sāvantwādi. The management of the shrine is in the hands of the State officials. It is believed that a real snake resides therein.\(^5\)

There is a shrine of a snake deity at Awās in the Alibāg taluka of the Kolāba District, where a great fair is held every year on the 14th day of the bright half of Kārtik (November). It is said that persons suffering from snakebites recover when taken in time to this temple.\(^6\)

It is said that a covetous person who acquires great wealth during his life-time and dies without enjoying it, or without issue, becomes a snake after death, and guards his buried treasures. At Kolhāpur there was a Sānkār—money-lender—named Kudulkār who is said to have become a snake, and to guard his treasures. In the village of Kailava in the Pauhāla petha of the Kolhāpur District there is a snake in the house of a Kulkarni, who severs away those who try to enter the storehouse of the Kulkarni.\(^7\)

It is a general belief among the Hindus that snakes guard treasures. It is said that there are certain places guarded by snakes in Goa territory. Persons who were compelled to abandon Portuguese territory owing to religious persecutions at the hands of the Portuguese buried their treasures beneath the ground. Those who died during exile are said to have become bhuts or ghosts, and it is believed that they guard their buried treasures in the form of snakes.\(^8\)

The Hindus generally believe that the snakes who guard buried treasures do not allow any one to go near them. The snake frightens those who try to approach, but when he wishes
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to hand over the treasure to anybody he goes to that person at night, and tells him in a dream that the treasure buried at such a place belongs to him, and requests him to take it over. After the person has taken possession of the treasure as requested, the snake disappears from the spot. It is said that a snake which guards treasure is generally very old, white in complexion, and has long hair on its body.

Hindus worship the image of a snake made of Darbha grass or of silk thread on the Anant Chaturdashi day, i.e., the 14th day of the bright half of Ashwin (October), and observe that day as a holiday. Legends of the exploits of the god are related with music and singing on this day.

A snake festival is observed in the Nágeshwar temple at Awáis in the Kolába District on the night of the 14th day of the bright half of Kárthika (November). Nearly four hundred devotees of the god Shankar assemble in the temple, holding in their hands vētra-sarpa long cane sticks with snake images at their ends. They advance dancing and repeating certain words, and take turns round the temple till midnight. After getting the permission of the chief devotee, they scatter throughout the neighbouring villages with small axes in their hands, and cut down, and bring from the gardens, coconuts, plantains, and other edible things that are seen on their way. They return to the temple after two hours, the last man being the chief devotee called Kuwarkánḍya. The fruits are then distributed among the people assembled at the temple. Nobody interferes with them on this day in taking away coconuts and other fruits from the village gardens. On the next day they go dancing in the same manner to the Kanakeshwār hill with the snake sticks in their hands.

In the Deccan no special snake festivals like those described above are celebrated. But in the temples devoted to snake deities, on the full moon day of Kárthika, which is sacred to the snake deity, the deity is worshipped with special pomp, and the crests of the temples are illuminated on that night.

The village cures for snakebite are:
1. The use of charmed water and the repetition of mantras by a sorcerer.
2. The use of certain roots and herbs as medicines.
3. The removal of the sufferer to the neighbouring temple.
4. Branding the wound with fire.
5. The drinking of soapnut juice, or of water in which copper coins have been boiled by the patient, who is thus made to vomit the snake poison.

In the Deccan a person suffering from snakebite is taken to a village temple, and the minister is requested to give him holy water. The deity is also invoked. Thus keeping the person for one night in the temple, he is carried to his house the following day if cured. The vows made to the deity for the recovery of the person are then fulfilled. There is one tūrabat, a tomb of Avadía a Mahomedan saint, at Panhāla where persons suffering from snakebite are made to sit near the tomb, and it is said that they are cured. In some villages there are enchanted trees of Kadaliṁb where persons placed under the shade of such trees are cured of snakebites. Some people tie a stone round the neck of the sufferer as soon as he is better, repeating the words Adi Gàdi Imám the name of a Mahomedan saint. After recovery from snakebite the person is taken to the mosque of the Adi Gàdi Imám Sàheb, where the stone is untied before the tomb, and jāgrī equal to the weight of the stone is offered. A feast is also given to the Mújāwar or minister of the mosque. There is at present a famous enchanter—Mántrika—at Satàra who cures persons suffering from snakebite. It is said that he throws charmed water on the body of the sufferer, and in a few minutes the snake
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begins to speak through the victim. The sorcerer enquires what the snake wants. The snake gives reasons for biting the person. When any thing thus asked for by the snake is offered, the victim comes to his senses, and is cured. There are many witnesses to the above fact.¹

At Mitbāv in the Ratnāgiri District chickens numbering from twenty to twenty-five are applied to the wound caused by the snakebite. A chicken has the power of drawing out the poison from the body through the wound, but this causes the death of the chicken. The remedy above described is sure to be successful if it is tried within three hours of the person being bitten. There are several other medicines which act on the snakebite, but they must be given very promptly. There are some men in this village who give charmed water for snake or any other bites. Many persons suffering from snakebite have been cured by the use of mantras and charmed water.²

Water from the tanks of Vetāvare in the Sāvantwādi State and Mānjāre in Goa territory is generally used as medicine for snakebite. It is believed that by the power of mantras a snake can be prevented from entering or leaving a particular area. This process is called sarpa bāndhane. There are some sorcerers who can draw snakes out of their holes by the use of their mantras, and carry them away without touching them with their hands.³

At Adivare, in the Rājāpur taluka, roots of certain herbs are mixed in water and applied to the wound caused by the snakebite, and given to the sufferer to drink.⁴

At Nārīngre in the Ratnāgiri District, persons suffering from snakebite are given the juice of Kadalimb leaves, and are kept in the temple of Hanumān. The feet of the deity are washed with holy water, and the water is given to the victim to drink.⁵

A snake is believed to have a white jewel or mani in its head, and it loses its life when this jewel is removed. This jewel has the power of drawing out the poison of snakebite. When it is applied to the wound, it becomes green, but when kept in milk for sometime, it loses its greenness and reverts to its usual white colour. It gives out to the milk all the poison that has been absorbed from the wound, and the milk becomes green. This jewel can be used several times as an absorbent of the poison of snakebite. The green milk must be buried under ground, so that it may not be used again by any one else.⁶

It is believed that an old snake having long hair on its body has a jewel in its head. This jewel is compared with the colours of a rainbow. The snake can take this jewel from its head at night, and search for food in its liestre. Such snakes never come near the habitation of human beings, but always reside in the depth of the jungle. This species of snake is called Deva Sarpa, i. e., a snake belonging to a deity. It is related that a snake was born of a woman in the Kinkar’s house at Tardāl in the Sāngli State, and another one in the Gabale’s house at Kolhapur.⁷

¹ Rao Sāheb Shelke, Kolhapur.
² School Master, Mitbāv, Ratnāgiri.
³ School Master, Ubdānda, Ratnāgiri.
⁴ School Master, Nārīngre, Ratnāgiri.
⁵ School Master, Adivare, Ratnāgiri.
⁶ School Master, Kālshe, Ratnāgiri.
⁷ Rao Sāheb Shelke, Kolhapur.
CHAPTER VIII.

TOTEMISM AND FETISHISM.

The worship of totems, or Devaks, prevails among Hindus in Western India. The term Devak is applied to the deity or deities worshipped at the beginning of a thread or a marriage ceremony. The ceremony is as follows: A small quantity of rice is put into a winnowing fan, and with it six small sticks of the Umbar tree, each covered with mango leaves and cotton thread. These are worshipped as deities. Near the winnowing fan is kept an earthen or copper vessel filled with rice, turmeric, red powder, betel nuts, sweet balls made of wheat flour, ghi and sugar; and on the top of the vessel is a small sprig of mango and a coconut covered with cotton thread. This vessel is also worshipped as a deity, and offerings of sweet entrees are made to it. After the worship of this vessel, the regular ceremony of Pungaharachana is performed. Twenty-seven Matrikás, or village and local deities, represented by betel nuts are consecrated in a new winnowing fan or a bamboo basket. Seven Matrikás are made of mango leaves, six of which contain durea grass, and the seventh darbha grass. Each of them is bound with a raw cotton thread separately. They are worshipped along with a Kalasha or a copper lota as mentioned above. This copper lota is filled with rice, betel nuts, turmeric, etc., a sprig of mango leaves is placed on the lota, and a coconut is put over it. The lota is also bound with a cotton thread. Sandalpaste, rice, flowers, and durea grass are required for its worship. An oil lamp called Arati is waved round the devak, the parents, and the boy or the girl whose thread or marriage ceremony is to be performed. A Samasini is called and requested to wave this Arati, and the silver coin which is put into the Arati by the parents is taken by her. The father takes the winnowing fan and the mother takes the Kalasha, and they are carried from the mandap to the devak consecrated in the house. A lighted lamp is kept continually burning near this devak till the completion of the ceremony. After completion of the thread or marriage ceremony the devak is again worshipped, and the ceremony comes to an end. The deity in the devak is requested to depart on the second or the fourth day from the date of its consecration. No mourning is observed during the period the devak remains installed in the house.

Among Marathás and many of the lower classes in the Ratnágiri District the branch of a Vad, Kadamba, mango, or an Apta tree is worshipped as their devak or kul.¹

Some Marathás have a sword or a dagger as their devak, which is worshipped by them before commencing the ritual of the marriage ceremony.²

The family known as Ráne at Náringre in the Davagad taluka of the Ratnágiri District, and the families known as Gadikari and Jadhava at Málvan, consider the Vad or Banian tree as their devak, and do not make use of its leaves. In the same manner, some people consider the Kadamba tree sacred to their family.³

There are some people among the Hindus in Western India whose surnames are derived from the names of animals and plants, such as Bokle, Lândage, Wág, Dukre, Kánale, Garud More, Mhase, Rede, Keer, Popat, Ghade, Shelár, Gáyatonde, Wághmáre, Shálunke, Bhende, Padwal, Wálke, Apte, Ambekar, Pimpalkhore, Kelkar and Kálke.

The Hindus believe that a cow, a horse, and an elephant are sacred animals. The cow is treated with special respect by the Hindus.

¹ School Master, Adivare, Ratnágiri.
² School Master, Kálke, Ratnágiri.
³ School Master, Achure, Ratnágiri.
in general, and the bull by the Lingáyats and oileden. The milk, the urine, and the dung of
a cow are used as medicines, and they are also
given as offerings to the god in sacrifices.

The Shelar family considers the sheep as
their devak, and they do not eat the flesh of a
sheep. The Shulunke family respects the
Sháluinik or sparrow. People belonging to the
More family do not eat the flesh of a peacock
as they consider it to be their devak.¹

The Bhundáris, whose surname is Padval,
do not eat the vegetable of a snake-gourd or
Padval.²

Hindus do not eat the flesh of the animal
respected by them, and those who offer any
fruit to their guru as a token of respect do
not eat that fruit in future. Some Hindus do
not eat onions, garlic and the fruit of a palm
tree. The fruit of a tree believed to be the
devak of a family is not eaten by the members
of that family.

The families of Ráva and Ráne do not take
their food on the leaf of a l'ad or Banyan
tree as they consider it to be their devak.³

There are some Hindu families in the
Kolába District who believe that their kul or
totem consists of the tortoise and the goat, and
they do not eat the flesh of such animals. A
certain community of the Väishyas or traders
known as Swar believe that a jack tree or
Phanas is their kul, and they do not use the
leaves of that tree.⁴

It is believed among the Hindus that the
deity Satmáti protects children for the first
three months from their birth. The deity is
worshipped on the fifth day from the birth of
a child, and if there occurs any omission or
correct in the worship of that deity, the child
begins to cry, or does not keep good health.
On such occasions the parents of the child
make certain vows to the deity, and if the
child recovers, the parents go to a jungle, and
collect seven small stones. They then besmear
the stones with red lead and oil, and worship
them along with a she goat in the manner in
which the vow was promised to be fulfilled.⁵

The horse is connected with the worship of
the god Khandoba because this animal is
sacred to that deity, being his favourite
vehicle. For this reason all the devotees or
Bhaktas of Khandoba take care to worship the
horse in order that its master, the god Khand-
oba, may be pleased with them.

It is well known that the cow is considered
as most sacred of all the animals by the
Hindus, and the reason assigned for this
special veneration is that all the deities dwell
in the cow.

The Nandi, or a bullock made of stone,
consecrated in front of the temple of Shiva,
the Vágh or a tiger at the temple of a goddess
and cows and dogs in the temple of Dattátraya
are worshipped by the Hindus.

The mouse, being the vehicle of Ganpati the
god of wisdom, is worshipped by the people
along with that god.

In the Konkan cattle are worshipped by the
Hindus on the first day of Kártika, and they
are made to pass over fire.

The mountains having caves and temples of
deities are generally worshipped by the
Hindus. The Abucha Pahád, the Gimár, the
Panchmádh, the Brahmagiri, the Sahyádri,
the Tungár, the Jiyaduncha dongar, the Munja
dongar at Junnar, the Tugábácha dongar, the
Ganesh Lenc, and the Shivabai are the prin-
cipal holy mountains in the Bombay Presidency.

Mount Abu, known as the Abucha Pahád, is
believed to be very sacred, and many Hindus
go on a pilgrimage to that mountain.

Hills are worshipped at Ganpati Pule and
Chaul. At Pule there is a temple of the
god Ganpati, the son of Shiva, and at Chaul
in the Kolába District there is a temple of the
god Dattátraya.

¹ School Master, Anjarle, Ratnágiri.
² School Master, Fonde, Ratnágiri.
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⁵ Ráo Sáheb Shelke, Kolápur.
The place which produces sound when water is poured over it is considered to be holy, and is worshipped by the people.

In the Decem, hills are worshipped by the people on the Narak chaturdashi day in Dipawāli, 14th day of the dark half of Ashwin (October). The legend of this worship is that the god Shri Krishna lifted the Govardhan mountain on this day, and protected the people of this world. A hill made of cowdung is worshipped at every house on the Narak chaturdashi day.

Stones of certain kinds are first considered as one of the deities, or as one of the chief heroes in the family, and then worshipped by the people. Many such stones are found worshipped in the vicinity of any temple.

A stone coming out of the earth with a phallus or lingam of Shiva is worshipped by the Hindus. If such a lingam lies in a deep jungle, it is worshipped by them at least once a year, and daily, if practicable, in the month of Adhikamās, an intercalary month which comes every third year.

The red stones found in the Narmada river represent the god Gampati, and are worshipped by the people.

A big stone at Phutaka Tembha near Murud in the Ratnagiri District is worshipped by the people, who believe it to be the monkey god Hanumān or Mārutī. All the stone images of gods that are called swayambhu or self-existent are nothing but rough stones of peculiar shapes. There are such swayambhu—natural-images—at Kelshi and Kothare in the Ratnagiri District.

There is a big stone at Palshe in the Ratnagiri District which is worshipped as Kālikādevi.

Stones are sometimes worshipped by the people in the belief that they are haunted by evil spirits. We have for example a ston called Mora Dhonda lying by the seashore at Máwan in the Ratnagiri District. It is supposed to be haunted by Devachār.

The stones which are once consecrated and worshipped as deities have to be continually worshipped, even when perforated. The small round, white stone slab known as Vishnu-pada, which is naturally perforated, is considered to be holy, and is worshipped daily by the Hindus along with the other images of gods. The holes in this slab do not extend right through.

It is considered inauspicious to worship the fractured images of gods, but the perforated black stone called Shāligrām, taken from the Gandaki river, is considered very holy, and worshipped by the people. For it is believed to be perforated from its very beginning. Every Shāligrām has a hole in it, even when it is in the river.

Broken stones are not worshipped by the people. But the household gods of the Brāhmans and other higher classes which are called the Panchāyatan—a collection of five gods—generally consist of five stones with holes in them.

No instances of human sacrifices occur in India in these days, but there are many practices and customs which appear to be the survivals of human sacrifices. These survivals are visible in the offerings of fowls, goats, buffaloes, and fruits like coconuts, brinjals, the Kokāle or pumpkin gourd and others.

Human sacrifices are not practised in these days, but among the Karhāda Brāhmans there is a practice of giving poison to animals in order to satisfy their family deity. It is said that they used to kill a Brāhman by giving him poisoned food.

It is believed that the people belonging to the caste of Karhāda Brāhmans used to offer human sacrifices to their deity, and therefore nobody relies on a Karhāda Brāhman in these
At Achare, in the Málwan taluka of the Ratnágiri District, the round stones known as Kshetrapál are supposed to possess the power of curing diseases, and are also believed to be the abode of spirits.

At Adivare, in the Ratnágiri District, there is a stone named Mahár Purnākha which is worshipped by the people when cattle disease prevails, especially the disease of a large tick or the cattle or dog fence.

At Ubbhádánda, in the Ratnágiri District, there are some stones which are believed to be haunted by Vetaí, Bhutnáth, Rawalnáth and such other servants of the god Siva, and it is supposed that they have the power of curing epidemic diseases. People make vows to these stones when any disease prevails in the locality.

The Hindus generally consider as sacred all objects that are the means of their livelihood, and, for this reason, the oilmen worship their oil-mill, the Bráhmans hold in veneration the sacred thread—Yadnápáci—or religious books, the goldsmiths consider their firepots as sacred, and do not touch them with their feet. In case any one accidentally happens to touch them with his foot, he apologises and bows to them.

It is believed by the Hindus that the broom, the winnowing fan, the pácāl, a measure of four shers, the Samai or sweet-oil lamp, a metal vessel, fire and Sahání or the levigating slab should not be touched with foot.

The metals gold, silver, and copper, the King's coins, jewels and pearls, corns, the Sháligrámv stone, the Ganpatí stone from the Narmada river, couch-shell, sacred ashes, elephant tusks, the horns of an wild ox (Gava), tiger skin, deer skin, milk, curds, ghi, cow's urine, Bel, basil leaves or Tulá, coconuts, betelnuts, and flowers are considered as sacred by the Hindus, and no one will dare to touch them with his foot.
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Hindus worship annually on the *Dasara* day the arms and all the instruments or implements by which they earn their livelihood. The corn sieve, the winnowing basket, the broom, the rice-pounder, the plough, the *Aruna* or wood hill, and other such implements are worshipped on this day. The agriculturists respect their winnowing fans and corn sieves, and do not touch them with their feet.

In the Kolhapur District all the instruments and implements are worshipped by the people one day previous to the *Dasara* holiday. This worship is called *Khândepujan*. They also worship all agricultural instruments, and tie to them leaves of *Pipal* and mango trees.¹

A new winnowing fan is considered to be holy by the Hindus. It is filled with rice, fruits, coconuts and betel nuts, and a *Khana*—a piece of bodicelcloth—is spread over it. It is then worshipped and given to a Brâhmin lady in fulfilment of certain vows, or on the occasion of the worship of a Brâhman *Dampatya* or married pair.

The broom is considered to be holy by the Hindus. Red powder—*Kunku*—is applied to a new broom before it is taken into use. It should not be touched with the feet.

At Rewadanda, in the Kolâba District, some people worship a wood-bill or *Koyata* on the 6th day from the birth of a child. The rice-pounder, or *Musal*, is worshipped by them as a *devak* at the time of thread and marriage ceremonies.²

Fire is considered to be holy among the high class Hindus. It is considered as an angel that conveys the sacrificial offerings from this earth to the gods in heaven. It is considered as one of the Hindu deities, and worshipped daily by high class Hindus. A Brâhman has to worship the fire every day in connection with the ceremony *Vaishnavadeca*—oblations of boiled rice and ghi given to the fire. It is also worshipped by the Hindus on special religious occasions.

Fire is worshipped at the time of *Yadnas* or *Sacrifices*. Sacrifices are of five kinds. They are—

*Devayadana, Bhutayadana, Brahmayadana, Rishiayadana, Atithiyadana, Pitryadana* and *Manushayadana*. The offerings of rice, ghi, firewood, *Til* or sesamum, *Java* or barley, etc., are made in these *yadnas*. It is also worshipped at the time of *Shrávani* or *Upákarma*—the ceremony of renewing the sacred thread annually in the mouth of *Shrávana*.³

Among the lower classes fire is worshipped on the *Mahálaya* or *Shráddha* day. They throw oblations of food into the fire on that day.

The fire produced by rubbing sticks of the *Pipal* or *Shevari* tree is considered sacred, and it is essentially necessary that the sacred fire required for the *Agnihiotra* rites should be produced in the manner described above.

*Agnihiotra* is a perpetual sacred fire preserved in *Agnikunda*, —a hole in the ground for receiving and preserving consecrated fire. A Brâhman, who has to accept the *Agnihiotra*, has to preserve in his house the sacred fire day and night after his thread ceremony, and to worship it three times a day after taking his bath. When an *Agnihiotra* dies, his body is burnt by the people who prepare fire by rubbing sticks of *Pipal* wood together.⁴

There are some Brâhmans who keep the fire continuously burning in their houses only for *Châturmas* or four months of the year. The fire which is preserved and worshipped for four months is called "*Smârta Agni.)*⁵

---
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CHAPTER IX.

ANIMAL WORSHIP.

The following animals, birds and insects are respected by the Hindus:—The cow, bullock, she-buffalo, horse, elephant, tiger, deer, mouse, goat, ants and alligators; and among the birds the following are held sacred.—Peacock, swan, eagle and kokil or cuckoo.

Of all the animals the cow is considered to be the most sacred by Hindus. It is generally worshipped daily in the morning for the whole year, or at least for the Cháturmás or four months beginning from the 11th day of the bright half of Ashádha to the 11th day of the bright half of Kárthika; and a special worship is offered to it in the evening on the 12th day of the dark half of Ashádha (October).

The cow is believed to be the abode of all the deities and rishis. It is compared with the earth in its sacredness, and it is considered that when it is pleased it is capable of giving everything required for the maintenance of mankind, and for this reason it is styled the Káma Dhenu or the giver of desired objects. It is said that a person who walks round the cow at the time of its delivery obtains the puńga or merit of going round the whole earth. The cow is even worshipped by the god Vishnu.

The cow is considered next to a mother, as little children and the people in general are fed by the milk of a cow. Some women among high class Hindus take a vow not to take their meals before worshipping the cow, and when the cow is not available for worship, they draw in turmeric, white or red powder the cow's foot-prints and worship the same. At the completion of the vow it is worshipped, and then given as a gift to a Bráhman. It is considered very meritorious to give a Gopradán—a gift of a cow along with its calf, to a Bráhman. The sight of a cow in the morning is believed by all Hindus to be auspicious.

The bullock is respected by the people as it is the favourite vehicle of the god Shiva, and is very useful for agricultural purposes. The Nandi or bull is worshipped by Hindus. The bullock is specially worshipped on the 12th day of the bright half of Kárthika. When performing the funeral rites of the dead, a bull is worshipped and set free. The bull thus set free is considered sacred by the people, and is never used again for agricultural or any other domestic purposes.

In order to avoid calamities arising from the influence of inauspicious planets, Hindus worship the she-buffalo, and offer it as a gift to a Bráhman. The she-buffalo is compared with the Káli Purusha or the god of Death, the reason being that Yama is believed to ride a buffalo. The Bráhman who accepts this gift has to shave his moustaches and to undergo a certain penance. The cowherds sometimes worship the she-buffalo. As it is the vehicle of Yama, the buffalo is specially worshipped by people when an epidemic occurs in a village. In certain villages in the Konkan districts the buffalo is worshipped and sacrificed on the same day.

The horse is the vehicle of the deity Khanda- dobs of Jejuri. It is worshipped on the Vijaya Dásaham or the Dásara holiday as in former days, on the occasion of the horse sacrifice or Ashvamedha.

The elephant is the vehicle of the god Indra and is specially worshipped on the Dásara day. It is also believed that there are eight sacred
elephants posted at the eight directions. These are called \textit{Ashladik-Pitar}, \textit{i.e.}, the protectors of the eight different directions, and they are worshipped along with other deities on auspicious ceremonial occasions, like weddings, thread-girdling, etc.

The deer and the tiger are considered to be holy by Hindus, and their skins are used by Bráhmanas and ascetics while performing their austerities. The deer skin is used on the occasion of thread girdling. A small piece of the deer skin is tied to the neck of the boy along with the new sacred thread.

The mouse, being the vehicle of the god Ganpati, is worshipped along with that deity on the \textit{Ganesh Chaturthi} day, the fourth day of the bright half of Bhádrapada.

The goat is believed to be holy for sacrificial purposes. It is worshipped at the time of its sacrifice, which is performed to gain the favour of certain deities.

The ass is generally considered as unholy by the Hindus, and its mere touch is held to cause pollution. But certain lower class Hindus like the Lonáris consider it sacred, and worship it on the \textit{Gokul Ashthami} day (8th day of the dark half of Shrámán).

The dog is believed to be an incarnation of the deity Khandoba, and it is respected as the favourite animal of the god Dattátraya. But it is not touched by high class Hindus.

It is considered a great sin to kill a cat.

All domestic animals are worshipped by the Hindus on the morning of the first day of \textit{Márgashirsha} (December).

On this day the horns of these animals are washed with warm water, painted with red colours, and a lighted lamp is passed round their faces. They are feasted on this day as it is considered to be the gala day (\textit{Diváli} holiday) of the animals.

Hindus consider it meritorious to feed ants and fish, and to throw grain to the birds. Ants are fed by the people scattering sugar and flour on the ant-hills. It is believed that, by feeding the ants with sugar or flour, a person obtains the \textit{Punya} or merit of \textit{saahasrabhojan}, \textit{i.e.}, of giving a feast to a thousand Bráhmanas.

Alligators are worshipped as water deities by the Hindus.

The peacock is the favourite vehicle of Saraswati, the Goddess of Learning, and it is therefore respected by the people.

The swan is the vehicle of Bráhman, the god of creation.

The eagle is the vehicle of the god Vishnu, and is a favourite devotee of that deity. It is therefore held sacred by Hindus.

The cuckoo or \textit{Kokil} is believed to be an incarnation of the goddess Párwati. This bird is specially worshipped by high caste Hindu women for the period of one month on the occasion of a special festival called the festival of the cuckoos, or \textit{Kokila vrat}, which is held in the month of \textit{Ashádha} at intervals of twenty years.

The crow is generally held inauspicious by Hindus, but as the \textit{manes or pitaras} are said to assume the form of crows, these birds are respected in order that they may be able to partake of the food offered to the dead ancestors in the dark half of Bhádrapada called \textit{Pitrakshesh}.

It is necessary that the oblations given in performance of the funeral rites on the tenth day after the death of a person should be eaten by the crow. But if the crow refuses to touch these oblations, it is believed that the soul of the dead has not obtained salvation; and hence it is conjectured that certain wishes of the dead have remained unfulfilled. The son or the relatives of the dead then take water in the cavity of their right hand, and solemnly promise to fulfil the wishes of the dead. When this is done, the crow begins to eat the food.

The harsh sound of a crow is taken as a sure sign of an impending mischp.

The dog, cat, pig, ass, buffalo, rat, \textit{bhálu}, an old female jackal, lizard, and the birds cock, crow, kite, vulture, owl, bat, and \textit{pingla} are considered as unholy and inauspicious by Hindus,
CHAPTER X.

WITCHCRAFT.

Chetak is an art secretly learnt by women. It is a form of the black art. A woman well versed in the mantras of chetak can do any mischief she chooses. She can kill a child or turn any person into a dog or other animal by the power of her incantations. The Chetakin can remove all the hair from the head of a woman, or scatter filth, etc., in a person's house, make marks of crosses with marking nuts on all the clothes, or play many other such tricks without betraying a trace of the author of the mischief. The chetakins are able to mesmerize a man and order him to do anything they want. A Chetakin or witch cannot herself appear in the form of an animal.

They follow revolting forms of ceremonies. All witches who have learnt the black art meet at night once a month on the Amavāṣya day or no moon day of every month, at a burning ground outside the village. On such occasions they go quite naked, and apply turmeric and red powders to the body and forehead. While coming to the cremation ground they bring on their heads burning coals in a earthen pot called Kondi. At this meeting they repeat their mantras, and take care that none are forgotten. After completing the repetition of the mantras, they go round the village and return to their respective houses. They have no special haunts or seasons.

In the Kolhāpur District the woman who is in possession of a chetak is called chetakin. The chetak is said to abide by her orders. It is believed to bring corn and other things from houses or harvesting grounds. It is seen only by its mistress the chetakin. The belief that the chetakins can turn a person into the form of an animal does not prevail in this district. They do not wander from one place to another. The chetakin has to go once a year to the temple of the deity from whom the chetak has been brought, and to pay the annual tribute for the use of that chetak or servant spirit.1

There are no witches in the Ratnāgiri District. It is said that there are some at Kolwan in the Thana District. They are generally found among Thākars. Some of them come to the Ratnāgiri District, but though no one can tell anything about their powers, ignorant people are very much afraid of them.2 It is believed that they can turn persons into animals by means of their incantations. The person once charmed by their mantras is said to blindly abide by their orders. It is also believed that they can ruin anybody by their magic.

There are no witches at Rāi in the Thana District. The woman who can influence evil spirits to do harm to others is called a Bhutāli. It is said that the Bhutālis assemble at the funeral ground in a naked state on the full-moon day and on the Amavāṣya, or the last day of every month, to refresh their knowledge of the black art.3

A witch has dirty habits and observances. The chief sign for detecting a witch or chetakin is a foam or froth that appears on the lips of

1 Rao Sāheb Shelke, Kolhāpur.
2 School Master, Rāi, Thāna.
her mouth when she is asleep. The only means to guard against her witchcraft is to remain on friendly terms with her, and not to hurt her feelings on any occasion. People generally keep a watch over the actions of a woman who is suspected to be a witch, and if she is found practising her black art, and is caught red-handed, people then pour into her mouth water brought from the shoemaker’s earthen pot or kundi. It is believed that, when she is compelled to drink such water, her black art becomes ineffective.\(^1\)

In the Thána District it is believed that the skin round the eyes of a witch is always black, her eyes have an intoxicated appearance, her nails are generally parched and have a darkish colour, and the lower portions of her feet seem to be scraped. When any sorcerer gives out the name of such a Bhutáli, she is threatened by the people that, should she continue to give trouble in the village, her own black art or another spirit would be set against her; and she then ceases to give trouble.\(^2\)

There are some sorcerers in the Thána District who can move a small brass cup or váti by the power of their magic. They can detect a witch by the movement of this vessel. When the brass vessel or váti reaches the house of a witch, it at once settles upon the witch’s head. She is then threatened by the people that she will be driven out of the village if found practising her black art.\(^3\)

In the Kolhápur District, when the people come to know of the existence of a witch in their village, they take special precautions at the time of harvest. They arrange to harvest a different kind of grain to the one selected for harvesting by the witch. After some time they go to the field of the witch, and discover whether there is a mixture of grain in her field. If they are convinced of the fact, they take further precautions. In order to avoid being troubled by the chetak, they keep an old, worn out shoe or sandal and a charmed copper amulet under the eaves at the main door of their houses, or make crosses with marking nut on both sides of a door. At some places chunam spots or circles are marked on the front of a house, the object being to guard against the evil effects of the chetak’s tricks.\(^4\)

---

\(^1\) School Master, Khopoli, Kolába.
\(^2\) School Master, Padghe, Thána.
\(^3\) School Master, Rái, Thána.
\(^4\) Ráo Saheb Shelke, Kolhápur.
CHAPTER XI.

GENERAL.

Offerings of coconuts, fowls or goats are annually made to the spirits that guard the fields. They are generally made at the time of beginning a plantation or the harvesting of a crop. When making these offerings, the farmers pray to the god to give prosperous crops every year. They prepare their cooked food in the field on the first harvesting day and offer it as naivedya (god's meal) along with the above mentioned offerings.¹

At Bāṇḍivade in the Ratnagiri District, while commencing the sowing of crops the farmers worship a certain number of bullocks made of rice floor and then throw them into the pond or river adjoining the fields. On other occasions, offerings of coconuts and fowls are sacrificed to the deities that protect the fields. Some people give a feast to the Brāhmins at the end of the harvesting season.²

Ceremonies in connection with ploughing, etc., are not observed for all the lands. But fields which are supposed to be haunted by evil spirits are worshipped at the time of ploughing, and the evil spirits are propitiated. coconuts, sugar, fowls or goats are offered to the local deities or devachers. There is a custom of worshipping in the fields the heaps of new corn at the time of harvest, and this custom generally prevails in almost all the Konkan districts.³

At Fonde in the Ratnagiri District the Shirar generally composed of boiled rice mixed with curds is kept at the corner of a field at the time of reaping the crops. The Shirar is sometimes composed of the offerings of fowls and goats.⁴ This ritual is also known by the name Chorana.⁵

At Dāṅgā on the Kolhāpa District, there is a custom of carrying one onion in the corn taken to the fields for sowing and placing five handfuls of corn on a piece of cloth before beginning to sow the corn. At the time of Lāvani or plantation of crops a fair called Palejatra is held by the people, and every farmer breaks a coconut in the field at the time of plantation or lāvani of crops. At the time of harvesting it is customary with many of the cultivators in the Konkan to place a coconut in the field and to thrash it by the first bundle of crop several times before the regular operation of thrashing is begun. At the close of the harvest the peasants offer coconuts, fowls or a goat to the guardian deity of the field.⁶

At Vāda in the Thana District the ploughs are worshipped by the farmers on Saturday and then carried to the fields for ploughing. At the time of harvesting the wooden post to which the bullocks are tied is worshipped by them and at the close of the harvest the heap of new corn is worshipped and coconuts are broken over it.⁷

In the Kolhāpur District the farmers worship the plough before beginning to plough the land. At the time of sowing the corn they worship the Kuri an implement for sowing corn. At the time of Ropani or transplanting the crops they split a coconut, and worship the stone consecrated by the side of the field after besmearing it with red powders, and make a vow of sacrificing a goat for the prosperity of their crops. At the time of harvesting they also worship the heap of new corn and after giving to the deity offerings of coconuts, fowls or goats they carry the corn to their houses.⁸

In the Konkan districts the village deity is invoked to protect the cattle. People offer fowls and coconuts in the annual fair of a village deity, and request her to protect their cattle and crops. They have to offer a goat or buffalo to the deity every third year, and to hold annual fairs in her honour. The procession of bāli is one of the measures adopted for averting cattle diseases.⁹

¹ School Master, Khopoli, Kolhāpa.
² School Master, Bāṇḍivade, Ratnagiri.
³ School Master, Devgad, Ratnagiri.
⁴ School Master, Ubbādānda, Ratnagiri.
⁵ School Master, Vāda, Thana.
⁶ School Master, Khopoli, Kolhāpa.
⁷ School Master, Saheb, Sheikhpur.
⁸ School Master, Fonde, Ratnagiri.
⁹ School Master, Dāṅgā, Kolhāpa.
When there was scarcity of rain the Hindus, formerly invoked Indra, the god of rain, by means of Yadnyas or sacrifices, but such sacrifices are now rarely performed as they are very costly. The general method of ensuring rainfall in these days is to drown the Lingam of the god Shiva in water and to offer prayers to that deity.²

The following rural rites are intended to ensure sunshine and to check excessive rain. A man born in the month of Falgun (March) is requested to collect rain water in the leaf of the Alu plant, and the leaf is then tied to a stick and kept on the roof of a house. Burning coals are also thrown into rainwater after passing them between the legs of a person born in the month of Falgun.²

In order to protect the crops from wild pigs the people of Umborgão in the Thana District post in their fields twigs of Ayan tree on the Ganeshi Chaturthi (fourth day of the bright half of Bhádrapada or September) day every year.³

In the Kolhápur District the deities Tamají Tangá and Wágáhí are invoked by the villagers for the protection of cattle. When the cattle disease has disappeared the people offer cocoanuts and other offerings to these deities. The potters and the Chubude Joshi observe the following ceremony for causing rainfall. A lingam or phallus of Shiva made of mud is consecrated on a wooden board or pát, and a naked boy is asked to hold it over his head. The boy carries it from house to house and the inmates of the houses pour water over the phallus. The Bráhmans and the high class Hindus pour water on the lingam at the temple of the god Shiva continuously for several days. This is called Rádrábhikshaka. It is a religious rite in which eleven Bráhmans are seated in a temple to repeat the prayers of the god Shiva.

In order to scare noxious animals or insects from the fields, the owners of the fields throw charmed rice round the boundaries of their fields. The figure of a tiger made of dry leaves of sugarcane is posted at a conspicuous place in the fields for protecting the crops of sugarcane.¹

Great secrecy is required to be observed on the occasion of the special puja of Shiva which is performed on the first day of the bright half of the month of Bhádrapada (September). This rite is called Maunya vrata or silent worship and should be performed only by the male members of the family. On this day all the members of the family have to remain silent while taking their meals. Women do not speak while cooking, as the food which is to be offered to the god must be cooked in silence.⁵

Newly married girls have to perform the worship of Mangala Gauri successfully for the first five years on every Tuesday in the month of Shráwan (August), and it is enjoined that they should not speak while taking their meals on that day. Some people do not speak while taking their meals on every Monday of Shráwan, and others make a vow of observing silence and secrecy at their meals every day. All Bráhmans have to remain silent when going to the closet and making water.⁶

Certain persons observe silence at their meals during the period of four months (Cháturnáś) commencing from the 11th day of the bright half of Ashádha (July) to the 11th day of the bright half of Kártik (November). Certain classes of Hindus observe the paucity of secrecy in the additional month that occurs at the lapse of every third year.⁷

Silence is essential at the time of performing certain austerities such as Sandhya, worshipping the gods, and the repetition of the Bráhma Gáyatri mantra and other such mantras. Secrecy is specially observed when a disciple is initiated by his Guru or spiritual guide with the sacred mantras or incantations.⁸

Secrecy and silence are essential when learning the mantras on snakebite, on evil eye and the evil spirit of Vetá. All followers of the Shákti

---

¹ School Master, Fonde, Ratnágiri.
² School Master, Fonde, Ratnágiri.
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⁷ School Master, Fonde, Ratnágiri.
set must worship the goddess (Durga) very secretly. Silence is also observed by people in welcoming to their homes and worshipping the goddess Pārvati or Gauri in the bright half of Bhādrapada every year.1

At Vade in the Thāna District, one day previous to the planting of rice crops the farmer has to go to his field even before day break with five balls of boiled rice, coconuts and other things. There he worships the guardian deity of the field and buries the balls of rice underground. He has to do it secretly and has to remain silent during the whole period. He is also forbidden to look behind while going to the field for the purpose.2

Secrecy and silence are observed when performing the rites of Chetaks and evil spirits or ghosts. Widow remarriages among the lower classes are performed secretly. The pair wishing to be remarried is accompanied by a Brahman priest and the marriage is performed apart from the house. The priest applies red lead (Kunku) to the forehead of the bride and throws grains of rice over their heads and a stone mortar or pāta is touched to the backbend of the bride. The priest then touches his face and walks away silently.3

The Holi is a religious festival. It is annually celebrated in memory of the death of Kāmel the God of Love who was destroyed by the god Shankar on the full moon day of Falgun (March). The object of this festival appears to have been a desire to abstain from lust by burning in the Holi fire all vices thoughts and desires. As a rule, females do not take any part in this festival.

In the Konkan districts the annual festival of Holi begins from the fifth day of the bright half of Falgun (March). Boys from all the localities of a village assemble at a place appointed for the Holi. The place appointed for kindling the Holi is not generally changed. The boys then go from house to house asking for firewood, and bring it to the Holi spot. They arrange the firewood and other combustible articles around the branch of a mango, betelnut or a Śāmar tree in the pit dug out for the purpose and then set it on fire. After kindling the sacred fire they take five turns round the Holi accompanied with the beating of drums and raise loud cries of obscene words. After this they play the Indian games of Māyapāyga and Khokho and occasionally rob the neighbouring people of their firewood and other combustible articles. At the close of these games they daub their foreheads with sacred ashes gathered from the Holi fire. They consider these ashes especially auspicious and carry them home for the use of the other members of their families. This process is continued every night till the close of the full moon day. Elderly persons take part in this festival only during the last few days.

On the fullmoon day all the males of the village, including old men, start after sunset for the Holi spot, collecting on their way pieces of firewood from all the houses in the locality and arrange them in the manner described above. After having arranged the Holi, the officiating priest recites sacred verses and the paja is performed by the mánkari of the village. This mánkari or pātil is either the headman or some other leading person of the village and to him belongs the right of kindling the Holi fire first. Some persons kindle a small Holi in front of their houses and worship it individually, but they can take part in the public Holi. In the towns the Holis of different localities are kindled separately while in small villages there is only one for every village.

At Vijaydurg in the Ratnagiri District a hen is tied to the top of a tree or a bamboo placed in the pit dug out for kindling the Holi fire. The fowl tied to the top of the bamboo is called Shit. A small quantity of dry grass is first burnt at the bottom of this tree when the Mahārs beat their drums. The Shit (fowl) is then removed from the tree after it is half burnt and taken by the Mahārs. The Holi fire is then worshipped and kindled by the Gurav. Worshipping and kindling the Holi and taking the Shit (fowl) are considered as high honours. Occasionally quarrels and differences arise over this privilege and they are decided by the village Panch.4

---
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After the kindling of the Holi the people assembled there offer to the Holi a Naivedya (god’s meal) of poli—a sweet cake made of Jagri, wheat flour and gram pulse. Coconuts from all the houses in the village are thrown into this sacred fire. Some of these coconuts are afterwards taken out of the sacred fire, cut into pieces, mixed with sugar and are distributed among the people assembled as prsatd or favoured gift. Lower classes of Hindus offer a live goat to the Holi, take it out when it is half burnt and feast thereon.

On the night of the fullmoon day and the first day of the dark half of Falgun, the people assembled at the Holi fire wander about the village, enter gardens and steal plantains, coconuts and other garden produce. Robbery of such things committed during these days is considered to be pardonable. Some people take advantage of this opportunity for taking revenge on their enemies in this respect.

The fire kindled at the Holi on the fullmoon day is kept constantly burning till the Rangpanchami day i.e., fifth day of the dark half of Falgun. Next morning i.e., on the first day of the dark half of Falgun, the people boil water over that fire and use it for the purpose of bathing. It is believed that water boiled on the sacred fire has the power of dispelling all the diseases from the body. People go on dancing in the village and sing songs for the next five days. They generally sing Lavanis, a kind of ballad, during this festival. Among these dancers a boy is dressed like a girl and is called Raudha. This Raudha has to dance at every house while the others repeat Lavanis.

The second day of the dark half of Falgun is called Dhulead or dust day when people start in procession through the village, and compel the males of every house to join the party. They thus go to the Holi fire and raise loud cries of obscene words throwing mud and ashes upon each other. They afterwards go to the river or a pond to take their bath at noon time and then return to their houses. The third day of the dark half is also spent like the previous one with a slight difference which is that cow dung is used instead of mud. This day is called Shermad day. On the fourth day the Dhumad Rakshasini (a demon goddess) is worshipped by the people, and the day is spent in making merry and singing obscene songs called Lavanis. The fifth day of the dark half is known as Rangpanchami day and is observed by the people in throwing coloured water upon each other. Water in which Kusuma and other colours are mixed is carried in large quantity on bullock carts through the streets of a city and sprinkled on the people passing through these streets. On this day the sacred fire of the Holi is extinguished by throwing coloured water over it. This water is also thrown upon the persons assembled at the Holi. The money collected as post during this period is utilised in feasting and drinking.

At Ibhrampur in the Ratnagiri District the image of cupid is seated in a palanquin and carried with music from the temple to the Holi ground. The palanquin is then placed on a certain spot. The place for thus depositing the image of the god is called Sahan. At Narangre there is a big stone called Holder which is worshipped by the people before kindling the Holi fire. After the kindling of the sacred fire the palanquin is lifted from the Sahan, and turned round the Holi fire with great rejoicings. The palanquin is then carried through the village and is first taken to the house of a Mankari, and then from house to house during the next five days. The inmates of the houses worship the deity in the palanquin and offer coconuts and other fruits and make certain vows. The palanquin is taken back to the temple on the fifth day of the dark half of Falgun when on its way gulal or red powder is thrown over the image and on the people who accompany it.

Among high class Hindus the thread girlding ceremony of a boy is performed when he attains puberty. The girls are generally married an early age, and when a girl attains puberty, sugar is distributed among the friends and relatives of her husband. She is then seated in a Makhar—a gaily dressed frame. Dishes of sweets which are brought by the girl's
parents and the relatives of her husband are given to her for the first three days. She takes her bath on the fourth day accompanied by the playing of music and the beating of drums. Sweetmeats in dishes are brought by the relatives till the day of Ratushanti (the first bridal night). The Garbhadan or Ratushanti ceremony is one of the sixteen ceremonies that are required to be performed during the life of every Hindu. This ceremony is performed within the first sixteen days from the girl’s attaining her puberty, the 4th, 7th, 9th, 11th and the 13th being considered inauspicious for this purpose. While performing this ceremony the following three rites are required to be observed. They are Gangapatipujan or the worship of the god Ganpati, Punyahavaechan or the special ceremony for invoking divine blessings and Navaagraha-shanti the ceremony for propitiating the nine planets. The ritual of this ceremony is as follows:

The husband and the wife are seated side by side on wooden boards to perform the above three rites. The Kadali pujan or plantain tree worship is performed by the pair. The sacred fire or Homa is required to be kindled. The juice of the Durvet grass is then poured into the right nostril of the bride by her husband. This is intended to expel all diseases from the body of the girl and to secure safe conception. They are then seated in a Makhar, and presents of clothes, ornaments etc., are made by the parents of the girl and other relatives. After this the husband fills the lap of the girl with rice, a coconuts, five betelnuts, five dry dates, five almonds, five plantains and five pieces of turmeric. The girl is then carried to a temple accompanied by the playing of music. A grand feast is given to the friends and relatives at the close of this ceremony.

The Hindus generally make various kinds of vows in order to procure offspring or with some other such object, and fulfil them when they succeed in getting their desire. The following are the different kinds of vows made. They offer cocoanuts, sugar, plantains and other fruits, costly new dresses and ornaments to the deities, and give feasts to Brähmans.

Special ceremonies called Laghurudra and Mahárudra in honour of Shiva the god of destruction are also performed. Sweetmeats such as pedhas etc. are offered to the gods in fulfilment of vows. Some people make vows to observe fasts, to feed Brähmans, and to distribute coins and clothes to the poor; while others hang toranawreaths of flowers and mango leaves—on the entrance of the temple, and hoist flags over it. Rich people erect new temples to different Hindu deities. Some observe fasts to propitiate the goddess Chandika and worship her during Navaratra the first nine days of the bright half of Ashvin (October) and others offer fowls and goats to their favourite deities. Women make it a vow to walk round the Audumbar or Pipal tree, and to distribute cocoanuts, sugar, jagri, copper or silver equal to the weight of their children.

Vows are made by people with the object of securing health, wealth and children and other desired objects such as education, etc. They are as follows:

Performing the worship of Shri Satya Narâyana, offering clothes and ornaments to the temple deities, hanging bells, constructing a foot path or steps leading to the temple of the special deity. Vows are also made to obtain freedom from disease or other calamities. When any person in the family becomes ill or when a sudden calamity befalls a family an elderly member of the family goes to the temple of a deity and makes certain vows according to his means, fulfilling them as soon as the calamity or disease has disappeared.

Vows are usually to perform acts of benevolence. These consist in distributing cocoanuts mixed in sugar, giving feasts to Brähman priests, observing fasts on Saturday, Tuesday and Sunday, offering clothes and ornaments to deities, building new temples and guest houses (dharmshálas), digging out new wells and in distributing clothes and food to the poor.

At Khopoli in the Kolaba District, people who have no children or whose children die shortly after birth make a vow to the Satwrá deity whose temple is at a short distance from Khopoli. The vow is generally to bring the child to the darshana (sight) of the deity and
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to feed five or more (married) Brāhmaṇ pairs. Such vows are fulfilled after the birth of a child. Some worship the god Satya Nāraṁya on a grand scale and others propitiate the god Shiva by the ceremony of Abhisheka (water sprinkling). Some offer nails made of gold or silver to the goddess Shitala after the recovery of a child suffering from small pox. Eyes and other parts of the body made of gold and silver are also occasionally offered in fulfilment of vows. People abstain from eating certain things till the vows are fulfilled. Vows are made in times of difficulties and sorrow. The person afflicted with sorrow or misfortune prays to his favourite deity and promises to offer particular things or to perform special ceremonies, and fulfils his vows when his desired objects are attained. The ceremonies commonly observed for these purposes are the special pujās of Satya Nāraṁya and Satya Vināyak. Native Christians make their vows to their saints and Mot-Māvali (Mother Mary) in the taluka of Salsette.

There is a shrine of the god Shankar at Kanakeshwar a village on the sea side two miles from Mitbāv in the Ratnagiri District. Many years ago it so happened that a rich Mahomedan merchant was carrying his merchandise in a ship. The ship foundered in a storm at a distance of about two or three miles from Kanakeshwar. When the vessel, seemed to be on the point of sinking the merchant despairing of his life and goods, made a vow to erect a nice temple for the Hindu shrine of Kanakeshwar if he, his vessel and its cargo were saved. By the grace of God the vessel weathered the storm and he arrived safely in his country with the merchandise. In fulfilment of this vow he erected a good temple over the shrine of Shri Shankar at Kanakeshwar, which cost him about rupees six thousand. This temple is in good condition to the present day. Many such vows are made to special deities. When the people get their desired objects they attribute the success to the favour of the deity invoked, but when their expectations are not fulfilled they blame their fate and not the deity.

In the Konkan districts there are some persons who practise black art of several kinds such as Chetak, Jāna, Māran and Uchātan. Chetak is a kind of evil spirit brought from the temple of the goddess Itāli of the Konkan districts. It is brought for a fixed or limited period, and an annual tribute is required to be paid to the goddess for the services.

Another kind of black art widely practised in the Konkan districts is known by the name of Mūth mārane. In this art the sorcerer prepares an image of wheat flour, and worships it with flowers, incense, etc. A lemon pierced with a number of pins is then placed before the image. The sorcerer begins to pour spoonfuls of water mixed with Jāgri on the face of the image, and repeats certain mantras. Meanwhile, the lemon gradually disappears and goes to the person whose death it is intended to secure. The person aimed at receives a heavy blow in the chest and at once falls to the ground vomiting blood, Sometimes he is known to expire instantaneously. The charmed lemon, after completing its task returns to the sorcerer, who anxiously awaits its return, for it is believed that if the lemon fails to return some calamity or misfortune is sure to occur to him. For this reason the beginner desiring to be initiated into the mystery of this black art has to make the first trial of his mantras on a tree or a fowl.

Females are also initiated into the mysteries of Jādu or black art. Such women are required to go to the burning ground at midnight in a naked state, holding in their hands heartsh containing burning coals. While on their way they unlace their hair, and then bring the recital of their mantras. There they dig out the bones of buried corpses, bring them home, and preserve them for practising black art.

There is a sect of Hindus known as Shaktas who practise the black art. The Shaktas worship their goddess at night, make offerings of wine and flesh, and then feast thereon.

---
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### APPENDIX.

**GLOSSARY OF VERNACULAR TERMS OCCURING IN VOLUMES I AND II.**

#### A.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ABIL</td>
<td>A kind of incense.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABIR</td>
<td>White scented powder.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADACHH</td>
<td>Red cotton yarn.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADAD</td>
<td>Lentils.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADAGHO BADAGHO</td>
<td>A ceremony performed to drive away insects.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADHASUR</td>
<td>Name of a demon.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADHIKAMAS</td>
<td>Intercalary month.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADI-NARAYAN</td>
<td>A name of Vishnu.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADO</td>
<td>Useless.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADUXSA</td>
<td>Name of a medicinal plant.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGAR</td>
<td>Excreta.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGASTYA</td>
<td>Name of a sage; name of a constellation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGATHI</td>
<td>A tree, Sesbania Grandiflora.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGATHIO</td>
<td>See Agathi.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGHADA</td>
<td>Name of a plant.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGHORI</td>
<td>A sect of Hindus.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGIARI</td>
<td>Fire temple of the Parsis.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGNI</td>
<td>Fire; the deity presiding over fire.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGNICAR</td>
<td>An order of evil spirits living in fire.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGNIHOTRA</td>
<td>A perpetual sacred fire preserved in a hole in the ground for receiving and preserving consecrated fire.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGNIHOTRI</td>
<td>One who keeps an Agnihotra.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGNIKUNDA</td>
<td>A hole in the ground, or an enclosed space, on the surface, or a metal square-mouthed vessel, for receiving and preserving consecrated fire.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGNI-KUNDA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGRI</td>
<td>Name of a caste or an individual of it.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AHALYA</td>
<td>The wife of the sage Gautam.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AHEVA NAVAMI</td>
<td>The ninth day of the dark half of Bhadrapad.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AHI</td>
<td>Name of a demon.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AHIR</td>
<td>A caste of shepherds.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AHUTI</td>
<td>A handful of rice, ghi, sesamum, etc., cast into fire, water, upon the ground etc., as an offering to the deities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIRAVAT</td>
<td>Name of the elephant of Indra; the elephant presiding over the east.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AJA</td>
<td>A goat.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AJAMO</td>
<td>Linguisticum ajwaen.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AKASH</td>
<td>The sky.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AKASH-GANGA</td>
<td>The milky way.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AKHAND SAUBHAGYA</td>
<td>Perpetual unwidowhood.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AKIK</td>
<td>A kind of stone.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AKHÁ TRIJ</td>
<td>The third day of the bright half of Vaishakh.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AKSHAYA TRITIYA</td>
<td>See Akhá Tríj.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALAWANA</td>
<td>A sort of shawl.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALWANT</td>
<td>A spirit of a woman dying in childbirth or during menses.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALU</td>
<td>An esculent vegetable.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALUNDA</td>
<td>Name of a vow.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*The terms given below are as they are used by the common people in popular parlance in which form they are given in the text. They will therefore not be found to be grammatically correct in all cases. Again, only such meanings of the terms are given as apply in the context.*
AMANI: A kind of tree.
AMAR: Immortal.
AMATHO: Useless.
AMATHO MAMO: An order of ghosts.
AMAVASYA: The last day of a month.
AMBA: Name of a goddess.
AMBIL: Conjee.
AMBO: Mango.
AMAYESHWAR: A name of the god Mahadev.
AMAGH: Name of a vow.
AMAGODHA: See Anagh.
AN.

ANT.-VRAL: Name of a deity.
ANTAR.

ANTARAPAT: The piece of cloth which is held between the bride and bridegroom at the time of a Hindu wedding.
ANTYESHTI: Funeral rites.
ANUR.

APSARAS: Certain female divinities who reside in the sky and are the wives of the Gandharvas. They are sometimes represented as the common women of the gods.
APTA: Name of a tree.
ARANI: Elaeodendren glaucara.
ARATI: The ceremony of waving (around an idol, a guru, etc.) a platter containing a burning lamp.
ARDHODAYA: Half-risen state of a heavenly body.
ARDRA: Name of a constellation.
ARGHYA: A respectful offering to a god or a venerable person consisting of various ingredients or of water only.
ARRUNDA: The third of the five Pandava brothers.
ARUNDHATI: Wife of Vasishtha; name of a star.
ASARA: A water nymph.
ASAN: A prayer carpet.
ASHADH: The fourth month of the Deccani Hindu and the ninth month of the Gujarati Hindu calendar year.
ASHAPURI: Name of a goddess.
ASHLESHA: Name of a constellation.
ASHTADALA: Eight-cornered.
ASHTAV-DIK-PALA: Protectors of the eight different directions.
ASHTIKA: A hymn consisting of eight verses.
ASHTAMAHADAN: A gift consisting of eight kinds of articles.
ASHTAVASU: A class of divine beings eight in number.
ASHTAVASU: The seventh month of the Deccani Hindu and the twelfth month of the Gujarati Hindu calendar year.
ASHVINI: Name of a constellation.
ASHVINI KUMAR: The twin sons of the sun by his wife Sanjnya in the form of a mare. They are famous as heavenly physicians.
ASHWAMEDHA: Horse sacrifice.
ASHWATTHAMA: The only son of Drona, the military preceptor of the Kauravas and Pandavas.
ASMANI: An order of ghosts.
ASO: A corrupted form of Ashvin.
ASOPALAVA: Name of a tree.
ASUR GATI: The path of the demons.
ATIT: A class of religious beggars.
ATLAS: A kind of cloth.
ATRI: Name of a sage.
ATYAPATYA: Name of an outdoor game played in the Deccan.
AVAD-MATA: Name of a goddess.
AVAGAT: An order of ghosts.
AVAGATI: Fallen condition.
AVALLA: A Muhammadan saint.
AVALA: Name of a tree.
AVATAR: An incarnation of Vishnu.
AVI: An order of ghosts.
AVLI: Name of a tree.
AWDUMBAR: A tree, Ficus glomerata.
AWUTA: Wood bill.
AYAN: Name of a tree.

B.

BÂBARO: An order of ghosts.
BÂBHUL: Acacia arabica.
BÂBRI: See Bâbaro.
BÂBRO: See Bâbaro.
BABRUVAHAN: Name of a demon; a son of Arjuna.
BABUL: Acacia arabica.
BADHA: Impending evil.
BÂGHADA: Name of an evil spirit.
BÂGULBÂWA: Name of a goblin.
BAHIRI: Name of a goddess.
BAHIRI-SOMJAI: Name of a goddess.
BAHIROBA: Name of a minor deity.
BAHIROBACHE: BHUT: An order of ghosts.
BAJA: Dish.
BAJALE: A wooden cot.
BAJAT: A wooden stool.
BAJANIA: A cast of tumblers or an individual of it.
BAKA: Name of a demon; name of a sage.
BAKLA: A small round flat cake of dry boiled beans.
BAKLÂN: See Bukla.
BAKOR: Noise.
BALÂ TERASH: The 13th day of the dark half of Thirupadu.
BALAD: An ox.
BALADI: An order of ghosts.
BALDEV: Name of the brother of Krishna, the eighth incarnation of Vishnu.
BALEVA: See Balev.
BALEVIAX: A kind of worship.
BALI: Name of a mighty demon, the lord of the nether world or pāṇḍī; an oblation; a victim offered to any deity; name of a procession.
BALIDĀN: Offering of a victim.
BALLA: An order of ghosts.
BAXASUR: Name of a demon.
BANDHĀL-JAVAN: Name of a cattle disease.
BANIA: A trader.
BAPA: Name of a guardian spirit of fields.
BAPDEV: See Bāpa.
BARANESHWAR MAHĀDEV: A name of Mahādev.
BĀRAS: The twelfth day of the bright or dark half of a month.
BĀRVATIA: An outlaw.
BATASA: A kind of sweetmeat.
BATRISVA: A man possessed of thirty-two accomplishments.
BATUK: Name of a minor deity.
BAU: A word used to frighten children; a goblin.
BAYA: A term of respectful compellation or mention for an ascetic or religious teacher.
BAYAL: See Bābul.
BAYO: See Bāva.
BAYA: Name of a deity presiding over small-pox.
BAKAN VIR: Name of a minor deity.
BECHRA MĀTA: Name of a goddess.
BEDA: Name of a tree.
BEL: Aegle Marmelos.
BEL-BHANANDAR: Leaves of the Aegle Marmelos and the turmeric powder that are kept on an idol.
BER: Jujube tree.
BERO: Deaf.
BETHI: An order of ghosts.
BHAHBHO: Worthless.
BHADRAPAD: See Bhāḍrapad.
BHĀDRAPAD: The sixth month of the Deccani Hindu and the eleventh month of the Gujarat Hindu calendar year.
BHAGAT: An exorcist.
BHAGIRATH: Name of an ancient king of the solar dynasty who is said to have brought down the Ganges from heaven to the earth.
BHAGVAT: Name of one of the eighteen purānas.
BHAGVATHI: Name of a goddess.
BHAGWAN: An epithet of Vishnu; of Shiva.
BHAGVATI: See Bhagavati.
BHAIARAV: A name of an inferior manifestation of Shiva.
BHĀJAN: Repeating the name of a god as an act of worship; hymns or pieces or verses sung to a god.
BHAKTIMARGA: Path of devotion.
BHALU: An old female jackal.
BHANANDAR: A caste of Hindus.
BHANG: Hemp water.
BHANGI: A scavenger; name of the caste of scavengers.
BHANGRA: A kind of tree.
BHARANAI: Name of a goddess.
BHARANI: Name of a constellation.
BHARANI: The process of charming.
BHARATA: Name of a brother of Rama the seventh incarnation of Vishnu.
BHARVAD: A caste of shepherds.
BHÄSIKA: An order of ghosts.
BHÄSMA: Holy ashes.
BHÄSMASUR: Name of a demon.
BHÄUBIJ: The second day of the bright half of Kärtik.
BHÄVAI: Name of a stone deity.
BHÄVAKAI: Name of a goddess.
BHÄVANI: A name of the goddess Pärvati.
BHÄVIN: A caste of female temple servants who are prostitutes by profession.
BHÄWANI: See Bhavani.
BHEÑSA: A she-buffalo.
BHEÑSASUR: A demon in the form of a he-buffalo.
BHÌKHÄRI: A beggar.
BHÌKHO: A beggar.
BHÌL: A partly Hindu, partly animistic tribe.
BHÌMA: The second of the five Pândava brothers.
BHÌMA-AGIARAS: The eleventh day of the bright half of Jyeshtä.
BHÌMASENA: See Bhìma.
BHÌMNÄTH MAHÄDEV: A name of Shiva.
BHÌMNÄTH SHANKÄR: A name of Shiva.
BHISHMA: Son of Shántanu and the river Ganges and grand-uncle of the Pândavas and Kauravas.
BHOGAVA: Village boundary.
BHÖI: A caste of fishermen and palanquin-bearers.
BHÖJAPATRA: A palm-leaf.
BHOLÄNATH: A name of Shiva.
BHÖNG RINGDI: Name of a poisonous plant.
BHOPALA: Gourd.
BHÖPI: The person that officiates in the temples of village deities.
BHÜCHAR: An order of ghosts hovering over the earth.
BHÜNGA: A black bee.
BHÜSHUNDAKÄK: Name of a sage.
BHUT: An evil spirit.
BHUTA: See Bhut.
BHUTÄ-DEVATA: A ghostly godling.
BHUTÂLI: A woman who can influence evil spirits to do harm to others.
BHUTE: Plural of Bhutya: See Bhutya.
BHUTIN: A female member of an order of devotees of the goddess Bhaväni.
BHUTNÄTH: Name of an evil spirit.
BHUTYA: A male member of an order of devotees of the goddess Bhaväni.
BHUVÄ: A male exorcist.
BHUVI: A female exorcist.
BHIBHISHANA: Brother of Rāvana, the demon king of Lanka or Ceylon.
BIJ: The second day of the bright or dark half of a month.
BIJAVRIKHSHANYAYA: The maxim of seed and shoot. The maxim takes its origin from the mutual relation of causation that exists between seed and shoot, and is applied to cases in which two objects stand to each other in the relation of both cause and effect.
BILADO: A cat.
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BILI: See Bél.
BINDU: A drop.
ROCHO: A coward.
BODAN: A ceremony in which curds, milk, boiled rice, fried cakes, etc., are mixed up together and presented in oblation to the goddess Mahalakshmi by a company of at least five married women and one virgin.
BODO: Bald-headed.
BOL CHOTH: The fourth day of the dark half of Shravana.
BORADI: The Jujube tree.
BOTERUN: A complete cessation of rain for seventy-two days.
BOWAJI: See Béva.
BOW: See Béu.
BRAHMA GRAHA: Ghost of a Brahman.
BRAHMA: The first god of the Hindu Trinity.
BRAHMABHOJ: A feast to Bréahmans.
BRAHMACHARYA: Celibacy.
BRAHMACHARI: One who has taken a vow to lead a celibate life.
BRAHMAHATYA: The murder of a Brahman.
BRAHMAN: The sacerdotal caste of Hindus or an individual of it.
BRAHMANA-VABUNA: The appointment of duly authorised Bréahmans to perform religious ceremonics.
BRAHMARANDHRA: The aperture supposed to be at the crown of the head, through which the soul takes its flight on death.
BRAHMA RAKSHASA: See Béahma Sambandh.
BRAHMA SAMBANDH: The ghost of a Brahman that in his life time possessed high attainments, and a haughty spirit.
BRIHASPATI: Name of the preceptor of the gods.
BRUHANNADA: The name assumed by Arjuna when residing at the palace of Viráta.
BUDHA: Mercury.
BUDDHI: Name of a wife of Gánpati.

CENDIR: Red lead.
CHADA: Rent.
CHAITANNADYA: An order of ghosts.
CHAITRA: The first month of the Deccan Hindu and the sixth month of the Gujaraé Hindu calendar year.
CHAKLI: A sparrow.
CHAK PADANE: Appearance of red pustules on the face supposed to be caused by the influence of an evil eye.
CHAKORA: A bird, Bartavelle Partridge.
CHALA: Name of a deity.
CHALEGHAT: An order of ghosts.
CHAMAR: A caste of tanners.
CHAMPA: Michelia champaca.
CHAMPA-SHASHTI: The sixth day of the bright half of Margshirsha.
CHAMPAVATI: Name of a goddess.
CHANA: Gram.
CHANDA: Name of a kind of wind.
CHAND CHANI: An order of ghosts.
CHANDAN: Sandal wood.
CHANDIKA: Name of a goddess.
CHAND KAVACH: A hymn in honour of the goddess Chandi or Durga.
CHANDIPATH: Recitation of a hymn in honour of the goddess Chandi or Durga.
CHANDKI: Name of a goddess.
CHANDRA: The moon.
CHANDRAMANDAL: The disk of the moon; the lunar sphere.
CHANDRAYAN VRAT: Name of a vow.
CHARAK: Exereta.
CHĀRAṆ: A caste of genealogists and bards.
CHARANAMRIT: Water in which the feet of a spiritual guide have been washed.
CHARMARI: Name of a snake deity.
CHARONTHI: A kind of flour.
CHARSHA: The Blue jay.
CHAT: An image of darbha grass at Shraddha when the required Brāhman is not present.
CHATURMAȘ: The period of four months commencing from the tenth day of the bright half of Ashadh and ending with the tenth day of the bright half of Kārtik.
CHATURTHI: The fourth day of the bright or dark half of a month.
CHAURAR: An order of ghosts.
CHEDA: Ghost of a person of the Kunbi or Shudra caste or an unmarried Māhir.
CHEDOBA: Name of a spirit deity.
CHELA: A disciple.
CHILBIL: Notes of the Pingala bird.
CHILUM: A clay pipe.
CHÕMÁ LANTINI: An order of ghosts.
CHÕRAȘI VIRU: An order of ghosts.
CHÕTH: The fourth day of the bright or dark half of a month.
CHÛDA: Sweet balls of wheat flour fried and soaked in ghee.
DADAMO : An order of ghosts.
DADAMOKHODAR : Name of a field deity.
DADH : A molar tooth.
DADH RANDHAVI : To deprive of the power of eating by a charm or spell.
DADO : An order of ghosts.
DAKAN : A witch; an order of ghosts.
DAKINI : See Dakāṇ.
DAKLA : A spirit instrument in the form of a small kettle-drum.
DAKSHA : A celebrated Prajāpati born from the thumb of Brahma.
DAKSHA PRAJAPATI : See Daksha.
DAKSHANA : A gift of money made to Brāhmaṇs.
DAL : Name of a sect of Hindus.
DALAP : A ceremony performed for the propitiation of the minor deities of the fields.
DALIA : Baked split gram.
DAMANA : An amulet tied to the horns of a pet animal.
DAMPATYA : A married pair.
DANA : Com seed.
DANDA : The bat at the game of trap-stick.
DANKLA : See Diikla.
DANKLA BESWAN : The installation of a dānkla.
DANKLAN : See Dakla.
DASHA : Influence.
DARSHA SHRADDHA : A shraddha to the manes on every new moon day.
DASARA : The tenth day of the bright half of Kartik.
DASHARATHA : Son of Aja and father of Rama.
DAS PINDA : The oblations collectively to the manes of a deceased ancestor which are offered daily from the first day of his decease until the tenth, or which are offered together on the tenth: also the rite.
DATAN : Wooden sticks for brushing the teeth.
DATTA : Name of a god.
DATTATRAYA : See Datta.
DĀV : An order of ghosts.
DEDAKO : A frog.
DEHARI MATA : Name of a goddess.
DELAVADI DEVI : Name of a goddess.
DENDO : The croaking of a frog.
DEOPAN : Ceremonies and observances in propitiation of a god.
DESHASTHA : A caste of Brāhmaṇs found in the Deccan.
DEVA : A god.
DEVACHAR : Spirit of a Shudra who dies after his marriage.
DEVAHUTI : Name of the mother of the sage Kapil.
DEVAK : A term for the deity or deities worshipped at marriages, thread investitures etc.; a totem.
DEVAKI : Mother of Krishna.
DEVAL : A temple.
DEVAL RIGHANE : Entering into the service of the temple.
DEVALI : The male offspring of a Bhāvin.
DEVALO : Not loved.
DEVARSHI: A dealer with gods and devils; one that summons, exorcises them, etc.
DEVASARPA: A snake belonging to a deity.
DEVASKI: The annual ceremonies in honour of the tutelar divinity of a village.
DEVAYOSHITA: A woman offered to a god.
DEVDIVALI: The eleventh day of the bright half of Kārtik.
DEVI: A goddess.
DEVIPANTH: A sect of the worshippers of the goddess Durga.
DHAGA: An amulet made of a piece of cloth.
DHALJATRA: A ceremony performed at the time of harvest.
DHAN: A name of Hanumān.
DHANANDRA: Coriander.
DHANANIDRA: Name of a snake.
DHANUSHANDRA: The thirteenth day of the dark half of Ashwin.
DHANAPAR: A caste of shepherds.
DHANISHTHA: Name of a constellation.
DHANU: Sagittarius.
DHARVADI: A stream of milk.
DHARMAJ: The god of death.
DHARMAKSHA: A rest house.
DHARMAKSHA: The code of body of Hindu law.
DHARSINDHU: Name of a work treating of Hindu law.
DHED: An impure caste of Hindus.
DHEDVADA: The ward or place occupied by the Dhed caste.
DHINGO: Fat.
DOBI: A caste of washermen.
DHOL: A drum.
DHOLIO: An order of ghosts.
DHONDILGAJYA: Name of a rite performed for securing rainfall.
DHORI: White.
DHOTAR: Waist cloth.
DHULPADAVO: The first day of the dark half of Falgun.
DHUV: The son of Ucchaniṣṭa. He was a great devotee of the god Vishnu. The solar star.
DHULETI: See Dhul Padavo.
DHULWADA: The ward or place occupied by the Dhed caste. The day of throwing dust after the burning of the Holi.
DHUNI: The smoke-fire of an ascetic over which he sits inhaling the smoke.
DHUPA: Frankincense.
DHURAS: Panthea.
DISA-SHUL: Pain caused by directions.
DIVÁLI: A festival with nocturnal illuminations, feasting, gambling, etc. held during the concluding day of Asvin and the first and second day of Kārtik.
DIVASA: The fifteenth day of the dark half of Asvādi.
DJWAD: A serpent of a large but harmless species.
DODKA: One hundredth part of a rupee.
DOKADO: A ball of molasses and sesamum seed cooked together.
DORA: Piece of a string; a magic thread.
DOROL: Solanum indicum.
DOSO: Old.
DRO: A kind of sacred grass.
DRONA: Son of Bhāradvāja, by birth a Brāhmaṇa but acquainted with military science which he received as a gift from Parashurām. He instructed the Kauravas and Pāṇḍavas in the use of arms.
DRUSTAMANI: A kind of black beads.
DUDHA: Milk.
DUDHP.VK: Rice cooked in milk and sweetened with sugar.
DUG-DUDIOON: See Dukāla.
DUHITRA: Shraddha performed by a grandson to propitiate his maternal grandfather.
DUKAL: Famine.
DUNDUBHI: A kettle-drum.
DUNGAR: A hill.
DURBAR: The court of an Indian Chief.
DURGA: Name of a goddess.
DURGATI: Fallen condition.
DURVA: A kind of sacred grass.
DURYODHANA: The eldest of the Kaurava brothers.
DWTIYA: The second day of the bright or dark half of a month.

E

EKADASHI: The eleventh day of the bright and dark halves of a month.
EKAL PER: Zizyphus jujuba.
EKANTARIO: Intermittant fever.
EKOTISHTA: The rites performed on the eleventh day after death.
ETALAI: Name of a goddess.

F

FAG: A vulgar song.
FAGAN: A corrupted form of Fālguṇa. See Fālguṇa.
FAKIR: A Muhammadan mendicant.
FAKIRI: Alms given to Fākirs in the Muharram.
FAKIRO: A beggar.
FĀLGN: The twelfth month of the Deccani Hindu and the fifth month of the Gujarāt Hindu calendar year.
FĀVADI: Name of a bird.
FIRANGAI: Name of a goddess.
FUL: A flower.
FUL DOL: A festival in which coloured water is thrown.

G

GADHEDA: A donkey.
GADHEDO: See Gadheda.
GADHERIMĀTA: Name of a goddess installed to protect a fortress or a street.
GAFAI: Stupid.
GAGANACHAR: An order of ghosts moving in the ethereal regions.
GAGARBEDIUN: A piece of leather thong or a piece of black wood on which mystic spells have been cast.
GAJABAI: Name of a goddess.
GAJACHHAYA: A festival—the day of the new moon of Bhādrapad the moon being in the Hasta constellation.
GALAL: Red powder.
GANA: A troop of demigods considered as Shiva's attendants.
GANAGOR: Name of a vow.
GANDHARVVA: A celestial musician; a class of demigods who are considered to be the singers of gods.
GANDIVA: Name of the bow of Arjuna.
GANDU: Name of a tree.
GANDH: Sandal paste.
GANESHE CHAUTHIII: The fourth day of the bright half of Bhadrapad celebrated as the birthday of Ganesh.
GANESHO: A hook-shaped instrument used by thieves in boring holes through walls.
GANGA: The river Ganges.
GANGAJAL: Water of the Ganges.
GANIGOR: Name of a vow.
GANJO: Stony.
GANJU: An order of ghosts.
GANJ: H-up flower.
GANPATI: The son of Shiva and Parvati. He is the deity of wisdom and the remover of difficulties and obstacles.
GANPATIPUAN: The worship of Ganpati.
GANTHIA: A preparation of gram flour.
GAOY-DEVl: Village goddess.
GARABI: A song in propitiation of a goddess.
GARHADAN: The marriage consummation ceremony.
GARHANE: Supplication to an idol.
GARUD: The eagle.
GARUD PURAN: Name of a purāṇ.
GATRAD: Name of a goddess.
GAU: A measure of distance equal to 1 1/2 miles.
GAUTAM: Name of a sage.
GAVA: A wild ox.
GAVALI: A caste or herdsmen.
GAVATDEV: Name of a godling.
GAVATI: An order of ghosts.
GAYASUR: Name of a demon.
GAYATRI: Name of a daughter of Brahma.
GAYATRI MANTRA: A sacred verse from the Vedas held specially sacred and repeated by every Brāhmaṇ at his morning and evening devotion. The verse is in honour of the sun.
GAYATRI PURASCHARAN: A form of devotion requiring the recitation of the Gāyatri mantra a hundred thousand times with certain symbolic ceremonies.
GAYATRIPURASCHAYACHAN: See Gāyatripurascharan.
GEDI: A bat.
GEDI-DANDA: An outdoor game played by boys.
GERA: A boy who takes an active part in the Holī festival.
GHADI: An exorcist. A caste of temple ministrants or an individual of it.
GHADI: A measure of time equal to twenty-four minutes.
GHADULO: A process for removing the effects of the evil eye.
GHANCHINI: An order of ghosts.
GHANDHARAVI: An order of ghosts.
GHANTI: That quantity of oil seeds which is put in at one time to be crushed in an oil mill.
GHAT: Steps on the side of a river or tank leading to the water.
GHATOTKACHA: Name of a demon.
GEHIL: Mad.
GHELO: Mad.
GHELUN: Mad.
GERAYALA: Eclipsed.
GHETA: A sheep.
GHODO: A horse.
GHUGARI: Gram boiled whole, i.e. unsplit and unhusked.
GHUMAT: A sort of musical instrument—an earthen vessel, pitcher-form, covered over at the larger mouth with leather.
GHUNA: A mysterious watery pit.
GIDOT: A species of thorns.
GIKA: A species of a creeper.
GIRASIA: A Rajput landholder.
GIRHA: A water demon. Applied to Ráhu or to an eclipse in general, solar or lunar.
GIRI: An order or individual of it among Gosdvis.
GOCHAD: Cattle or dog louse.
GODHO: A bull.
GOKARNA: Name of a mythological king.
GOKHALO: A niche in the wall.
GOKUL: The name of the village at which Krishna was brought up.
GOKHARU: A species of thorns.
GOKUL-ASHTAMI: The eighth day of the dark half of Bhadrapad celebrated as the birthday of Krishna.
GOL: Molasses.
GOLABA: Name of a goddess.
GOLAMBADEVI: Name of a goddess.
GOMUKH: Mouth of a cow.
GOXDARO: Place where the village cattle rest.
GOXDHAL: A kind of religious dance.
GOR: A married unwidowed woman.
GORAKHA: Name of a saint.
GORAKH CHINCH: A kind of tree.
GORJI: A preceptor.
GORAKHRAJ: Name of a saint.
GOSAVI: An ascetic.
GOTRA: A section of a caste having a common ancestor.
GOURI-PUJAN: The worship of the goddess Gouri, a festival observed only by women.
GOUTRAL: A vow in honour of the cow lasting from the eleventh day to the fifteenth day of the bright half of Bhadrapad.
GOWAL: A celebrated hill near Mathura. A large heap of cow dung or of rice, vegetables, etc. made on the first day of the bright half of Kártik in imitation of the mountain.
GOWAL-DEVA: Name of a deity connected with rain-fall.
GRAHA: A planet.
GRAHANA: An eclipse.
GRAHAN-PUJAN: The worship of the plough on the full-moon day of Shravan.
GRAHA-SHANTI: A ceremony in propitiation of the planets.
GRAMADEVATA: A village goddess.
GRAMA-DEVI: A village goddess.
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GRIHADEVATA: The deity which presides over the house.
GRISHMA-RIPTU: The summer.
GRIVA: Name of a deity.
GUDHI: A pole, wrapped around with a cloth, a mango sprig, etc., erected on the first day of the year before the house-door.
GUDHI-PÁDVA: The first day of the bright half of Chaitra, the new year's day of the Brahmans.
GUHYAK: An order of semi-divine beings.
GULAB: A rose.
GUGAL: Balsamodendron.
GUJAKALPA: Name of a medical preparation.
GULAL: Red powder.
GUMPHA: A cave.
GUNDAR: Gimi arabie.
GURAV: A caste of temple ministrants or an individual of it.
GURU: A religious preceptor; Jupiter.
GURU CHARITRA: Name of a sacred book.

H.

HADAL: Ghost of a woman who dies within ten days of childbirth or during menses.
HADALI: See Hadal.
HAJ: A pilgrim.
HÁJAM: A caste of barbers or an individual of it.
HALÁHAL: A sort of deadly poison produced at the churning of the ocean.
HÁNSA: A goose.
HANUMAN: Name of a deity in the form of a monkey. He was a great devotee of Rama.
HÁNÚMAN-JAYANTI: The full-moon-day of Chaitra celebrated as the birthday of Hanuman.
HAR: A name of Shiva.
HARDA: A garland of balls made of sugar.
HARDAS: One who performs Kathás that is relates stories of Hindu deities to the accompaniment of music.
HARDE: Myrobalan.
HARI: A name of Vishnu.
HARISCHANDRA: Name of a mythological king.
HÁRTALIKA: The third day of the bright half of Bhádmípad on which images of Parvati made of earth are worshipped by women.
HARIVANSHA: Name of a purin.
HASTA: Name of a constellation.
HÁTHADI: An order of ghosts.
HÁTHI: An elephant.
HAVÁN: A sacrificial offering.
HÉDAMATIÓ: A name of Hanumán.
HÉDAMBÁ: Name of a giantess.
HÉDLI: An order of ghosts.
HEMANT-RÍTU: Winter.
HÉDIMBA: Name of a giantess.
HÍJADA: A eunuch.
HÉINGLÁJ: Name of a goddess.
HÍRANYAKASHIPU: Name of a demon.
HÍRANYAKASHIYAPU: Name of a demon.
HÍRANYAKSHA: Name of a demon.
HÍRWA: An order of ghosts.
HOL: Name of a goddess.
HOLI: A festival held at the approach of the vernal equinox. The pile arranged to be kindled at the festival.
HOLIA: A boy who takes an active part in the Holi celebrations.
HOLIKA: Name of a goddess.
HOLO: A species of birds.
HOMA: A sacrifice.
HOMAHAVAN: A formation expressing comprehensively or collectively, the several acts and points appertaining to oblation by fire; also any one indefinitely of these acts and points.
HOW: Name of a demon.
HUMBAD: A caste of Vanias or an individual of it.
HVAISHANI: The pile arranged to be kindled at the festival of Holi.

I.

INA: An egg.
INAM: A gift.
INDA: An egg-shaped vessel.
INDRA-DHANUSHYA: A rain-bow.
INDRAJIT: Name of a demon.
INDRAMAHOTSAVA: A festival celebrated in honour of the god Indra.
IRALE: A protection against rain made of the leaves of trees.
ISHTADEVATA: A chosen deity.
ITIDIO: A species of insects.

J.

JADI: Fat.
JADO: Fastened.
JADU: The black art.
JAGRAN: The fifteenth day of the bright half of Ashadha.
JAGRITI: Wakefulness.
JAIKHA: An order of ghosts.
JAIKHAI: Name of a minor goddess.
JAIKHANI: An order of semi-divine beings.
JAIKHAI-DEVI: Name of a minor goddess.
JAIKHARA: Name of a minor goddess.
JAIKHARO: An order of ghosts.
JAIKHIN: Spirit of a woman whose husband is alive.
JAIKHMATA: Name of a minor goddess.
JAIKRIN: Name of a deity residing in water.
JAJ: An order of ghosts; name of a tree.
JALACHAR: An order of evil spirits living in water.
JALADEVI: Water-goddess.
JALAI: An order of ghosts.
JALAA-JATRA: The ceremony of submerging the image of Shiva.
JALANDHAR: Name of a demon.
JALAP: A dream caused by cold.
JALADEVKI: Water-goddess.
JALOTSAVA: A water festival.
JAMBUVANT: One of the generals of Rama’s army at the siege of Lanka or Ceylon.
JAMBUVANTI: The daughter of Jambuvant.
JAMI: An order of ghosts.
JAN: An order of ghosts.
JANK: A king of Mahila, the foster-father of Sita.
JANAVE: A sacred thread.
JANAGAM: A Lingayat priest.
JANHU: Name of a mythological king.
JANJIRO: A black cotton thread with seven knots.
JANMASHTAMI: The eighth day of the dark half of Shravan celebrated as the birth-day of Krishna.

JANMA-SUWASINI: A woman who is perpetually unwidowed.

JANTRA: A mystical arrangement of words.

JAP: Repeating prayers in a muttering manner.

JAP-MAL: A rosary.

JARAN: A kind of black art.

JARASANDH: Name of a demon.

JARI: Name of a goddess.

JARI-MARI: A goddess presiding over an epidemic or pestilential disease.

JATA: Matted hair.

JATRA: A fair.

JATUPI: Name of a sage.

JAVA: Barley.

JAVALA: Tender wheat plants.

JETHA: The eighth month of the Gujarut Hindu calendar year.

JHAPAT: A sudden encounter.

JHOLAI: Name of a goddess.

JINN: An order of ghosts.

JINNI: An order of ghosts.

JINO: Small.

JINTHRO: Rugged.

JIREN: Cumin-seed.

JIVADHANI: Name of a goddess.

JIVI: Live.

JIVO: Live.

JOGA1: Name of a goddess.

JOGANI: A female harpie.

JOGATA: A male child offered to the goddess Yallamma.

JOGATIN: A female child offered to the goddess Yallamma.

JOGAYA: Begging in the name of the goddess Amba.

JOGI: A male child offered to the goddess Mayika.

JOGIN: A female child offered to the goddess Mayika.

JUARI: A kind of corn.

JULEBI: A kind of sweet.

JUTHI: False.

JUVARI: A kind of corn.


JYOTISH-SHAstra: The science of astronomy.

K.

KABAR: A tomb raised over the grave of a Muhammadan saint.

KABIR: Name of a celebrated saint.

KACHA: The son of Brihaspati, the preceptor of gods.

KACHAKADA: A kind of bead.

KACHARO: Refuse.

KACHBI: Rainbow.

KACHHIA: A caste of vegetable sellers.

KADADAN: Legumes.

KADALIPUJAN: Plantain tree worship.

KADAMB: Authocephalus cadamba.
KADVI: Bitter.
KADAVO: Bitter.
KADULIMB: Melia Azadirachta.
KAFRI: An order of ghosts.
KAGDO: A cucumber.
KADULIMB: Melia Azadirachta.
KAFR: An order of ghosts.
KAGDO: A crow.
KAGVA: Cooked food offered to the manes.
KAITABHA: Name of a demon.
KAFR: An order of ghosts.
KAGDO: A crow.
KAFR: An order of ghosts.
KALAKSHAR: An expounder of the utterances of crows.
KAPILL: A name applied collectively to the aboriginal tribes of Gujarat.
KAPITHA: Name of a sage.
KAPITHA: Name of a sage.
KAPITHE: Kapilashasthi.
KAPILASHASTHI: A day on which synchronize six particulars—the day, Tuesday; the month, Bhadrapad; the date, the sixth of the dark fortnight; the Nakshatra, Rohini; the Yog, Vyayapati; the Mahanakshatra, Hasti.
KAPILASHETE: See Kapilashasthi.
KARAN: A kind of tree.
KAIKADA: A caste of Brahmins found in the Deccan.
KAIKADA: A caste of Brahmins found in the Deccan.
KAIKADA: A caste of Brahmins found in the Deccan.
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KARKATA: Name of a water nymph.
KARKATI: See Karkata.
KALIKOTAK: Name of a snake.
KARMAMARGA: The path of action.
KARTIK: The eighth month of the Deccani Hindu and the first month of the Gujarati Hindu calendar year.
KARTIKEY: Son of Shiva, the commander of the army of the gods.
KASADA: A kind of sacred grass.
KASAI: A butcher.
KASATIA: Name of a god.
KASATIA-GANTH: Tying the knot of Kasatia, a vow observed in the name of the god Kasatia.
KSHI: Benares.
KATHAWATI: Name of a tribe.
KATHERIKARI: A narrator of the legends of the gods.
KATHI: Name of a tribe.
KETU: In astronomy, the ninth of the planets; in mythology, a demon.
KHAD khadya-BESADV: A ceremony performed by exorcists to propitiate their favourite goddesses.
KHAL: Red or green earth.
KHAGACHAR: An order of ghosts roaming in the sky.
KHAI: Acacia catechu.
KHAIS: A species of water spirits.
KHAJADA PANTH: A sect of Hindus.
KAKHARA: A kind of tree.
KAKH: A sect of Hindus.
KHAL: The passage in the Shivalinga (phallus of Shiva).
KHANA: A bodice cloth.
KHANDEPUJAN: Worship of arms.
KHANDERAJ: A name of the deity Khandoba.
KHANDOBA: Name of a deity.
KHANJIR: A dagger.
KHAKEPE: A species of water spirits.
KHAPARI: A kind of cattle disease.
KHAPRA: An order of ghosts.
KHARAVA: A disease of cattle in which the hoofs are affected.
KHARVA: A caste of fishermen and sailors or an individual of it.
KHADE: See Khade.
KHATALE: A cot.
KHATRI: A caste of weavers.
KHAVAS: A caste of Hindus.
KHAVIS: An order of ghosts.
KHETALO: Name of a snake deity.
KHETRAVA: A field.
KHEM: An order of ghosts.
KHICHADI: A preparation of rice and pulse cooked together.
KHIJADIO: The Shani tree, Prosopis spicigera
KHIJADO: See Khijadio.
KHIJADO MAMO: An order of ghosts.
KHILJ: A peg.
KHIM: An order of ghosts.
KHICH DI: A preparation of rice and pulse cooked together.
KHIJDIO: Tlio Shami tree, Prosopis spicigera
KHIJADO: An order of ghosts.
KHIJADO MAMO: Name of a minor deity.
KHODAIR: A class of Musalmans.
KHALI: A velvet.
KHIR: Rice cooked in milk and sweetened with sugar.
KHALI: A velvet.
KHEM: An order of ghosts.
KHICH DI: A preparation of rice and pulse cooked together.
KHIJDIO: Tlio Shami tree, Prosopis spicigera
KHIJADO: An order of ghosts.
KHIJADO MAMO: Name of a minor deity.
KHODAIR: A class of Musalmans.
KHALI: A velvet.
KHEM: An order of ghosts.
KHICH DI: A preparation of rice and pulse cooked together.
KHIJDIO: Tlio Shami tree, Prosopis spicigera
KHIJADO: An order of ghosts.
KHIJADO MAMO: Name of a minor deity.
KHODAIR: A class of Musalmans.
KHALI: A velvet.
KHEM: An order of ghosts.
KHICH DI: A preparation of rice and pulse cooked together.
KHIJDIO: Tlio Shami tree, Prosopis spicigera
KHIJADO: An order of ghosts.
KHIJADO MAMO: Name of a minor deity.
KHODAIR: A class of Musalmans.
KHALI: A velvet.
KHEM: An order of ghosts.
KHICH DI: A preparation of rice and pulse cooked together.
KHIJDIO: Tlio Shami tree, Prosopis spicigera
KHIJADO: An order of ghosts.
KHIJADO MAMO: Name of a minor deity.
KHODAIR: A class of Musalmans.
KHALI: A velvet.
KHEM: An order of ghosts.
KHICH DI: A preparation of rice and pulse cooked together.
KHIJDIO: Tlio Shami tree, Prosopis spicigera
KHIJADO: An order of ghosts.
KHIJADO MAMO: Name of a minor deity.
KHODAIR: A class of Musalmans.
KHALI: A velvet.
KHEM: An order of ghosts.
KHICH DI: A preparation of rice and pulse cooked together.
KHIJDIO: Tlio Shami tree, Prosopis spicigera
KHIJADO: An order of ghosts.
KULADHARMA: A special worship of the family god or goddess of each family.
KULATHI: A kind of corn.
KULERA: A mixture of wheat, oat or rice flour, clarified butter and sugar or molasses.
KULKARNI: A village accountant.
KUMBHA: Aquarius.
KUMBHAKARNA: Name of a demon.
KUMBHAR: A caste of potters.
KUMBHARANI: A woman of the Kumbhar caste.
KUMBHAVASA: Name of a cattle disease.
KUMBHAVIVARA: Marriage with an earthen jar.
KUXBI: A cultivator.
KUND: A pond; a pit; a sacred pool.
KUNDALAN: A kind of magic circle.
KUNDALI: An astrological diagram of the position of planets at any particular time.
KUNDALIKA: A name of Hamman.
KUNDI: A shoe-maker's earthen pot.
KUNKU: Red powder.
KUSTI: The first wife of Randu.
KUPOTSAIGA: Digging a well for the benefit of the public—and abandoning one's right of ownership over it.
KURANANDA: Wheat flour lumps used in the ceremony of the Bodh.
KURI: An implement for sowing corn.
KURMI: A name of a water nymph.
KURUKSHETRA: The extensive plain near Delhi, the scene of the great battle between the Kauravas and Pandavas.
KUSHMANDI: An order of demi-gods.
KUSUMBA: The dye prepared from the dried flowers of the Kusumba (Carthamus tinctorius).
KUTRO: A dog.

LADU: A sweet ball.
LACHURUDRA: A rite in honour of the god Shiva.
LAHYA: Parched rice.
LAKSHACHANDI: A recitation in honour of the goddess Parvati.
LAKSHAMANA: Brother of Rama.
LAKSHMI: The goddess of wealth.
LALAHARDEV: Name of a minor local deity.
LALO: Name of a field deity.
LALOBHAGAT: Name of a saint.
LAMANDIVO: An iron lamp.
LAMLAN: A branch of black magic.
LANKA: Ceylon.
LAPS: Coarse wheat flower fried in ghi and sweetened with molasses or sugar.
LAVENG: Clove.
LAVANI: A kind of ballad; plantation.
LAWANI: Plantation.
LAVO: A Parasite.
LAYSANT: A ghost of a widow.
LIMDO: A tree. Alantas excelsa.
LIMBO: Poisonous.
LINGA: Phallus.
LINGAMI: See Linga.
LINGAYAT: An individual of the Lingayat religion whose chief object of worship is Shiva.
LOBÁN: Olibanum.
LOBHAN: Incense powder.
LOTA: A water pot.
LUVÁNA: A caste of traders.
LUXMI: See Lakshmi.

MACHCHEXDRA XÁTH: Name of a saint.
MACHHII: Name of a water nymph.
MÁCHHIHO: Name of a goddess.
MÁCHHU: See Machho.
MADALIUN: A hollow bracelet.
MADAN: Cupid.
MADHAVÍ: A village headman.
MADHU: Name of a demon.
MADHU PAVANTI: An order of ghosts.
MÁDHWÁCHÁRYA: Name of a great saint who founded a sect of Vaishnavism.
MÁFAT: Useless.
MÁFI TIO: Useless.
MAO: A grain, Phaseolus mungo.
MAGH: The eleventh month of the Deccani Hindu and the fourth month of the Gujarát Hindu calendar year.
MÁGAHÁ: Name of a constellation.
MÁGHALO: A lamp of mud covered with leaves to represent the god of rain.
MÁHÁBHÁRAṬ: Name of an epic of the Hindus.
MÁHÁDEVA: A name of Shiva.
MÁHÁ GIRÁ: Name of a minor deity.
MÁHÁKÁLI: Name of a goddess.
MÁHÁKÁLI XÍRVÁN TÁNTRA: Name of a work on Tantric philosophy.
MÁHÁLATKSHMI: Name of a goddess; Name of a ceremony in which the goddess is worshipped on the eighth day of the bright half of Ashvin.
MÁHÁLÁYÁ SHRÁDDHÁ: A shraddha performed in the dark half of Bhaḍrapad in propitiation of ancestors.
MÁHÁMARÍ: Cholera goddess.
MÁHÁNT: A saint.
MÁHÁPURUSH: An order of civil spirits.
MÁHÁR: An unclean caste of Hindus.
MÁHÁR PURUSHÁ: A kind of stone.
MÁHÁRÁJÁ: A term of respectful corapellation applied to kings, religious heads, saints, etc.
MÁHÁRÁKSÁSA: A class of demons.
MÁHÁRUDRA: A sacrifice in honour of Shiva.
MÁHÁRAURÁVA: A kind of hell.
MÁHÁŚIVÁRAṬHI: The fourteenth day of the dark half of Mágh, a fast day in honour of Shiva.
MÁHÁTÁMA: A saint.
MÁHÁTMYÁ: Greatness.
MÁHÉSÁHA: A name of Shiva.
MÁHÉSÁVAR: A name of Shiva.
MÁHI: Name of a demon.
MÁHÍKÁWÁTI: Name of a goddess.
MÁHODÁYA: Name of a festival.
MÁIDAN: A plain.
MÁKARA: Capricornus.
MÁKÁRI: Name of a water nymph.
MÁKÁHAR: A gaily dressed up wooden frame.
MAHI : Maize.
MALAR : A musical mode.
MALHAR : A name of Kandoba.
MALI : Red lead.
MALI : A caste of gardeners or an individual of it.
MALINDA : A sweet preparation of wheat flour fried in ghi.
MALIN : Unclean.
MALLAR : A name of Kandoba.
MALO : A bower.
MAMIKULA : An order of ghosts.
MAMO : An order of ghosts; a maternal uncle.
MANAYA : Name of a deity.
MANDAL : A group.
MANDALU : A circle.
MANDAN MISHRA : Name of an ancient scholar.
MANDAP : A bower.
MANDA BHARANE : Filling in a magic circle as a protection from spirits.
MANEKSTAMBHA : The auspicious post of the marriage bower.
MANGO : An unclean caste of the Hindus.
MANGAI : Name of a goddess.
MANGAL : Mars.
MANGALA-GOURI : A ceremony performed by married girls for five successive years on every Tuesday of the month of Shravan.
MANGALARATI : Moving a lighted lamp round an idol.
MANGALSUTRA : The lucky thread worn by married women.
MANI : A jewel; name of a deity.
MANIDHAR : A snake.
MANI MALLA : Name of a demon.
MANIKARI : The person entitled to certain honours and presents at village assemblies.
MANKODA : A black ant.
MANSKHAVANTI : An order of ghosts.
MANTRA : An incantation; a magic spell.
MANTRA-SHASTRA : The science of incantations.
MANTRI : An exorcist.
MANTRIK : An exorcist.
MANUSHYACHAR : An order of ghosts moving among men.
MARRA : A branch of black magic.
MARGA : A path; course.
MARGAI : Name of a goddess.
MARGI : A sect of Hindus.
MARGI PANTHI : A follower of the Margi sect.
MARI : Name of a goddess.
MARICHI : Name of a sage.
MARIYUN : A ceremony for driving away insects.
MARVO : Marjoram.
MASUR : Lentil.
MASIDA : An order of ghosts.
MATI : A goddess.
MATAJI : See Mata.
MATARI : The eighth day of the navaratri.
MATARI : Name of a goddess.
MATH : A monastery.
MATHBHÁJI: A kind of green vegetable.
MÁTI: Earth.
MÁTRIKÁ: A mother; an order of semi-divine beings.
MÁULÍ: Name of a goddess.
MAUNYA VRATA: A vow of silence.
MÁVADI: Ghost of a woman dying with certain desires unfulfilled.
MÁYA: Illusion.
MAYÁKA: Name of a goddess.
MEDA: Marrow.
MEDINÁ: The earth.
MEGH: A cloud.
MEGHAJÁ: The god of rains.
MEGHLADDÚ: A sweet ball of wheat flour fried in ghi.
MEHULO: See Maghalo.
MEKAIL: Name of an angel.
MELADI: An order of ghosts.
MELDI: See Meladi.
MELI VIDYA: Sacrilegious art.
MENA: A kind of bird.
MERU: Name of a mythological mountain.
MESHA: Aries.
MÍLSA: Name of a goddess.
MÍRJÁI: Name of a goddess.
MÍRLOBA: Name of a deity.
MÍRSHYA: A species of water spirits.
MÍRSHOBA: Name of a village deity; lord of ghosts.
MINA: A class of Musalmáns.
MÍNÁ: Pisces.
MINDHAL: A kind of fruit.
MI: Particle.
MÍTÚN: Gemini.
MIYÁLÍ: An order of ghosts.
MOBHÁRA: A hollow stone used for threshing corn.
MOCHI: A caste of shoe-makers.
MOCHINI: An order of ghosts.
MOGRÍ: Rat-tailed raddish.
MOHÁN: A branch of black magic.
MOHINÍ: A fascinating woman.
MOHÁRO: The stone found in the head of the snake.
MOHOR: See Moharo.
MOKSHA: Salvation.
MÓLANÍ: An order of ghosts.
MÓTAKAT: Name of a vow.
MÓR: A peacock.
MÓRIA: An earthen bowl.
MOT MÁVÁLI: Mother Mary.
MOTUDUKH: A kind of cattle disease.
MOVA KHAJÁVA: Name of a cattle disease.
MRÍG: A deer; name of a constellation.
MRÍGANKA: The moon.
MRÍGÁ TONCHÁNA: The moon.
MRÍTYUNJÁVÁYA: Name of an incantation.
MUCHKUNĐ: Name of a sage.
MUJÁVAR: A sweeper of a mosque devoutly or piously fixed to it.
MUKTI: Salvation.
MUL: Name of a star.
MULO: Raddish.
MUNDA: A kind of wind.
MUNGESHWAR MAHÁDEV: A name of Shiva.
MUNGI MATA: Name of a goddess; dumb mother.
MUNJA: Spirit of Brahman boy who dies immediately after his thread ceremony.
MURALI: A flute.
MURDUNGA: Tabour.
MURLI: See Murali.
MUSAL: A rice pounder.
MUTH: The fist.
MUTH MÁRANE: Throwing of a handful of rice over which incantations have been repeated; sending a bewitched lemon to a person to whom a disease is to be transferred or who is to be killed.
MUVA-KESHIBI: A kind of cattle disease.

N

NÁCHANI: A kind of grain.
NÁDÁPUDI: A coloured cord with a small parcel containing incense, red powder, etc.
NÁDÁSAADI: A cord and a robe.
NÁG: A snake; a species of semi-living being half man half serpents in form.
NAGA: See Nág.
NAGABALI: A propitiatory offering to snakes.
NAGAR: A caste of Brahmans found in Gujarát.
NAGCHÁMPÁ: A flower tree, Alpinia mutans.
NAGDEV: The snake god.
NAGKANYA: A snake girl.
NÁG KESAR: Messua Ferrea.
NÁGMÁGA: A class of beggars who worship the snake.
NÁGNÁTH: Name of a snake deity.
NÁG PANCHAMI: The fifth day of the bright half Shrívána, a holiday in honour of the snake deity.
NÁGO: Shameless.
NÁGOBA: The snake deity.
NÁGVEL: A kind of creeper.
NÁIVEDYA: An offering of some eatable to an idol.
NÁKSHATRA: A star; a constellation.
NÁLA: Name of a mythological king.
NÁLPÁIR: Name of a píl or Mahomedan saint.
NÁL SAHEB: A familiar name for the bearer, in the Muharam, of the Tabut-pole which terminates at the top in a sal or horse-shoe member.
NÁMAN: Oil poured over the image of Hanumáñ.
NÁMAŚKÁR: Reverential or respectful address or salutation.
NÁNDÁ: the adoptive father of Krishna.
NÁNDARÁJ: Name of a mythological king.
NÁNDI: A bull.
NÁNDI SHRADDHA: A Shrúddha to the names, preliminary to any joyous occasion.
NÁNO: Small.
NÁO NARASING: An order of ghosts.
NÁRA: Name of a sage.
NARAD MUNI: Name of a divine sage.
NARAK: Hell.
NÁRAK-CHÁTURDÁSHI: The fourteenth day of the dark half of Ašvin.
NÁRAJI PÁRRNA: The coconut holiday, the fifteenth day of the bright half of Shrívána.
NÁRASIMHA: An incarnation of Vishnu in the form of half lion half man.
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NARAYAN: Name of a sage.
NARAYANA BALI: A sacrifice in propitiation of evil spirits.
NARAYAN KAVACH: A hymn in honour of Vishnu.
NARAYAN NAGABALI: A kind of offering.
NAREL-PURNIMA: See Narali Purnima.
NARGUDIKALPA: A kind of medicinal preparation.
NARAYA UDA: A kind of incense.
NARSINHA: See Narasimha.
NARSINHA MEHTA: A celebrated poet of Gujarai.
NATAK: A drama.
NATHU: Tiel.
NAVACHANDI: Name of a sacrifice.
NAVAGRAHA: The nine planets.
NAVAGRAHANSHANTI: A ceremony in propitiation of the nine planets.
NAVAKADAN: Gift of a ship.
NAVALA-DEVI: Name of a goddess.
NAVAMUTHUM: A preparation of nine handfuls of wheat.
NAVAKRITA: The first nine days of the month of Ashein held sacred to Durga.
NAVATERA: A game of nine and thirteen.
NEHADO: A hamlet of Bharvads or shepherds.
NIAR: A kind of rice grown without ploughing.
NILOTSARGA: A kind of Shinidha.
NILOTOASA: See Nilparvain.
NILPARVAN: A ceremony in propitiation of the spirits of deceased ancestors.
NIRGUDI: A kind of plant.
NIRMALA: Name of a goddess.
NOL VEL: A kind of creeper.
NRISINHA MANTRA: An incantation in honour of Nrisinha.
NYASA: Gesture.

O

OGHAD: A fool.
OKARINU: Vomiting: a kind of sheep disease.
OLO: A species of birds.
OMKAR MANDHATA: Name of a god.

P

PADO: A he-buffalo.
PADUKA: Impressions of feet on stones.
PADVAL: Snake-guard.
PADWAL: See Padval.
PAJUSAN: A holiday of Jains.
PALI: A tree. Butea frondosa.
PALEJATRA: A ceremony performed at the sowing season.
PALE MARAD: An order of ghosts.
PALLO: A pillar. A tomb erected on the grave of a person who dies on a field of battle.
PALUS: See palas.
PAN: A betel leaf.
PANCHAK: Grouping of constellations lasting for five days.
PANCHAKSHARI: An exorcist.
PANCHAMRITA: A mixture of milk, curds, sugar, ghi and honey.
PANCHARAYA: Five kinds of precious things, viz., gold, silver, copper, coral and pearls.
PANCHAYATAN: The five deities, Shiva, Vishnu, Surya, Ganpati and Devi.
PANCH-DEVA: See Panchayatan.
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PANCHGAVYA: A mixture of the five products of the cow.
PANCHOPACHAR: The presenting in oblation to an idol of five articles.
PANDAVA: A term applied to the five sons of Pandu.
PANDHAR: Name of a goddess.
PANDIT: A scholar.
PANDHRI: A kind of tree.
PANGALADEVI: Name of a goddess.
PANOTI: Certain peculiar conjunctions of planets; name of a goddess.
PAPAD: Wafer biscuits.
PARAJAYAPRAVESH: Entering the body of another.
PARASHU: An axe.
PARDESHI: A term applied to men from Upper India, usually low caste.
PARJAYYA: Rain.
PARJAYYA-SHAXTI: A ceremony performed to secure rainfall.
PARMA: A clan of Rajputs.
PARO: A kind of stone.
PARSHADVAIKUNTHA: Name of a heavenly region.
PARTHISHWAR: Lord of the earth; a god.
PARVATI: The consort of Shiva.
PARWANI: A festival.
PASHUCHARA: An order of ghosts moving among beasts.
PASHUPATIKA: A weapon of Shiva.
PASTA: The being disposed for use—vessels, etc. for idol worship.
PAT: A low wooden stool; marriage with a widow.
PATAL: The nether world.
PATHA: Recitation.
PATIL: A village headman.
PATIT-PAVAN: Purifier of the fallen.
PATKA: A head scarf.
PATLA: A low wooden stool.
PATLAVANE: To marry a widow.
PURANIC: As prescribed in the puranas.
P'AUSH: The tenth month of the Deccani Hindu and the third month of the Gujarati Hindu calendar year.
P'AUSYA: A sect of goddess worshippers.
P'AUTE: A kind of grain.
P'EDHE: A kind of sweets.
PEDI: A small heap or lapsi.
P'EESA: An order of ghosts.
PENDA: A kind of sweets.
PETTOD: A kind of cattle disease.
PHALGUN: The twelfth month of the Deccani Hindu and the fifth month of the Gujarati Hindu calendar year.
PHANAS: The jack fruit.
PIDDHARATI: The ceremony of substituting night ornaments on an idol for the costly ornaments of the day.
PILUDI: A kind of tree.
PIND: A rice ball.
PINDA: See Pind.
PINGLA: A species of birds.
PIXAR: Red powder.
PIPAL: A tree, Ficus religiosa.
PIPALESHWAR MAHADEV: A name of Shiva.
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PURVA-FALGUNI: Name of a constellation.
PURVAJA: An ancestor.
PURVASHADHA: Name of a constellation.
PUSHKAR: Name of a snake.
PUSHYA: Name of a constellation.

R

RABARI: A caste of shepherds.
RADHA: A man dressed in woman's clothes as a dancer; name of a sweetheart of Krishna.
RADIO: Crying.
R.FDA: A kind of jujube tree.
RAGATIO: An order of ghosts.
RAHU: A demon with the tail of a dragon whose head was severed from his body by Vishnu.
The head and tail, retaining their separate existence, were transferred to the planetary heavens, and became, the first, the eighth planet, and the second (Ketu) the ninth.
RAINADEVI: Name of a goddess.
RAJAH: A king.
RAJAYAJNA: A kind of sacrifice.
RAJBAI MATA: Name of a goddess.
RAJBHOG ARATI: The ceremony of offering dainties and cooked food to the gods.
RAJPUTANI: Wife of a Rajput; a Rajput woman.
RAKHADI: A piece of silk thread.
RAKHEVALIO: An order of ghosts.
RAKSHASA: A demon.
RALA: Panic seed.
RALE: Panic seed.
RAMALASHASTRA: The science of divining by means of figures or lines and dice.
RAMANAVAMI: The ninth day of the bright half of Chaitra celebrated as the birth day of Rama.
RAMANUJA: Name of a great saint and philosopher who founded a sect of Vaishnavism.
RAMAYANA: An epic poem by Valmiki describing the exploits and adventures of Rama.
RANCHANDRA: A name of Rama.
RAMESHWAR: A name of Shiva.
RAMNATH: Name of a deity.
RANDAL: Name of a goddess who presides over child-birth.
RANDHAN CHHETHA: The cooking sixth, the sixth day of the dark half of Shreem.
RANGPANCHAMI: The fifth day of the dark half of Phalgun on which coloured water is thrown.
RANJANI: A kind of tree.
RANNA DEVI: Name of a goddess who presides over child-birth.
RANO: A Lord.
RASHI: Signs of the Zodiac.
RATANVO PARO: A kind of stone.
RATANWA: A kind of skin disease.
RATH: A charriot.
RATHA SAPTAMI: The seventh day of the bright half of Minto.
RATNA: A jewel.
RATNESHWAR MAHADEVA: A name of Shiva.
RAUL: A caste of Hindus or an individual of it.
RAVAL: See Raul.
RAVALNATH: Name of a spirit; name of a village deity.
RAVAN: Name of the demon king of Lanka or Ceylon.
RAVI: The sun.
RAVALNATH: See Ravalnath.
RAYAN: A tree, Minnongs hexandra.
REKHA: A line.
RELA: A stream.
REVATI: Name of a constellation.
REWADI: A preparation of sesame and sugar.
RIKTA: Unfruitful, inauspicious.
RISHI PUNCHAMI: The fifth day of the bright half of Bhadrapad.
RITU: A season.
ROHINI: Name of a constellation.
ROPANI: Transplanting.
ROTI: A loaf prepared from eight kinds of grain.
ROTAL: Womanish.
RUDRAHISHEKA: The ceremony of pouring water in a constant stream over the image of Shiva for eleven consecutive days and nights.
RUDRAKSHA MALA: A rosary of 108 beads of the rudraksha wood.
RUDRAYAG: A sacrifice in honour of the god Shiva.
RUDRA: A tree sacred to Shiva, Elaeocarpus ganitrus.
ROHIN: Name of a constellation.
ROPA: Handsome.
RUTU: Name of a sage.
RUTUSHANTI: The marriage consummation ceremony.

SABHA: A meeting.
SADASATI PANOTI: A panoti extending over seven years and a half.
SADHAN: Accomplishment.
SADHU: A saint.
SAGR: A king of the Solar race, an ancestor of Rama.
SAHAN: A levigating slab.
SAHASRAHOGHAN: Feeding a thousand Brahmans.
SAITAN: An order of ghosts.
SAIYED: A name for Musalmans directly descended from the Prophet.
SAKHARADO: A kind of disease.
SAKHOTIA: Name of a tree.
SAKINI: An order of ghosts.
SAKSHI: Witness.
SALAM: The word used in salutation by and to Muhammadans and other people not Hindu.
SALAYA: Name of a deity.
SAMACHARI: The death anniversary
SAMADH: The edifice which is erected over the burial-place of a Sanyasi or saint; deep and devout meditation.
SAMADHI: See Samadhi.
SAMAI: A brass lamp.
SAMANYA PUJA: Ordinary worship.
SAMBHANDHA: Spirit of a Brahman who dies without an heir and whose funeral rites have not been performed.
SAMELU: A log of wood.
SAMISHYA: Entering the divine order.
SAMPAT SHANIWAR: Wealth-giving Shaniwar, a Saturday in the month of Shravan.
SAMUDRA: The sea.
SAMVAT: A year.
SAMVATSAR: A year; A period of three cycles of twenty years each, that is sixty years.
SAMVATSAU: Death anniversary.
SAMVATSARIK SHRADDHA: The yearly Shraddha.
SAXATKUMAR: One of the four sons of Brahman.
SANCHAL: A kind of salt.
SANDHYA: The morning, noon or evening prayers of a Brahman.
SANDHYA ARATI: Offerings of Milk, sugar and cakes to the gods in the evening.
SANIPAT: Dehram.
SANKAL: A chain.
SANKAR: A stone.
SANKASTI CHATURTHI: The fourth lunar day of every dark fortnight.
SANKRANTI: Transit or passage of the sun or a planet from one sign of the zodiac into another.
SANKRANTI: See Sankranti.
SANYASI: The Brahman of the fourth order, the religious mendicant.
SAPI: The offering of a ball of rice, etc., to the spirit of a deceased relative, commonly on the twelfth day after his decease.
SAPTAHA: A perusal or reading through of a purana or other sacred book in seven consecutive days.
SAPTAHA-PARAYAN: See Saptaha.
SAPTA-RISHI: Ursa Major (the seven stars of which are supposed to be the seven great saint Marichi, Atri, Angiras, Pulastya, Pulaha, Kratu and Vasishtha.)
SARADGA: A kind of fruit.
SARASWATI: The goddess of learning.
SARUL: A robe.
SARPA BANDHANE: A process by which a snake can be prevented from entering or leaving a particular area.
SARVAKSHI: The observer of all things.
SARVAPATI: Weighing about six pounds and a quarter.
SAYUJJA: Merging into the divine form.
SEPA: A kind of tree.
SEVAR: A money-lender.
SAYO: Sewed.
SEVAK: A disciple, a follower.
SEVAKA: See Sevak.
SHADANADA: Name of a goddess.
SHAKARIO: Name of a cattle disease.
SHAKINI: An order of ghosts.
SHAKTA MATA: Name of a goddess.
SHAKTI: The energy or active power of a deity personified as his wife; as Pārvati of Shiva.
SHAKTIMATA: Name of a goddess.
SHAKTI-PANTHI: A follower of the Shakti or Shākta sect that is those who worship a divine energy under its feminine personification.
SHAKTIYĀG: A sacrifice in honour of Shakti.
SHALI GRAM: A sacred stone supposed to represent Vishnu.
SHALUNKI: A species of singing birds.
SHAMI: Saturn.
SHANÇAR ARATI: The ceremony of taking off the idols night garments and putting on others for the day.
SHANKARACHARYA: The designation of the celebrated teacher of the Vedānt philosophy.
SHANKSUR: Name of a demon.
SHANKHĀSUR: Name of a demon.
SHANKHINI: An order of ghosts.
SHANTANU: A king of the lunar race who married Ganga and Satyavati.
SHARADAKANCAYA: The dark half of the month of Bhadrapad.
SHĀRANG: The bow of Vishnu.
SHARAD PUNE MATA: The full-moon day of Ashvin.
SHARAD RITUX: The Autumn.
SHASTRA: Scripture.
SHATACHANDI: An incantation in honour of the goddess.
SHATAXINGA: Live for a hundred years.
SHATAPATRAKA: Name of a constellation.
SHATANCHANDI: An incantation in honour of the goddess Chandi.
SHES BHAJAN: Name of a ceremony.
SHENDUR: Red lead.
SHESH NĀG: The snake of one thousand hoods who supports the earth.
SHIVARI: A kind of tree.
SHIKHANDI: Aamba born as the daughter of Drupada. She was given out to be, and brought up as, a male child.
SHIKHAR: Top.
SHIKOTAR: Name of a goddess.
SHI: State.
SHILISATRA: The state seventh, the seventh day of the dark half of Shrīvena.
SHIRALSHET: Name of an ancient Vāni or trader who became a king and reigned three and a half ghatalaka (a measure of time).
SHISHIR RITUX: The cold season.
SHIT: The fowl tied to the top of the bamboo planted in the pit of the Holi fire.
SHITALA ASTAKA: A hymn in praise of the goddess Shitala.
SHITALAI PUJAN: A holiday observed by women.
SHITALĀDEVI: The small-pox goddess.
SHITALA MĀTĀ: See Shitalādevi.
SHITAL-SAAPTAM: See Shili Sātem.
SHIVA: The third god of the Hindu Trinity.
SHIVALANGI: Name of a plant.
SHIVA-MUTHA: A vow in which handfuls of corn are offered by married girls to the god Vishnu on every Monday in the month of Shrīvena.
SHIVARĀTRA: The fourteenth day of the dark half of every month sacred for the worship of Shiva.
SHIVARTHĀ: See Shivarātra.
SHIWĀ: A kind of tree.
SHIWAR: An offering of boiled rice mixed with curds; an offering of a goat or fowl.
SHILOKA: A stanza, a verse.
SHodashopachār: The sixteen ways of doing homage.
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SHOKA-PAGLAN: Morning footprints.
SHRĀVAD: A kind of shrub.
SHRĀVĀKH: A term applied to the members of the Jain religion.
SHRĀVAN: The fifth month of the Deccani and the tenth month of the Gujarat Hindu calendar year.
SHRĀVANI: The ceremony of renewing the sacred thread.
SHRĀWANA: Name of a constellation.
SHRI DUTTA: Name of a deity.
SHRINGĀR ĀRATI: See Shuangā ārati.
SHRINGHI: Name of a sage.
SHRI SATYA NĀRĀYAN: Name of a deity.
SHUDDHA: Pure; the bright half of a month.
SHUDDHE: The last of the four-fold divisions of Manu.
SHUKAMUNI: Name of a sage.
SHUKRA: Venus.
SIDDHA: An order of semi-divine beings.
SIDDHA PURUSHA: A magician.
SIDDHI: Accomplishment; the acquisition of supernatural powers; name of a wife of Ganpati.
SIDDHI KARAN: Name of a book in which Dharmaraja keeps an account of the good and bad actions of men.
SIDDHA: Uncooked articles of food.
SIDIO: Nigro-like.
SIKAN: A sling.
SIKE: A sling.
SIKOTARU: See Sikotara.
SIKOTRU: Ghost of a woman dying with certain desires unfulfilled.
SIMANT: The first pregnancy ceremony.
SINDHAVAR: Name of a goddess.
SINDUR: Red lead.
SINHA: A lion; Leo.
SINHIKA: The mother of Rāhu.
SITA: The consort of Rāma.
SIWĀ RANDHANE: Binding the boundary-name of a ceremony.
SIWO: Sewn.
ŚMARTA AGKXI: The fire which is kept constantly burning and worshipped during the Chatarmas.
SOJ-JUNI: The ceremony of loosening the manja (string) from the loins of a Brahman.
SOLANKI: Name of a clan of Rajputs.
SOLA SOMVAR-VRATA: A vow observed on sixteen successive Mondays.
 SOMAPA: Name of a water nymph.
 SOMAVATI-AMAVASYA: The fifteenth day of the dark half of a month falling on Monday.
 SOMAGA: Name of a religious ceremony.
SONI: A caste of goldsmiths or an individual of it.
SORRO: Sulphuret of antimony.
SOSHI: Name of a class of chudels.
SOYALEN: A silk garment.
SPATIKA MANI: A crystal stone.
STAMBHAN: A branch of black magic.
STĀNA: Locality.
STĀNA-DEVA: A local deity.
STHĀPAN: Installation.
SUD: The bright half of a month.
SUDARSHAN: See Sudarshan chakra.
SUDARSHAN CHAKRA: The discus of Vishnu.
SUDHA : Nectar.
SUDHAKAR : The moon.
SUDYAMAN : Name of a mythological king.
SUGAD : A little earthen vessel.
SUKAL : A plentiful harvest.
SULIO : An order of ghosts.
SULEIMANI PARO : A kind of stone.
SUMARIA GANESH : A name of Ganpati.
SUNA : Unoccupied.
SUNAKU : A kind of cattle disease.
SUNKAI : Name of a goddess.
SUNTH : Dry ginger.
SUPADUN : A winnowing fan.
SURA : Liquor.
SURAKANO : Twisted iron wire.
SURAN : Anamorphallus campalatus (elephant foot).
SURANG : A kind of tree.
SURDHAN : Ghost of a male member dying with certain of his desires unfulfilled.
SURMO : See Sorro.
SURIPURO : A spirit of one who meets death on a field of battle.
SURYA : The sun.
SURYA KAVACH : A hymn in honour of the Sun.
SURYA-VRAT : A vow in honour of the Sun.
SUTAKI : One ceremonially impure on account of the death of a relative.
SUTAR : A caste of carpenters or an individual of it.
SUTI : An order of ghosts.
SUTTEE : A woman who burns herself on the funeral pyre of her husband.
SIVA : An ingredient used in preparing spices.
SUWARN : Gold.
SUWASINI : An unwidowed woman.
SWAMI : A lord, a term applied to saints.
SWAMIMAHARAJ : An epithet of Dattatraya or Shri Dutta.
SWAMINARAYAN : A sect of Hindus.
SWAPNA : A dream.
SWARGA : Heaven.
SWASTIKA : A kind of mystical figure.
SWATI : Name of constellation.
SWAYAMBHU : Self-existent.
SWAYAMVAR : A maiden's choice marriage.
TADIA : A fruit of the fan-palm.
TADULI : The full moon day of Ashadh.
TAKSHAK : Name of a snake.
TAL : A kind of cymbal.
TALAIHDIA KOLI : A sub-division of the Koli tribe.
TALKHAMBRA : A ghost of an unmarried Shudra.
TALL : A plate.
TALL BHARANE : A rite performed in honour of the god Khandoba.
TALO BHAGAT : Name of a great saint.
TAMASHA : A diverting exhibition; a show, play, farce, mock-fight, etc.
TAMHAN : A flat saucer-like metal plate.
TAMBAL : Name of a goddess.
TANYATUN : Lightning.
TAPAKESHWAR: A name of Mahadev.
TARA-BARAS: The star twelfth, the twelfth day after the death of a person.
TARPA: An offering of water.
TAV: A sheet of paper.
TAVA: A cake fried in oil in a pan.
TARO: Flat unleavened loaves.
TAXAMI: The ghost of a woman dying in child-bed or menses.
THAKORI: A name for the Deity.
THAL: A dish.
THANA: A station.
THANAK: Locality.
THIR: A tree, Euphoria nerifolia.
TID: A locust.
TILA: Sesamum.
TILA: The sectarian mark made with coloured earths or unguents upon the forehead.
TILAD: A singing sparrow.
TINDOTAN: A kind of creeper.
TIRTHA: Water used in bathing an idol; a holy place.
TOLA: A weight amounting to 210 grains.
TOND BHUT: An order of evil spirits.
TOSHI: A class of chudels.
TRAVERS: A confluence of three rivers.
TRETAYUGA: The second yuga or age according to the Hindu scriptures.
TRI: The third day of the bright or dark half of a month.
TRIPINDI: A kind of Shrādha.
TRIPURISUR: Name of a demon.
TRIPHUR-PAURIMA: The full moon-day of Kartik.
TRISHANKU: Name of a king of the Solar race.
TRISHUL: A trident.
TUCHAKA: A mystical method.
TULA: Libra.
TULISHI-VRAT: A vow in honour of the Tulshi or sweet basil plant.
TULSI: The sweet basil.
TUNGJAI: Name of a goddess.
TURABAT: A tomb.

U.

UBHI: Standing; an order of ghosts.
UCHATAN: A branch of black magic.
UCHCHATAN: See Uchātan.
UDA: A species of water spirits.
UDAK SHANTI: Propitiation by water.
UJANI: A ceremony in propitiation of the village gods.
UJJANI: A festival in honour of the god Indra.
UKARDI: Earth with which the marriage altar is built.
UKO: A dung-hill.
UMA MAHESH: The god Mahadev and his wife Pārvatī; name of a vow in honour of them.
UMBAR: The Indian fig tree.
UMP: Name of a Nāg girl.
UNAI MĀTA: Name of a goddess.
UNDAR: A mouse.
UNT: A camel.
UPADEVA: A demi-god.
UPAKARMA: The ceremony of renewing the sacred thread.
URAS: A fair held in honour of a Mahomedan saint.
UTAR: A sacrificial offering.
UTTAKA-BHADRAPADA: Name of a mythological king.
UTTARA-BHADRAPADA: Name of a constellation.
UTTARA-FALGU: Name of a constellation.
UTTARASHADHA: Name of a constellation.

V.

VACCHARO: See Vachado.
VACHA: Even.
VAD: The banyan tree; the dark half of a month.
VADAN: Fried cakes.
VADAVO: Fried cakes.
VACHO: Even.
VAD: The banyan tree; the dark half of a month.
VADAN: Fried cakes.
VADHAVO: Even.
VADYAJAI: Name of a goddess.
VAGAGNAH: One who beats musical instruments like drums.
VAGGAYA: Name of a deity.
VAGH: A tiger.
VAGHAMBARI: Name of a goddess.
VAGHARAN: A woman of the Vaghri caste.
VAGHESHWAR MATA: Name of a goddess.
VAGHRI: A caste of Hindus.
VAGHURI DEVI: Name of a goddess.
VAGHYA: A male child offered to the god Khandoba.
VAHAG: A tiger.
VAHAMBARI: Name of a goddess.
VAHARA: Name of a goddess.
VAHARAN: A woman of the Vaghri caste.
VAHESHWARI MATA: Name of a goddess.
VAHRI: A caste of Hindus.
VAHUR DEVI: Name of a goddess.
VAKH: A tiger.
VAKHARA: Name of a goddess.
VAKHARAN: A woman of the Vaghri caste.
VAKHESHWARI MATA: Name of a goddess.
VAKHRI: A caste of Hindus.
VAKHUR DEVI: Name of a goddess.
VAKHARAN: A woman of the Vaghri caste.
VAKHA: A tiger.
VAKHERA: Name of a goddess.
VAKHERANI: A castle of Hindus.
VAKHURI DEVI: Name of a goddess.
VAKHARAN: A woman of the Vaghri caste.
VAKHA: A tiger.
VAKHERA: Name of a goddess.
VAKHERANI: A castle of Hindus.
VAKHURI DEVI: Name of a goddess.
VAKHARAN: A woman of the Vaghri caste.
VAKHA: A tiger.
VAKHERA: Name of a goddess.
VAKHERANI: A castle of Hindus.
VAKHURI DEVI: Name of a goddess.
VAKHARAN: A woman of the Vaghri caste.
VAKHA: A tiger.
VAKHERA: Name of a goddess.
VAKHERANI: A castle of Hindus.
VAKHURI DEVI: Name of a goddess.
VAKHARAN: A woman of the Vaghri caste.
VAKHA: A tiger.
VAKHERA: Name of a goddess.
VAKHERANI: A castle of Hindus.
VAKHURI DEVI: Name of a goddess.
VAKHARAN: A woman of the Vaghri caste.
VAKHA: A tiger.
VAKHERA: Name of a goddess.
VAKHERANI: A castle of Hindus.
VAKHURI DEVI: Name of a goddess.
VAKHARAN: A woman of the Vaghri caste.
VAKHA: A tiger.
VAKHERA: Name of a goddess.
VAKHERANI: A castle of Hindus.
VAKHURI DEVI: Name of a goddess.
VAKHARAN: A woman of the Vaghri caste.
VAKHA: A tiger.
VAKHERA: Name of a goddess.
VAKHERANI: A castle of Hindus.
VAKHURI DEVI: Name of a goddess.
VAKHARAN: A woman of the Vaghri caste.
VAKHA: A tiger.
VAKHERA: Name of a goddess.
VAKHERANI: A castle of Hindus.
VAKHURI DEVI: Name of a goddess.
VAKHARAN: A woman of the Vaghri caste.
VAKHA: A tiger.
VAKHERA: Name of a goddess.
VAKHERANI: A castle of Hindus.
VAKHURI DEVI: Name of a goddess.
VAKHARAN: A woman of the Vaghri caste.
VAKHA: A tiger.
VAKHERA: Name of a goddess.
VAKHERANI: A castle of Hindus.
VAKHURI DEVI: Name of a goddess.
VAKHARAN: A woman of the Vaghri caste.
VAKHA: A tiger.
VAKHERA: Name of a goddess.
VAKHERANI: A castle of Hindus.
VAKHURI DEVI: Name of a goddess.
VAKHARAN: A woman of the Vaghri caste.
VAKHA: A tiger.
VAKHERA: Name of a goddess.
VAKHERANI: A castle of Hindus.
VAKHURI DEVI: Name of a goddess.
VAKHARAN: A woman of the Vaghri caste.
VAKHA: A tiger.
VAKHERA: Name of a goddess.
VAKHERANI: A castle of Hindus.
VAKHURI DEVI: Name of a goddess.
VAKHARAN: A woman of the Vaghri caste.
VAKHA: A tiger.
VAKHERA: Name of a goddess.
VAKHERANI: A castle of Hindus.
VANZIA PANA: Barrenness.
VARADANI: Name of a goddess.
VARADHAN: Name of a deity.
VARAH: A boar.
VARAHA-SANHITA: Name of a book.
VARSHA-RITU: The rainy season.
VARUL: The white ant-hill.
VASA NA: Desire.
VASANTA-PANCHAMI: The fifth day of the bright half of Magh.
VASANT- RITU: The spring.
VASH: An oblation of rice and sweets offered to crows.
VASHIKARAN: A branch of black magic.
VASISHTHA: Name of a sage.
VASTU: A religious rite performed on entering a new house.
VASTDEVATA: The guardian spirit of dwelling places.
VARSHAKITU: The rainy season.
VAV: A reservoir of water; a tank.
VAYU: Wind; the deity presiding over the wind.
VAYUSUTA: A name of Maruti.
VEDA: Name of the scriptures of the Hindus.
VEDATRAYI: The three Vedas, Rik, Yajus and Sama.
VEDHA: Malign influence.
VEDIC: Relating to the Vedas; as enjoined in the Vedas.
VETAL: The lord of ghosts; name of a village deity.
VETRASARPA: A cane stick with an image of a snake at its end.
VICHAR: A female scorpion.
VIMAN: A celestial car.
VINAYAK-CHATURTHI: The fourth day of the bright half of every month.
VINCHI: A female scorpion.
VIRA: An order of ghosts; name of a village deity.
VISHA: Poison.
VISHAKHA: Name of a constellation.
VISHESHA PUJA: Special worship.
VISHI: A cycle of twenty years.
VISHNU: The second god of the Hindu Trinity.
VISHNUHASRANAMA: A book containing the thousand names of Vishnu.
VISHNUYAGA: A sacrifice in honour of Vishnu.
VISHOTAK: Name of a disease.
VISHYAMITHA: Name of a sage.
VISHVARUPA: That exists in all forms, an epithet of Vishnu.
VISHVERSHWAR: A name of Shiva.
VISWATI: An order of ghosts.
VITHOBA: Name of a god.
VISUCHIKA: Name of a cholera goddess.
VIVANCHARA: An order of ghosts.
VRAT: A vow.
VRIKODA: Wolf-bellied, an epithet of Bhima.
VRINDA: Name of the wife of Jalandhar, a demon.
VISHWARUPA: That exists in all forms, an epithet of Vishnu.
VISHWESHWAR: A name of Shiva.
VISWATI: An order of ghosts.
VRITRASAR: Name of a demon.
VRUNDA: See Vrinda.
"YATIP."
WAD: The banyan tree.
WADI: An enclosed piece of meadow-field or garden ground.
WAGH-BARAS: The twelfth day of Ashvin.
WAGHE: Male children offered to the god Khandoba.
WAGHESHWARI: Name of a village goddess.
WAGHJAI: Name of a deity.
WAGHOBA: An order of ghosts.
WAGHESHWARI: Name of a village goddess.
WAGHYA: Name of a deity; a male child offered to the god Khandoba.
WAGNAN-DWADASHI: The twelfth day of the bright half of Bhaadrapad.
WANJ: A trader; a general name for all castes of traders i.e., banyas.
WANPRASTA: A Brahman in the third order of his life; a hermit in general.
WARUL: An ant-hill.
WATA: The Banyan tree.
WATA-PAURNIMA: The full moon day of Jyeshtha.
WUDA: Incense.
YADNA: See Yajna.
YADNPATIT: The sacred thread worn by Brahmans.
YADNYA: See Yajna.
YAJAMAN: A host; a person performing a sacrifice.
YAJNA: A sacrifice.
YAKSHA: A class of demi-gods, attendant on Kubera and employed in guarding his treasures.
YAKSHINI: A female Yaksha; a fairy.
YALLAMMA: Name of a goddess.
YAMA: The God of death.
YAMADUTA: A messenger of the god of death.
YAMAGHANTA: A Yog or conjunction of times, viz., a Sunday-falling upon the second day of the bright or dark half of a month; a Friday falling upon the third lunar day, etc., etc.
YAMALOKA: The region of Yama.
YAMAPURI: The city of the god of death.
YANTRA: A mystical formula or diagram.
YOGA: Religious and abstract meditation.
YOGA-MARGA: The path of meditation.
YOGA-SUTRA: Name of a work by Pāṇini containing aphorisms of the science of Yoga.
YOGAVASISTHA: Name of a work on philosophy.
YOJAN: A measure of distance equal to eight miles.
YUDHISHTHIR: An epithet of Dharma, the eldest of the Pāṇḍava brothers.

Z

ZAMHĀDI: A female spirit guarding the village gates.
ZAMPĀHĀDI: An order of ghosts.
ZANZARKA: Name of a goddess.
ZANZIRA: A kind of magic incantation.
ZĀR: Fever.
ZARMAN ZARVAN: A ceremony in which a woman fetches water for the first time after delivery.
ZILAKESHWAR: A name of Mahādeva.
ZINI: Small.
ZOD: An order of ghosts.